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Table 6.8 Comparison of social characteristics of the large urban unit with 
target values of key social criteria for sustainable urban quarters: 
population age and ethnicity profile, housing size, dwelling types, 
rent and sale housing, and average of housing value (author´s 
elaboration, data based on Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek –CBS, 
2010, Frey 1999, Frey et al, 2010). 

Table 6.9 The TOWS matrix for formulation of strategies (based on Dyson, 
2004). 
 

Table 6.10 Diagnosis of key environment criteria by SWOT-TOWS model. 
Table 6.11 Diagnosis of key planning criteria by SWOT-TOWS model.	  
Table 6.12 Diagnosis of key economic criteria by SWOT-TOWS model. 
Table 6.13 Diagnosis of key social criteria by SWOT-TOWS model 
Table 7.1 Access to existing local services and facilities, describing 

environmental quality and walking distance by time estimated (local 
survey). Based on fieldwork analysis, CBS, 2010, 
Amstelveen.buurtmonitor.nl, Frey et al, 2010; Fret, 2010. 

Table 7.2 Comparison of built form “planning” characteristics of the large 
urban unit with target values of key planning criteria for sustainable 
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urban quarters: current population, gross densities, net population 
and dwelling densities, land uses, and accessibility (author´s field 
survey, data based on CBS, Frey, 1999, Frey et al, 2010). 

Table 7.3 Key economic characteristics of sustainable urban neighborhoods, in 
relation to local conditions of Amstelveen (based on Centraal 
Bureau voor Statistiek, 2010; Frey et al, 2010). 

Table 7.4 Key social characteristics of sustainable urban neighborhoods, in 
regard with local conditions of Amstelveen according to Frey´s 
criteria (data based on CBS, 2010). 

Table 7.5 Diagnosis of key environment criteria by SWOT-TOWS model 
applied in Amstelveen. 

Table 7.6 Diagnosis of key planning criteria by SWOT-TOWS model applied 
in Amstelveen. 

Table 7.7 Diagnosis of key social criteria by SWOT-TOWS model applied in 
Amstelveen. 

Table 7.8 Diagnosis of key economic criteria by SWOT-TOWS model applied 
in Amstelveen. 

Table 8.1 The table describes the scenario work presented. Since the three 
stories were developed in the same study, they do not differ in this 
respect (author´s drawing, based on Gunnarsson-Östling and Höjer, 
2011). 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

1. Background and state of the art  

In Western Europe the question of sustainable urban development is to a large extent linked to 
the issue of urban transformation, given that growth rates and urban expansion in European 
context is in general limited (Frey, 1999; Jenks and Jones, 2010; Jones and Jones, 2007). The 
planning and designing new cities –such as in Asia for instance- is indeed not on the European 
agenda. The challenge rather is to make use of the ongoing transformation processes to come 
to a more sustainable urban development, in which the importance of the redesign of the 
existing urban form is necessary to come to a more sustainable urban condition. 

The conditions of urban development are currently changing radically. New transportation and 
distribution systems are changing the scale and flow patterns of the urban agglomerations. 
Also, the effects of the general application of information and communication technologies in 
everyday life are barely to overlook. Globalization and internationalization as well as the 
processes of European unification have led to increasing competition between urban 
agglomerations on European and world scales. On the other hand, the social contrasts within 
these agglomerations are growing. World-wide environmental problems, the necessity for a 
more efficient use of energy and natural resources as well as a limitation of CO2 emissions 
mean that we have to make adaptations to our urban structures and building fabric. These 
developments have become a fundamental challenge for the discipline of Urbanism. New 
urban concepts of urbanization in general need to be developed, as also the relation between 
the city and its surroundings needs to be defined anew. Existing urban structures need to be 
adapted, sites that have lost their function and waste sites need to be reoriented and 
redesigned. 

In this research, design approach will be essential. Exploratory research, the reflexive 
exploration of spatial potentials and the integration of design methods in spatial research will 
become a key issue for the scientific development of the discipline. 

1.1 The debate of sustainability in the literature 

The concept of sustainability is a complex concept, and a transcendental ideal of planning 
purpose in which the Brundtland commission has defined the intentionality of the concept 
(United Nations, 1987). Because of its complexity sustainability sometimes becomes a 
misused or overused notion, which is used as a “master-signifier” for usual things (Davidson, 
2010). Sustainability becomes ornamental, and the sense of urgency is denied (Gunder, 2006). 
This complexity also leads to a diversity of perspectives, which, in their implementation and 
operationalization only focus on one single issue, for instance energy or water. 
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In the debate on sustainability researchers categorize different perspectives. On the basis of 
the typology, Szerszynski and Urry (2010) introduced visions of skepticism, gradualism and 
catastrophism, characterized by different strategies ranging from mitigation to adaptation. In 
terms of design solutions, Middleton (2005) introduces a classification of techniques, values 
and designs, with emphasis on respectively engineering solutions, lifestyles approaches and 
creativity. On the angle of global policy many progresses have been made, pointing great 
emphasis on energy translated as “energy neutrality” (Altes et al, 2007, 2008; Atkinson, 2007; 
De Roo, 2000; De Vries and Petersen, 2009; Low, 2008; Pogge, 2008; Rickwood, 2008, p. 
69). On the basis of spatial urban form, researchers make emphasis on discussion of ideal 
urban models to guide the urban practice towards better sustainability (Breheny et al, 1996; 
Holden, 2004; Jabareen, 2006; Kenworthy, 2006; Neuman, 2005). Concerning to this angle, 
urban models can play a role because they generally contain interesting elements that can be 
applied in an existing city, but often urban models are theoretical constructs, and in practice 
they are quite far away from reality.  

In sum, in the literature the debate of sustainability has been widely discussed. In terms of 
spatial urban form and planning, researchers generally focus on a limited number of aspects 
and they have not generated reliable answers to the question of a more sustainable urban 
development. The conclusion is that existing cities never can be categorized as such in one or 
another model. Cities are always openly developing, and do not necessarily following 
consequently a certain model. Models have proved to be abstract and theoretical and in the 
practice far away to solve real problems. In planning for sustainable future, we are not 
confronted with the task of planning and design new towns and cities but, rather, with that of 
re-planning and redesign existing cities, towns and settlements to make them more 
sustainable. 

1.2 The role of urbanism 

From the above, the challenge of redesigning the sustainable city is seen as a transformation 
process, as defined by Holm et al (2010): “sustainability demands for radical changes –
transitions- of products, services and practices to meet their challenges, accordingly calling for 
design which addresses radical changes”. In other words, the concept of sustainability claims 
for a transition and evolution of practices to meet their challenges, using design as an 
instrument to address these structural changes. The transition is calling for a change in design 
practices not only in terms of a vision of sustainability, but also in terms of changed skills and 
reflexive interaction between designers and society; in which design as an instrument can 
support the formation of the capacity of people to act sustainable. This given, the role of 
urbanism is to support this transition. Sustainability is to make the city by a process of 
redesign endurable for the future and for future generations, taking into account a number of 
relevant indicators or criteria, such as water, social diversity, mobility, accessibility, etc. 
These criteria, which are mostly researched by specific disciplines, are summarized in the 
three pillars: social, economic, and environment; referring to the operational level of 
sustainability on which the act of sustainable redesign is balancing of act. Design takes place 
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in already integrated structures of practices that has a high degree of path dependency. This 
large path means that radical changes in practices are needed for transition to more 
sustainability. 

In this research, sustainability as an intentional notion means: we have to prepare for the post 
carbon period. In urbanism this means: we have to prepare for the carbon city. Sustainable 
urban design so implies the transformation of the current city urban design by a process of 
redesign, especially the redesign of urban form. 

1.3 The approach to sustainable urban form 

Sustainability regarding cities has many definitions and angles, however the re-making and 
adaptation of existing cities to sustainable objectives is an urgent double priority towards the 
global push for sustainability. To meet the objectives of a sustainability new methods, 
strategies and design tools are required as part of a pragmatic-based integrated planning, 
considering each factor converging in the physical, social and economical necessities of a 
community, connecting them to the environment (Burnett, 2007). Sustainable urban 
development is concerned not only with social, economic and environmental qualities or 
inefficiencies of the city but also with urban form as it largely exists and the form and 
structure development should take for the city to become more sustainable.  

The form of the contemporary city has been perceived as a source of environmental problems 
(UN- Habitat, 2009; Jabareen, 2006). Urban form directly affects habitat, ecosystems, 
endangered species, and water quality through land consumption, habitat fragmentation, and 
replacement of natural cover with impervious surfaces. Urban form also affects travel 
behavior (Barton, 2010), which, in turn, affects air quality; premature loss of farmland, 
wetlands, and open space; soil pollution and contamination; global climate; and noise. 
Moreover, growing evidence from around the world indicates that, owing to our excessive use 
of fossil fuels, especially in affluent countries, greenhouse gas concentrations are 
accumulating at an alarming rate. Urgent changes are needed not only in our behavior but also 
in the design of the built form. The concept of sustainable development has given a major 
stimulus to the question of the contribution that certain urban forms might make to lower 
energy consumption and lower pollution levels (Breheny et al, 1996; Neuman, 2005). This 
challenge has induced planners, local and international governments to propose supposedly 
new frameworks for the redesigning and restructuring of urban places to achieve 
sustainability. These approaches have been addressed on different spatial levels.  

One of these approaches in given by the work of Hildebrand Frey the main protagonist of the 
theory of the city as a modular construct, which emphasizes pragmatism and focuses on the 
redesign of the existing cities through the promotion of urban and suburban cores (Frey, 1999; 
Frey et al, 2010). Frey starts is vision from an urban design-tradition related with the 
neotraditional approaches to planning. Its position supports that different urban forms can 
have very different degrees of sustainability is well-established. Also, that there is not a single 
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model of sustainable urban form that is applicable in all situations. This tradition advocates 
design-based strategies based on traditional urban forms to help arrest suburban sprawl and 
inner-city decline and rebuild neighborhoods to make them more sustainable. This tradition 
believes that their residential design features can satisfy residents, encourage local walking 
and use, support pleasing neighborhood contacts, and bolster a strong sense of community, 
while increasing residential densities beyond the suburban norm. Keys to neotraditional urban 
designs include mixing housing types for a wide range of incomes and household structures, 
providing for greater density and human contact in the neighborhood and reinforcing human 
presence by taming the ubiquitous automobile. 

One cannot overlook the fact that form is both the structure that shapes process and the 
structure that emerges from a process. Yet the question that should be asked is whether the 
processes of building cities, and the processes of living, consuming, and producing in cities, 
are sustainable. 

1.3.1 The theory of the City as a Modular Construct: a pragmatic way of thinking 

Hildebrand Frey is one of the principal contributors in topics of urban form related to 
sustainability. In 1999, Frey published Designing the City: Towards a more sustainable urban 
form. In 2007, along with Paul Yaneske, Visions of Sustainability, cities and Regions was 
published. Here the originality of Frey`s thinking is that draws on modularity vision as a 
process of construction of the city. This vision show that the way organic systems deal with 
complexity is similar way that organic systems do. Levels of organization are and can be 
modular to the extent that abstraction can be made of effects that play a higher or lower scale 
levels. The analogy with the city can be made both in terms of an analysis of territorial entities 
but also in terms of the territorial imprint of governance structures (Frey et al, 2010).  

However, the vision of modularity is not new, and has been reaffirmed by many other authors, 
especially in the US, in the framework of “Retrofitting Suburbia” (Krier and Thadani, 2009; 
Pfeiffer, 2014). The works of Krier stand out, proposing urban nuclei at a human scale, 
adapted to its location and natural and cultural conditions as an architectonic and urbanistic 
key of human settlements to achieve development on the way to sustainability. Krier 
denounces the failure of the modern movement in the creation of spaces and their fatal 
dependence on fossil energies. In this light, Krier plants a concept of the “urban quarter” as a 
physical and cultural materialization of daily personal necessities.  

As occurs in any living organism, cities have optimum dimensions. In this way, large cities 
must consist in a certain number of neighbourhoods of optimum dimensions. A family grows 
not due to the increased physical size of its reproducers, but by reproduction and 
multiplication of its members. Similarly, a city can only grow through the increase of the 
number of completed neighbourhoods (Krier and Thadani, 2009). The modular vision of the 
city shows that the form in organic systems is similar, in the sense that as in organic systems 
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levels of organization are modular. Like an individual that has reached maturity, a “mature” 
city cannot make itself larger without losing its idiosyncrasy. A city can only grow through 
the means of reproduction or multiplication, transforming into a polycentric and polynuclear 
form (Krier, 1984). From this perspective, the city, equal to many natural phenomena, has 
hidden structures that unconsciously develop without reliance on design or intellect. The 
growth is guided by an incorporated logic and process that is spontaneous (Alexander, 1965). 
The modular structure makes the city more functional and adaptable to the continuous 
changes and transformations that it suffers over time; reparable without the need for complete 
intervention.  

The foundational element of a polycentric city is the “urban quarter,” defined by Krier as an 
“authentic city within a city (Krier, 1984).” The urban quarter is the constructed material 
expression of a community of collective and personal interests. The urban quarter has a 
geographic centre of a defined size that is composed of all of the urban activities, functions 
and uses, regular and irregular, public and private, commercial, industrial, residential, 
educational and recreational. Each urban quarter has itsown centre, periphery and boundary. It 
should integrate all of the daily functions of urban life (dwelling, work and entertainment) in a 
defined territory in function of the commodity of a walking person. Tiredness establishes a 
natural limit to what a human is willing to walk every day, and this limit has taught humanity 
throughout history about the size of rural or urban communities (Krier and Thadani, 2009). It 
seems that there is a common agreement that urban quarters should encourage mixed use 
developments, residential densities, high quality of dwellings, accessibility to services and 
facilities and public transport, and affordability (Winston, 2013; Karimi, 2013), in order to 
promote sustainable lifestyles of urban inhabitants (Luederitz et al, 2013). This may contradict 
the modern neoliberal city, which tends to segregates uses that ultimately increase 
transportation demand in order to ease access to services and employment. This demand has 
been mostly covered by private means of transportation, which in turn increases congestion 
and pollution having high aggregated social, economic and environmental costs. The 
reduction of car-dependency travel is essential for urban sustainability but can only be 
achieved if urban areas have a large enough socially mixed population to support local 
amenities and public transport.   

For Frey, an urban quarter is a modular system form of the city. Urban quarters are modular 
units at an urban district or neighbourhood level that meet certain criteria to achieve 
sustainability in the city (Frey et al, 2010). The principal argument is the vision that involves 
these modular dimensions with sustainability criteria. The goal is constructing in this manner 
the limits of sustainable entities, and to identify the units that of the city that are well equipped 
and correctly scaled to commence the complex agenda of sustainable urban development. 
These criteria are classified in environmental, social, economic and urban form criteria and 
they establish important arguments for centres and neighbourhood limits. Using this method, 
urban components can be recalibrated to achieve a balanced relationship between 
environmental, social and economic conditions of the city. 
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2. General Context and Problem Statement 

2.1 Project concerns 

The existing literature shows that the debate of sustainability is framing in three main angles 
of concerns: technology, values and design. According to Middleton (2005) the concept of 
sustainability has begun to assume a central place on these angles, in which pragmatism is 
going into the three dimensions of the sustainable development debate, as an integrating 
model (Figure 0.1).  

Pragmatism is part of the debate of sustainability, as a path to guide to the search of solutions 
by practical attitudes (Moore, 2010; York, 2009). The research project concern is the practice 
of urban designer. The structure of our practice is “beyond sustainability” to prepare the city 
for a new period in the history. This means that the focus of project research is: 1) To prepare 
for a new episode of the city (after 2040, the end of peak oil) for practitioners –especially 
urban designers and planners; 2) sustainability focused on the city; 3) The aim is to restructure 
the existing city in preparing for a new period in the history: the post carbon period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 0.1: Framing the debate of sustainability in the literature, and research project 
concerns: the practice of urban designer. 
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2.2 Problem statement 

Framing the background and state of the art- angles discussed above, the focus of this research 
is on sustainability in the city. Sustainability is necessary because of global problems such as: 

• The focus on urban transformations as part of the problem: urban development in 
Europe is related to different types of transformation processes, in which many cities 
have not been adapted to global warming and its consequential impacts – the peak 
oil, the end of fossil fuels, and the Anthropocene period (Atkinson, 2007; Backhaus, 
2009; Steffen et al, 2011). 

• Visions of sustainability; sustainability as an open and transdisciplinary approach, 
under the interaction of three several dimensions: economic, social and environment 
(Eaton et al, 2007; Moore, 2010; York, 2009). 

• The focus on sustainable urban form; related to the theory of modularity of 
Hildebrand Frey; a pragmatic approach for redesign existing cities (Frey and 
Yaneske, 2007; Frey, 1999; 2010).  

2.3 Context of project research: problems of suburbs in terms of sustainability 

The context of project research is focused in Western Europe, in which the question of 
sustainable urban development is to a large extent linked to the issue of urban transformation, 
and the conditions of urban development are currently changing radically. Within this general 
context, suburban areas are the main focus of this research, as they are dominant in the 
existing urban environment. 

Today’s understanding of suburban areas and their problems in terms of sustainability have its 
roots in “car dependency”. They are classified as medium to low density areas predominantly 
if not exclusively for residential use; they are no longer located at the urban fringes only but 
can be found in any location of the city and conurbation. Besides its car dependency, suburban 
environments are insufficiently taking into account the three main dimensions of 
sustainability: 

• Economic dimension; suburban areas have high dependence on core areas of 
polycentric city and conurbation, because they have low levels of economic 
activities. They need increased levels of transport and travel over larger distances. 

• Social dimension; Due to monotonous development, use of similar house types and 
absence of local amenities many areas have lack of sense of community, place and 
centrality. Also, lack of participation in local decisions, how to get people involved. 

• Environment dimension; land consumption levels are high, they are car dependent 
areas and their low population density does not support viable public transport.  
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3. Research Proposal 

3.1 Research objectives 

The research main goal is the development of methods to make existing cities more 
sustainable, by restructuring through the transformation of its suburban areas according to 
sustainability principles laid down in the literature -mainly the criteria laid down in the theory 
elaborated by Hildebrand Frey (Frey, 1999; Frey, 2010, Frey and Yaneske, 2007). The core of 
research project is to develop a conceptual modeling of the future city. The contribution is a 
transformation plan for future city, traduced as a methodology for redesigning the city, 
especially the city for the next post carbon period.  

The aim is not to blind to existing cities are “cells” or just “urban quarters”, but to create “new 
urban units of the city”, that is, to leave modern urbanism, leave the Anthropocene period, and 
to start redesigning time and space of the city, in preparing this city for the next post carbon 
period. For its application, this theory –Frey related to modularity- is chosen because it clearly 
takes as a starting point that the future sustainable city in the episode of peak oil is, to a large 
extent, the already existing city. The theory aims at the redesign of the existing city based on 
sustainability considerations. Upgrading of suburbs is an important element. In this sense, this 
approach can be considered to be a serious alternative to achieve this objective. 

Frey`s theory plays an important role during the research. However the research is not limited 
only to the operationalization of the theory, also design approach will be essential: exploratory 
research, the reflexive exploration of spatial potentials and the integration of design methods 
will become a key issue for the scientific and practical contribution of this research project. 
The role of design approach within the research is focuses as a transformation strategy for 
future city, related to the creation of concepts for future scenario planning.	  

3.2 Research hypothesis and questions 

3.2.1 Hypothesis 

The main assumption of this research is that the sustainable city of the future is already here 
and that it is our main task to redevelop and redesign the existing city in preparing for the 
post-carbon period. The main hypothesis is that suburban areas with such economic, social 
and environment inefficiencies are considered as areas in necessity of reinvest cycles in all the 
environments. This means that we can use of the momentum created by generational 
reinvestments cycles to orient these investments towards a restructuring that enhances 
sustainability. The assumptions are three scopes: 

(1) The contribution to the sustainability in the city through a “redevelopment of 
suburban areas”, canalizing a development wave toward existing areas instead of 
new ones 
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(2) To make existing suburbs and urban areas more sustainable by amending and 
connecting them in terms of social, economic, and environment principles of 
sustainability. 

(3) To verify the operational value of Frey theory, verifying its advantages and 
disadvantages as operational value. 

3.2.2 Research questions 

The research questions are directly derived from research hypothesis and objectives: 

(1) The line of research follows the path of sustainability as an operational concept in 
urban form, in directly relationship with pragmatism, which concept becomes. The 
connection of sustainable urban form with the redevelopment of existing urban 
environments is framed under the following research question: How to make use of 
the modularity of the city for the redesign process? 

(2) In achieving more sustainable existing urban environments, this dissertation takes the 
process of redesign towards a sustainable city as a transformation process, 
demanding for radical transition of products and practices to meet their challenges. 
The concept claims for a transition and evolution of actions and practices. The 
research question that raises here is: How redesign of existing cities can contribute to 
establish a future sustainable society? 

(3) Cities are the subject of action, because of the consumption of resources are mostly 
from our cities and urban settlements. The question how we can orient our practices 
to a more sustainable future, and how the role of cities is to traduce the concept of 
sustainability to specific actions. Here, the following question raises: How practices 
can be modified in following the path of a sustainable future? how existing city can 
contribute to post carbon future? 

3.3 Research Methodology 

3.3.1 The role of design within project research 

This research is a kind of “research through design”, in which practical approach is also 
reflective, that is, to reflect in practice. Research by design is used to formulate targeted 
spatial interventions. The research by design goes hand in hand with shaping the outlines of a 
spatial vision and outlining the initial spatial concepts and scenarios. The status of design 
approach –or role- within the research methodology is focuses as a transformation strategy for 
future city, related to the creation of concepts for outline future scenarios. 
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3.3.2 General research methodology 

Methodological aspects of this research are the following: desk research, fieldwork, urban 
analysis, design; and three key instruments: logical root model, Frey´s theory, and pragmatic 
redesign. The various components of the research are structured in three levels: theoretical 
level, operational level, and evaluation level. 

3.3.3 Theoretical level 

The aim is the elaboration of a scientific and professional context for sustainable 
transformation of the cities, by a conceptual framework. The conceptual framework is the 
elaboration of bases and criteria on sustainable city and urban design: visions, angles, 
definitions and concepts, and the interpretation, analysis and description of Hildebrand Frey 
conception on sustainable city. 

The conceptual framework will be carry out by a “logic root model” as scientific tool (Doick, 
2009). The objective of this conceptual framework is the operationalization of Frey´s theory 
and its criteria for sustainable urban quarters–economic, social, environment, design and 
planning- and others principles from the literature. Frey´s theory serves as a link between 
theoretical and operational level, in which it is not only to test the operationalization on design 
pragmatics, but also an application to the scientific debate of sustainability.  

The conceptual framework is applied in case studies. The logical root model will be used to 
lead the project research, facilitating the observation and exploration on case studies, to assess 
the performance to the target -from theory to practice. Case studies are proposed for the 
operationalization: a logic root model is required that integrates sustainable principles in the 
generation of project assumptions and objectives by operationalization. The expected results, 
therefore, is a scientific and professional context of sustainable transformation of the cities.      

3.3.4 Operational level 

Case studies are the methods, for generating hypothesis. This research is based on the type of 
research known as “phronetic science”. This form of science fits the pragmatic design 
methodology. Bent Flyvjberg (2006) has given elaborations of this type of research in “five 
misunderstandings about case-study research”, and Stephen Toulmin (2003) in “the uses of 
arguments”. The intention of the research is not to generalize results as in natural science. 
Case studies are used as examples in which the various components of the research are 
synthesized through pragmatic design, so evaluation becomes possible. The studies are chosen 
to the “generating” of hypothesis. The purpose of the case studies as a method is to create 
examples, “thick descriptions”, to test the conceptual framework in a real-practical situation.     

The application of the conceptual framework is developed by a series of working methods of 
operationalization, per case study: 
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1- Remapping of existing city, to identify potential modular urban units; restructuring of 
the current city of districts and neighborhoods as a composition of modular urban 
quarters. It is expected to obtain a new mental map of the city, with new large urban 
units. 

2- Identification of one large urban unit to be investigated in depth according to the 
theory of modularity of Frey -conceptual framework. The validation of the data 
collected includes studies made by governments and academic institutions, and 
fieldwork analysis. The investigation in depth of the urban unit will be executed by 
the elaboration of different layers of sustainability in maps, tables and descriptions.  

3- A logical SWOT-TOWS model to analysis. This method will be used to evaluate the 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats involved in each case study area, in 
relation with criteria of Frey´s theory-conceptual framework. It is expected to obtain 
a diagnosis of urban units analysis, delivering potentials and requirements on the 
frame of sustainability. 

4- The elaboration of a transformation plan for redesign existing cities, how to meet the 
future requirements of the new urban units of the city by a process of “up-scaling” or 
rescaling. This is carried out by the creation of guidelines for redesign, proposing 
different types of scenarios for future city. Finally, the implementation with 
integration relevant stakeholders, experts, and including dimension of participation.        

3.3.5 Evaluation level 

The evaluation is the feedback from operational level to conceptual framework and the meta-
level. The main evaluation is after pragmatic design. The conclusions are in two main 
feedbacks: 

1- Comparison and evaluation of case study results. The transformation plan results of 
case studies will consign new actions for restructuring the city, delivering conceptual 
elements to develop a sustainable city of the future. Evaluation issues that will be 
tested on the results are as follows: operational value of Frey´s theory and its criteria 
for sustainable urban quarters as a design method, impact of the sustainability criteria 
on case studies, transformation plan results. 

2- The evaluation on pragmatic sustainability as design practice, and the scientific 
contribution of the theory of modularity to the sustainability debate. The disciplinary 
view by design, the aim is to redefine the process of design endurable for the future 
and for future generations. The contribution to meta-level is the evaluation is to re-
orient and define the role of urbanism in the post carbon era, incorporating ethical 
elements for the pragmatic design under the items of sustainability. 
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3.4 Research Structure 

Thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter one analyzes visions and concepts about sustainability in literature and frames the 
debate examining the different approaches to sustainability of the city. It suggests that the 
beginning of a new episode of the city proposes that it is necessary to renew the concepts of 
sustainability, for preparing the city for a new period in the history. 

Chapter two examines the philosophy of pragmatism within the debate of sustainability. 
Pragmatic concepts of sustainability are described.  

Chapter three discusses two pragmatic approaches to make existing cities more sustainable: 
the theory of the city as a modular construct of Hildebrand Frey, as an example of pragmatic 
design strategy; and “Bringing In Landscape” (BiL) related with the morphological analysis of 
the urban fringe. 

Chapter four examines the elaboration of a conceptual framework for sustainable 
transformation of cities by using the “logical root model” as a scientific tool (Doick et al, 
2009), in which concepts and operationalization are described.  

Chapter five shows the application of the conceptual framework in the case studies of 
Eindhoven and Amstelveen in The Netherlands. The chapter undertakes the task of the urban 
redesign, based on the vision of the city as a modular construct, proposed by Hildebrand Frey, 
in which the applicability of the method is described by the remapping of the city.   

Chapters six and seven describe the identification of one “large urban unit” to be investigated 
in depth according to the conceptual framework. The analysis is focused on the sustainable 
criteria established in Frey´s theory as conceptual framework. Also, a SWOT-TOWS method 
is applied for diagnosis of urban unit’s analysis. 

Chapter eight addresses the transformation plan for redesign existing cities, how to meet the 
future requirements of the new urban units of the city by a process of “up-scaling” or rescaling 
process. The results indicate that the city needs a new spatial structure, in which three frame 
concepts for future city are generated: City productive, Landscape city, and Hybrid public 
spaces.  

Chapter provides a discussion about the outcomes of the thesis. It also summarizes the main 
conclusions and the evaluation of the methods applied in case studies.  
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1 
SUSTAINABILITY AND SOCIETAL CONTEXT: PREPARING FOR THE 

NEXT PERIOD OF THE CITY 

 

1. The role of Cities in Sustainable Development                               

The role of cities in sustainable development is potentially pivotal. One approach is to argue 
that all global challenges need to be localized, and dealt-with transversally (UN Habitat, 
2011). While this is very rational view, it misses the essential opportunity that a goal on 
sustainable cities would offer: empowering cities and communities of all sizes, and 
simultaneously making them responsible and accountable for being part of the huge social, 
economic and environmental changes that are so essential to sustain our common future. 

Seeing cities as the “problem” misses the extent to which well planned and governed cities 
can delink high living standards from high greenhouse gas emissions, for instance. But how a 
city is planned, managed and governed also has important implications for how it will cope 
with the impacts of climate change. From this, cities are not the problem and they are not 
causing the problem, but rather the city responds to different incentives, from practice and 
actions. Cities are neither the solution; rather, the solutions are carried out through the 
practices, from a global and local perspective. The city is the product of different practices 
and policies of development, which underpin different levels of using resources, and 
sometimes are more or less sustainable in relation to how resources are managed. Therefore, 
in terms of its role, the city is the “locus” of action and policy design. The way in how the city 
responds can be constituted as a possibility solution or problem.   

1.1 The role of urban form  

The focus on the role of urban form in achieving more sustainable conditions in cities points 
out to achieve a flexible structure and adaptable to changes and transformations, without 
compromising the whole city. This flexibility is not only perceived in the physical form of the 
city, but also in how to integrate people in urban design. The up-scaling of urban areas to 
achieve sustainable development focuses not only on accomplishing flexible urban forms and 
structures but also on improving people`s prosperity and quality of life; reviewing form, 
structure, land use patterns and socio economic conditions of existing urban areas. It is 
prudent, to be aware of the lack of firm evidence on the design management of cities. In terms 
of governance, the city region is planned to be resilient: to have the ability to adapt to 
changing circumstances while providing for the basic needs of residents and ensuring quality 
of life. 
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2. The Anthropocene and Cities                               

2.1 The Anthropocene as a geological period of the city 

In the last decade sustainability emerged as a key issue in urban and societal context. The rise 
of the concept can be seen as a reaction to emergent concerns –such as climate change, the 
peak oil, the fossil fuel period- and institutional necessity in an era where authority has been 
recast.  Sustainability emerges as a global problem because of the imminent “collapse” of our 
civilization and cities as consequence of the human actions along the history (Atkinson, 
2010). The main problem is that the earth is being changed as a consequence of rising global 
temperatures resulting from human activity. This problem about the collapse of our cities is 
because of our societies have marked, during the last years, an epoch of high consumptions. 

The human imprint on the environment has become so active that it rivals some of the great 
forces of nature in its impact on the functioning of the earth system. The late nineteenth 
century, scientists were becoming aware of the extent of human influence on planet earth. 
From that time on, people have been modifying the earth. Changes of the earth’s climate, 
oceans, land and biosphere are now so great and so rapid that the concept of a new geological 
epoch defined by the action of humans is widely debated. This concept is called “the 
Anthropocene”, referred to the geological episode in the earth history caused by the actions of 
humans (Steffen et al, 2011; Tickel, 2011; Zalasiewicz et al, 2011). This phenomenon is now 
arguably as one of the most important questions of our age, not only from scientific, social 
and politic perspectives, but also for urban designers and planners in relation to the imminent 
collapse of our cities and civilization. 

The Anthropocene is treated as a geological phenomenon, comparable to some of the great 
events of earth’s deep past. The origins of the Anthropocene has no precise start date, but may 
be considered to start around AD 1800s with the beginning of the Industrial revolution 
(Steffen et al, 2011). However two pre-industrial events have been cited as advertising the 
beginning of the Anthropocene. The last period of time, the Quaternary, includes two 
geological epochs: the Pleistocene and the Holocene. Our interest is focused to the Holocene 
period –located 10,000 years to the present- in which the evidence of human activities 
becomes more widespread, with the rise of agriculture and the clearance of forests. The both 
activities have begun to raise the emissions of CO2 levels in the atmosphere long before the 
industrial revolution (Zalasiewicz et al, 2011). In other words, the history of interactions 
between human and environment goes back a very long way, when humans and their 
ancestors influenced their environment in many ways; for instance, through modifying of 
natural ecosystems to gain advantage in gathering the vegetative food sources or hunting 
animals. These actions certainly do not modify the chemical composition of the atmosphere at 
global level, but this remarkable development would have to wait until the advent of the 
industrial revolution a few centuries ago (Steffen et al, 2011).  
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The Anthropocene proposes that earth is now moving out of its current geological epoch –the 
Holocene- and human activity is largely responsible for this exit from the Holocene, in which 
humankind has become an own global geological force. The beginning of industrial revolution 
around 1800s provides a logical start date for the Anthropocene, which marked the end of 
agriculture as the most dominant human activity and starting with the “carbon era”, generating 
the rapid transformation of the habitats. Therefore, all indicates that anthropogenic influence 
on Earth is likely to have significant and long-lasting consequences. 

2.2 Anthropocene and sustainability in relation to humans          

The Anthropocene – also called “the age of man”- has marked the emergence of the concept 
of sustainability as a reaction towards the interference man and environment. According to the 
appearance of humans in the history and his interference on the global environment, 
Hildebrand Frey and Paul Yaneske have established an idea to understand the concept of 
sustainability by levels on settlements and cities in the history (Frey and Yaneske, 2007). 
They provide -on the basis of the logic of the original definition of sustainable development 
(WCED, 1987) - the idea of sustainability has been broken down into four states with different 
characteristics under the application of the evolutionary concept of modularity.  In fact, it is 
possible to identify these states with very real systems, which represent a historically correct 
sequence of development on the earth. According to Frey and Yaneske, we do need strategies 
for decomposing sustainability into smaller problems that we can comprehend more easily. 
On the original definition of sustainability applied at global level and reaching a balance 
between natural environment and human development, then, we can take this idea and write it 
as a mathematical equation: 

 

Sustainable requirements = Biospheric requirements + Anthropocentric requirements 

 

In this equation, biospheric requirements represent to maintain a functional natural biosphere, 
while anthropocentric requirements represent the aim of human development. According to 
this statement and following the mathematical analogy, both sets of requirements may be 
absent or present, leading, in that way, to four states of sustainability requirements: state 0, 
state 1, state 2, and state 3. 

State 0 is when both requirements –anthropocentric and biospheric- are absent. This state is 
devoid of any life, it is the bedrock of life. State 1 is referred when only biospheric 
requirements exist, dominated by the presence of natural capital. State 2 is when both 
anthropocentric and biospheric requirements are present. This is a mixed state and is the most 
readily identified with the current objectives of sustainability, representing the present life. 
And finally the state 3 is referred when only anthropocentric requirements exist (Frey and 
Yaneske, 2007). 
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Thus, this brief analysis of settlement forms that emerged during the process of urbanization 
will make clear that states or types of sustainability coincide with different levels of urban 
development at which sustainability can be and has been achieved in full or parts but has also 
been lost. We can assume that sustainability is in the history of the city in which settlements 
and cities in history correspond to states 0, 1 and 2 of sustainability, in which stage 3 of 
sustainability corresponds to the Anthropocene. In preparing for sustainable future it is 
important to go back also to stages 0, 1 and 2 of sustainability, coming back as a layered 
approach. In this approach, the idea of sustainability has been broken down into four states 
with different characteristics of modularity, but also we have to going backwards, going back 
to this dispersed mess-losing more and more forests and species, going back to where we 
came from. 

2.3 Anthropocene in the cities           

Sustainability in the Anthropocene corresponds directly to the human actions in reshaping 
planetary ecology. Global changes in the earth system are result of the dramatic increase in 
human activity, whose critical indicators include the well known, for instance, atmospheric 
CO2 concentration, rising of the temperatures, ocean acidification, ozone depletions, changes 
to sediment erosion and biodiversity reduction, in which cities are significant contributors to 
the “cause” of global ecology change. 

For many, the Anthropocene coincides with the development of industrialization and the 
global growth in urbanization (UN-Habitat, 2009, 2011). The industrial revolution brought 
about a tendency characterized by the predominance of man over nature, which was translated 
into privileging production over environment detriment. Although the imprint of human 
activity on the global environment was clearly discernible beyond the pattern of Holocene, the 
rate at which that imprint was growing increased sharply at mid-century. 

This period is called “the great acceleration”, referring that the change of human activities on 
the global environment was dramatic since 1945 until 2000. During this period, the most 
dramatic trends have been the widespread abandonment of the farm and village for a life in 
the city and the demographic growth. This migration to cities generally brings with it rising 
expectations and eventually rising incomes which in turn brings an increase in consumption, 
especially after the second world war not only with the rising of fossil fuels consumption, but 
also with the rapid expansion of electronic communication, new technologies, economic 
connectivity, international travel, and the explosion of mobility (Steffen et al, 2011). Today 
cities are continuing to grow rapidly, and urbanization is a direct result of population 
explosion (Gunder, 2006). Now there are many cities with between 10 and 20 million 
inhabitants and urbanization is out of control, at the same time with the level of consumption 
(UN-habitat, 2009). Thus, that population growth is linked with the industrial revolution, in 
which many industrialized systems have ecological affects that are beginning to change the 
global ecology context within which cities attempt to ensure their continued reproduction. 
During the great acceleration, environmental problems received little attention until 1990s, 
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when the climate was indeed warming and the human activities were the main cause until 
2001. From this time on, humanity is entering stage 3 of the Anthropocene based on the 
growing awareness of human impact on the environment at the global scale and the first 
attempts to build global governance systems to manage humanity’s relationship with the earth 
system. During the last few years, human impact on the environment has begun to appear in 
debates on sustainability and the shaping of a post carbon future (Bridge, 2010; Popper and 
Popper, 2010).                

The conclusion is that our current civilization has attempted to envisage and even live 
alternatives that might be seeds of the reconstruction of a civilization viable within the 
resource and environmental constraints that can be expected to prevail. Cities are now the 
most visible expression of human influence on the planet, being the material representation of 
energy-intensive economies, in which energy systems –based in carbon for example- have 
made possible the huge agglomerations of cities and modern industrial systems. The 
Anthropocene is when the notion of human progress in the natural world is directly 
challenged, and the growth of cities is therefore a feature of the Anthropocene. In other words, 
the industrial city is part of the Anthropocene period. 

 

3. Sustainability as a Global Problem 

3.1 The life after fossil fuels, the post carbon city 

With increasing urbanization, understanding the impacts of climate change on the urban 
environment will become even more important. Evidence is mounting that climate change 
presents unique challenges for urban areas and their growing populations (UN-habitat, 2011, 
p. VI). The main problem that the earth is being changed as a consequence of rising global 
temperatures resulting from human activity, is predominantly because of fossil fuels 
consumption and hence the emissions of carbon dioxide (Atkinson, 2007). The problem 
referred to the collapse of our cities is because our societies have marked, during the last 
years, an epoch of high consumptions.  

Industrial societies have demonstrated a high dependence on fossil fuels consumption. Even 
though until 1950s coal was the main source of energy in Europe, the major shifts came 
between 1950s and 1960s when auto-mobilization took off with it substitution in home and 
industry of oil for coal. In this sense modernity is clearly associated with the sustained 
throughput of large amounts of fossil fuel consumption (Atkinson, 2010). Today the main 
sources of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from urban areas are related to the consumption 
of fossil fuels. They include energy supply for electricity generation; transportation; energy 
use in commercial and residential buildings; and waste (UN-habitat, 2011). 

Three-quarters of the forcing effect of the well known global warming is due to the use of 
fossil fuels (Atkinson, 2008). To be more precise, Climate change –or global warming-, as 
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also consequently the Anthropocene, is an outcome of human-induced driving forces such as 
the combustion of fossil fuels and land use changes, but with wide ranging consequences for 
the planet and for human settlements all over the world (UN-habitat, 2011, p. 1). Fossil fuels 
will one day exhausted and so cannot, logically, be seen as sustainable. We can highlight two 
main elements that have contributed to the high consumption in cities and industrial societies: 
the peak oil and the production of modern technology 

3.1.1 The peak oil 

The peaking of world oil production has been a matter of speculation from the beginning of 
modern oil era in the mid 1800s. Together with climate change, the peak oil has emerged as a 
recurring storyline in public debates through which a post carbon future is being slowly 
imagined (Bridge, 2010). Exploiting fossil fuels allowed humanity to undertake new activities 
and vastly expand and accelerate the existing activities. The result of these was a significant 
increasing in the human enterprise and its imprint on the environment.  Peak oil refers to the 
maximum rate of the production of oil in any area under area under consideration, recognizing 
that is a finite natural resource, subject of depletion (Aftabuzzaman et al, 2011). The timing of 
a peak for global oil production is relatively insensitive to assumptions about the size of the 
source and the date of peak oil production is estimated to lie between 2009 and 2031, with a 
significant risk of a peak before 2020 (Steffen et al, 2011). 

In relation to cities, the peak oil production will have significant implications for the urban 
transport system. Many authors emphasize that petroleum oil is the most critical energy source 
for modern world, supplying about 40% of world’s primary energy and nearly all the fuel for 
world’s transport systems (Aftabuzzaman et al, 2011; Rickwood et al, 2008). In addition, the 
using of individual motorized transport has become as the major contributing factor to the 
inner city decline, the rise of social segregation and greenhouse gas emissions (You, 2007). 
Cities today are highly car dependent and therefore oil dependent. 

The awareness has been rapidly rising that the use of fossil fuels –as petroleum oil for 
instance- on the present scale is almost certain to have disastrous consequences in changing 
the earth’s climate and, consequently as well, in cities. Our society is allowing itself to slide 
into a situation where this will no longer be available, without adequate focus on this fact and 
consequently with totally inadequate concern for the consequences. In other words, the real 
source of “unsustainability” of our civilization lies in its extreme and increasing reliance on 
fossil fuels, which, in next coming decades, will be declining in availability. 

3.1.2 Global warming: the symptom 

The manifest feature of all of the products involving fossil fuels is called “Automobility” 
(Backhaus, 2009). Automobility is the spatial dimensionality of the being of industrial life. 
The term “Automobility” does not refer to automobiles, but rather to emphasize the spatial 
production of modern technology. This term is a correlative concept that captures the 
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production of space as function of transformations made possible by modern technologies. 
These spatial productions in themselves are unsustainable. 

For many, global warming is the main problem. For example, Al Gore establishes the bases of 
three grave concerns-phenomena that are altering our relation to the earth in destructive ways: 
overpopulation (of humans), scientific and technological misuses, and “side effects”; standing 
that global warming is caused by an environmental contamination, what he could call the side 
effects of industrialized society. Gore sees global warming as the problem, proposing 
solutions to the environmental crisis that do not go deep and far enough, if we are to told 
ourselves to the goal of sustainability. However Backhaus treats global warming as a 
symptom of the spatial productions and address that he calls “Automobility” as the true source 
of the problem of global warming and climate change, manifesting the “enframing” that 
challenges nature and transforming living –spaces. Enframing means the gathering together of 
that setting upon that sets upon man; in other words, the meaning that the way of revealing 
that holds way in the essence of modern technology and that is itself nothing technological 
(Backhaus, 2009). 

Global warming is the obvious manifestation of dangerous environmental problems, but the 
essence of Automobility is the deep source of a way of being, a spatial manifestation of the 
interpretation of our own being. So new technologies are not the solution, but they shall to 
continue to be manifestation of a much deeper destruction if we remain within the present 
paradigm. 

3.2 The “collapse” as an evolution of our society 

The postmodern condition and the searching of consumption in our age are indeed, in general, 
more extravagant than any past civilization. According to Adrian Atkinson, the fundamental 
problem of the unsustainable of our way of life goes deeper, in relation to an attitude in the 
way of being that the society has developed along the history. The evolution of our 
civilization during the history could be the heart of the problem, which has marked an early 
adoption of individualistic thinking that tends to belief that looking after one’s self is better 
for society than trying to look after society as such (Atkinson, 2007). Atkinson points out that 
a collapsed society involves geographic fragmentation into much more locally independent 
entities with simpler economies and consumption patterns and less sophisticated and less 
monumental cultural self-expression, less flow of information and less complex structuring of 
what people do and how they relate to one another. Consequently, the imminent collapse of 
our civilization is standing in two key aspects that are driving it over the edge, namely, 
suburban living and the obsession with the automobile being these both aspects the main 
expressions of individual success. 

Our society insistently follow out their lifestyle desires and specifically how the car becomes a 
dimension of their personality that reflects their responsibility away from a sustainable future. 
The impact of the collapse on the urban settlements has been reflected on the phenomenon of 
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urban transformations, spread city or urban sprawl around the world, in which the extensive 
landscapes will continue to be occupied by the remains of modernity with periphery urban 
areas, called suburbia (Atkinson, 2007; Karlenzig, 2010). It is expect that much of the urban 
structure of today all around the world is being abandoned or with greatly reduced populations 
clustering on urban edges or in new peri-urban towns. This given, the outcomes in term of the 
configuration of human settlement will depend greatly on the evolution of attitudes, outlooks 
and socio-political restructuring processes (Atkinson, 2008). The clear collapse of our 
civilization would seem to indicate rather strongly that we should start to think of a way of 
organizing society to satisfy our human needs and looking after the post-collapse context. 

 

4.  Visions of Sustainability 

4.1 The concept of sustainability  

With the prediction of the United Nations that 60% of the world population will live in cities 
towards the year 2030, urbanization becomes evident as the immediate global future. 
Urbanization, which is defined as a movement of people from rural to urban areas with 
population growth equal to urban migration, has been one of the most prominent trends of the 
20th and 21th century (Shen et al, 2012; United Nations, 2010). To re-build settlements in the 
world, cities and populations ecologically, economically and socially sustainable are the most 
urgent challenge for the humanity for the 21th century (Gunder, 2006; (UN-Habitat, 2009). As 
consequence of the imminent collapse of our civilization and cities caused by the interference 
of human activity on the global environment, sustainability emerges as a main issue. 

Many investigations have determined that urbanization brings many benefits, such as 
diversity, market efficiency, jobs, education, and health improvement (Christopher 2008; 
Glaeser, 1998); however, due to the rapid pace of urbanization, natural eco-systems are 
increasingly replaced by cities (Attwell, 2000; United Nations Population Fund, 2007). For 
many, it has been increasingly noted that urbanization leads to many problems related with, 
for example, water and air pollution, depletion of cultivated land due to urban sprawl, global 
climate change, and others; in which these problems present barriers to achieving sustainable 
development (Shen et al, 2012, p. 32).    

The concept of sustainability has been an increasing importance and interest in the field of 
architecture and urbanism. The contemporary concept of sustainable development has been 
the focus of a convoluted debate that started only about 30 years ago, with the first reports 
“The limits to Growth to the Club of Rome” and “the conference of Human Environment” in 
Stockholm in 1972. The research for both reports was focused on five major trends, addressed 
in the discussion which is encourage in the chapter one: accelerating industrialization, rapid 
population growth, widespread malnutrition, depletion of non-renewable resources and the 
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deterioration of environments -because of the rapid progress of science and technology used 
as a power to change the environment by the humankind- (Frey and Yaneske, 2007).     

4.2 Brundtland definition 

In principle sustainability is an intentional notion, in which the well-known Brundtland 
commission in 1987 gives the first definition: “sustainability implies that development meets 
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs” (United Nations, 1987). However, the remaking and adaptation of existing cities 
to sustainable objectives is an urgent priority towards the global push for sustainability 
(Kenworthy, 2006).  

The basic concept of sustainable city recognizes that cities should answer to social, 
environmental and cultural objectives. In fact, three mayor recommendations by the 
Stockholm conference in 1972, Brundtland report in 1987 and the Rio summit in 1992 are 
very similar establishing the key components of sustainable development: economic growth, 
the social well-being and equity, and protecting the environment (Frey and Yaneske, 2007).  

Sustainability has several dimensions. It cannot be understood without an interaction among 
economical, social, and environmental means; in which not only these factors are important, 
but also citizens participation is highly relevant, so as to guarantee progress success (Olewiler, 
2006; Rogers, 2000). To achieve economically, socially and environmentally sustainable 
development requires: rational management of resources and development, advanced science 
and technology to identify and control environmental risk, education of people to become 
aware of avoid environmental risk, and collaboration of states of both the developed and 
developing world (Frey and Yaneske, 2007). All these factors must be intertwined, because 
there will not be sustainable city until urban ecology, economy and sociology terms are 
integrated into urban planning (Burnett, 2007; Eaton et al, 2007) (Figure 1.1).    

The components of the diagram in the figure 1.1 represent the three pillars in the sustainability 
debate in the Netherlands: people, planet and profit. Today we understand the key 
characteristics of sustainable development to be:  

1- Development and improvement of the human environment, specifically the 
environment in which we live and work, without irreversibly damaging the natural 
environment;  

2- Preservation, management and use of non-renewable natural resources such that 
future generations will have the same access to them that we claim today 

3- Use of renewable natural resources within the producing and replenishing capacity of 
the biosphere 
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In the literature different approaches to sustainable city and sustainable urbanism can be 
identified.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Basic concept of sustainability and its three pillars (based on Eaton et al, 2007). 

 

5. Framing the Debate of Sustainability in the Literature 

5.1 Different approaches to sustainable city 

The concept of sustainability is very open and complex so there is no one definition. The 
intentionality of the concept has been defined by the well-known Brundtland Commission 
(1987).  Because of its openness sustainability leads to a diversity of perspectives and visions, 
which, in their implementation and operationalization only focus on one single issue.  

Sustainability, nevertheless, is a transdisciplinary concept: the principles of sustainable 
development have been increasingly applied across all sectors and disciplines, with the 
development of various management systems, as for example BREEAM and LEED (LEED, 
1993; BREEAM, 1990), mainly focused to improve environmental performance (Shen et al, 
2012). With the global promotion of sustainable development, the problems created by 
urbanization have attracted efforts to find solutions from various sectors and different 
disciplines. Thus, in the debate on sustainability different positions can be distinguished. 
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5.1.1 Sustainability as a typological approach  

Szerszynski and Urry introduce the typology of skepticism, gradualism and catastrophism, 
with consequently different strategies ranging from mitigation to adaptation. Within this range 
different angles can be identified.  

Skepticism is recognized (Szerszynski and Urry, 2010), and it suggests that, if climates have 
altered, this may be well the result of “natural” processes such as fluctuations in solar activity 
rather than those that are “Anthropogenic”. Gradualism involves the claims that climates are 
changing around the world, that human activities are significantly if not entirely responsible 
for these changes, that these changes are relatively slow, and that economies will be able to 
adjust to reduce them and adapt to them. Futures, it is thought, can be operationalized through 
the calculation and insurance of risk. Individuals and societies can and should be induced to 
change their behavior through appropriate incentives (Szerszynski and Urry, 2010). 
Catastrophism critiques these both positions. It takes from the former the significance of 
uncertainty and the limits of science and from the latter a belief in the reality of climate 
change. But is then locates both of these within a framework with emphasizes non-linearity, 
thresholds, abrupt and sudden change. Drawing upon historical and archeological data, 
catastrophism maintains the various positive feedbacks will take the climate system away 
from equilibrium (Szerszynski and Urry, 2010; Urry, 2010). 

The positions of gradualism and catastrophism are more often recognized in urbanism; for 
example, addressing the problem of the Anthropocene with the appearance of different types 
of responses and “styles” of urbanism to promote the construction of ecological enclaves 
(Hodson and Marvin, 2010), also in relation to the global growth in urbanization (UN-Habitat, 
2009), the regeneration of post-industrial cities (Frey, 1999), and the problem about the 
imminent “collapse” of our cities related with the high consumptions of fossil fuels and oil 
(Atkinson, 2010).     

5.1.2 Classification of techniques, values and design solutions 

Howard Middleton introduces a classification of techniques, values and designs, with 
emphasis on respectively engineering solutions, lifestyles approaches and creativity 
(Middleton, 2005). It is our challenge to integrate these approaches. The “designing” is a 
complex intellectual activity that requires higher-order thinking. This thinking is best 
facilitated by non-abstract representations, rather than abstract representations previously 
thought of as those used exclusively for complex thinking. Middleton points out that all 
human activity could be divided into two categories: the first called “the natural sciences” 
defined as the way things are; and the second called “design as the science of the artificial”, 
defined as how things might be.  Solutions need to be approached in multi-disciplined way and 
yet each discipline argues ownership to the issue of sustainability (Jones and Jones, 2007). 
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In urbanism and also architecture we often recognize skepticism, not because problems are not 
taken seriously, but because the subject is considered as rather “embarrassing”. A connection 
is made with organic architecture and alternative lifestyles. On the other hand sustainability 
can be a source for thematic design, for instance water, energy, green development, etc. The 
metaphor of “eco-city” encompasses a wide range of urban-ecological proposals that aim to 
achieve urban sustainability. Within this context, greening of the city and passive solar design 
are distinctive thematic approaches (Jabareen, 2006). The first concept appears to be an 
important design concept for sustainable city, seeking to embrace nature as integral to the city 
itself and to bring the nature into life of city dwellers through a diversity of one landscape. 
While passive solar design is considered as central concept for achieving sustainability, 
providing the best use of passive energy in sustainable ways through specific design measures 
not only in architecture field but also affecting the form of built environment by, for instance, 
the orientation of buildings and urban densities. An example of such a thematic approach in 
The Netherlands, one of the first projects referring to sustainability, is Ecolonia (Hoen and de 
Jong, 1995). In this category we can also place the recent plan for the city of 
“Heerhugowaard”. Such a thematic approach can lead to the emergence of ecological islands, 
and this is quite something else than redesign of the existing city.        

5.1.3 Policy approach 

On the level of global policy many progresses have been made, but when it comes to 
implementation and operationalization we are left with single issue strategies of which it 
becomes impossible to argue let alone to verify that they are indeed sustainable. From a policy 
viewpoint great emphasis is put on “energy”, translated as “energy neutrality” (Altes et al, 
2008; Atkinson, 2007; De Roo, 2000; De Vries and Petersen, 2009; Low, 2008; Pogge, 2008; 
Rickwood, 2008, p. 69). For instance, the development of various management systems, as 
BREEAM and LEED, has focused to improve environmental performance especially in 
buildings, mobility –urban transport-, and environmental design concerning to energy.  

Also other studies investigated, for example, how various technological methods, such as low 
carbon emission, propose solutions by reducing the subsequent anthropogenic CO2 emissions 
to zero in the field of building design and construction (Meggers et al, 2010); air and noise 
pollution control by land use policies (Maleki and Zain, 2011, p. 237); and waste management 
contribute to urban environmental protection and sustainability (Brown, 2008; Jenerette & 
Larsen, 2006). Applications of new technologies and sustainable solutions in construction and 
renovation, as well as heat pumps, and water management, are an important development. The 
debate on alternative energy is more delicate.  

Cities are the main centers of consumption, waste and emission generation, in which they will 
be the primary battleground for putting into practice the policies and agreements signed at the 
national and international level. Within this context, an example of such approach is called 
“Trias Energetica” concept. Trias Energetica is a three step plan very used by governments 
and companies to promote “carbon-neutral” by achieving energy savings, reducing the 
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dependence of fossil fuels and saving the environment. This concept proposes three basic 
principles: 1- to reduce the demand for energy by avoiding waste and implementing energy-
saving measures; 2- to use sustainable sources of energy (wind, water, etc); 3- to use fuel 
energy as efficiently as possible and only if sustainable resources of energy are unavailable 
(Rijksorheid.nl – Trias Energetica).  

In practice, based on decades of European experience in designing sustainable buildings, for 
instance, this approach has been used and applied by many private companies and 
governments as well, especially in The Netherlands to assist the Dutch government in writing 
their stringent energy policies.   

5.1.4 Energy approach 

The policy approach has been often linked to the issue of energy (Khare et al, 2011). Fast 
urbanization, continuous industrialization and improved living standards have boosted up 
energy consumption in recent years in which, since long time, fossil fuels have been its basic 
generation source. In urbanism, the issue of energy is related to the concepts of efficiency and 
fairness to achieve sustainability (Maleki and Zain, 2011). Efficiency is highly related to the 
reduction of energy consumed by buildings and means of transportation; while fairness is 
understood as the fair distribution of resources, fair access to basic needs and services, and 
participation. 

With increasing concern to emission from anthropogenic activity, different techniques, 
innovation systems and programs have been developed to achieve sustainability in cities: the 
energy performance levels and efficiency of the new and existing building stock, transport and 
urban mobility, water and waste cycles, are some of crucial issues demanding attention. For 
example, improvement in energy efficiency of buildings results in reducing energy demand, in 
which the use of design techniques is diverse: passive solar architecture, use of renewable 
energy system, and use of construction material having low embodied energy, all of them 
focused in improving environmental performance (Dakawale et al, 2011). Also, the 
identification of different processes and mechanisms of urbanization that substantially affect 
urban structures as well as human behavior: urban production, mobility and transport, 
infrastructure and urban density, private households and urbanization effects; in order to 
estimate the impact of urbanization on energy demand (Madlener and Sunak, 2011).  

In relation to programs of innovation, also many advances have been achieved. For example, 
Khare et al look at how government, business and individual responses can be integrated in a 
conceptual model that positively address climate change in a municipal context and is also 
fiscally sustainable. They propose that programs and initiatives for innovation in energy 
systems must be financially beneficial to “all stakeholders”: by collaboration between local 
governments, local businesses and residents, in which success depend on creating a balanced 
win-win situation for all stakeholders (Khare et al, 2011). An example of such programs is 
IBA Hamburg; IBA Hamburg is a spatial-strategic approach to the energetic conversion of a 
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whole city district – Wilhelmsburg, following the assumption of how cities can become the 
pioneers of climate protection and resource conservation (IBA Hamburg Eds, 2010). The 
climate protection concept “renewable Wilhelmsburg” presents an overall model of how a city 
district can become independent in terms of energy, step by step, as well as becoming a great 
deal more attractive for its residents and from economic perspective. This climate protection 
concept is part of the implementation strategy of the IBA theme “cities and climate change”. It 
is intended as a key concept in the area of climate protection and a trend-setting energy policy. 
A fundamental aim of the concept is to gradually transform the supply of the district with 
CO2-neutral and mainly renewable energy. This will serve as a benchmark for the whole of 
Hamburg and other cities worldwide. Four steps to achieve this: 

- Increasing the proportion of renewable energy and energy generated, step-by-step to 
“100 percent renewable”. 

- Improving energy efficiency through combined heat and power (CHP) plants as well 
as local and regional integrated network management system and “virtual power 
plants”. 

- Reducing energy consumption by means of high standards of technical building 
equipment (new developments and refurbish means). 

- Involving and motivating citizens through comprehensive communication measures 
and providing economic incentives for participation. 

From 2007 to 2013, IBA Hamburg offers an opportunity in a kind of “city laboratory” to 
develop and test these concepts for renewable energy supply in an urban context (IBA 
Hamburg Eds, 2010). 

5.1.5 The approach to urban form: mobility and compactness as a panacea 

Also very dominant is the angle of “mobility”, often resulting in a rather abstract discussion of 
ideal urban models. In this approach, various urban models have been introduced to guide the 
practice of urbanization towards better sustainability (Valderrama and Jorgensen, 2008). 
Holden, for instance, described four models of urban development: urban sprawl, the green 
city, large compact city, and decentralized concentration, with the model of decentralized 
concentration favored for better sustainability (Holden, 2004). Also Jabareen discussed the 
models of compact city, eco-city, urban containment, and neo-traditional development and 
recommended applying the compact city model to promote sustainability (Jabareen, 2006).   

The above discussions show that studies have introduced various models and methods to 
guide the design and practice towards to achieve a sustainable city.  In the debate of 
sustainable urban forms, hence, the discussion of the need to make cities more sustainable is 
associated with the concept of “compactness” to address the environmental problems caused 
by cities (Breheny et al, 1996; Neuman, 2005). In addition, The CEC green paper promotes 
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the compact city, endorsing the return to the traditional dense mixed-use European city that is 
seen to have urban qualities not provided by sprawling cities (Barton, 2000). The 
recommendation –by the CEC green paper- is that towns and cities of the future have to return 
to the imagined universal urban model that had presumably existed for millennia: 
neighborhoods with local centers providing easy access on foot to services and facilities and 
public transport, highlighting functional, social, economic and environmental problems that 
today’s cities and putting forward objectives towards a more sustainable urban environment 
(Frey and Yaneske, 2007). In most parts of Europe the policy of “compact city” has become a 
popular planning means towards sustainability (de Roo, 2000; Tarvernor, 2007). Today the 
attention on the paradigm of the compact city has increased all over the world, due to its 
presumed capacity to reach sustainable development. However, the claim that the paradigm of 
compact city contributes to sustainability has not been sufficiently verified. It has been 
concluded that a high-density model and intensification negatively affect social and 
environmental sustainability, but positively affect economical sustainability (Ling, 2006). In 
short, sustainability here has been interpreted to imply a profound reconfiguration of urban 
morphology that would reduce the ecological footprint of cities and their hinterland through 
urban intensification (Gunder, 2006).  

The main supporters of the “compact city” idea, Newman and Kenworthy (Newman, 2005; 
Kenworthy, 2006), believe that the compact city has environmental and energy advantages 
and social benefits. For example, it is possible to distinguish: 

1- A high degree of containment of urban development  

2- Reuse of infrastructure and previously developed land 

3- Rejuvenation of existing urban areas and consequently urban vitality 

4- The conservation of countryside 

5- Affordable public transport that meets the daily needs of those without a car 

6- As consequence of public transport reduced vehicular traffic volumes related 
pollution 

7- Viability of mixed uses as a result of overall high population densities reduced travel 
distances 

8- Cycling and walking as the most energy-efficient way of accessing local facilities 
less car dependency, 

9- A better environment due reduced emissions and greenhouse gases and consequently 
better health 
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10- Lower heating cost as a consequence of a dense urban fabric with less energy 
consumption and less pollution 

11- The potential of social mix as a result of high population densities 

12- The concentration of local activities in communities and neighborhoods as a result a 
high-quality life (Newman, 2005; Kenworthy, 2006; Van der Waals, 2000; Altes et 
al, 2008; Egger, 2006; Jarrar et al, 2008; Jenks et al, 1996). 

There are a number of negative points associated with the compact city: it fails to 
acknowledge the poor prospects of reversing deep seated decentralization trends. Many of 
those opposed of the compact city form, in which Michael Breheny supports the concept of 
“decentralized concentration” (Breheny, 1992, 1995, 1996) (also called the “bundeling”, 
concept in Dutch planning since the 1950s). The concept of a multi-nucleated city or even city 
region in which functions concentrated in the mono-core of the compact city are dispersed 
over a number of smaller centers forming the nuclei of urban districts, or towns, or villages. 
The main arguments against this form of cities are: 

1- That particularly in high densities the advantages of concentration might change into 
disadvantages through congestion, which would outweigh energy consumption 
benefits of the compact city 

2- That the fact that telecommunications allows people to live in the country contradicts 
the compact city concept 

3- The compact city would cause congestion, with the increased pollution, loss of 
amenity space and reduction of privacy which is well demonstrated in some cities 
like, for example, Calcutta, Cairo and Rio 

4- In compact city social segregation would grow as a result of the high cost of 
accommodation in the city center and in the more privileged outer suburbs 

5- The scale of energy savings through concentration may be trivial in comparison to 
the dis-benefits it causes in terms of restrictions on movement. Concerning the latter, 
optimum use of passive solar gain demands lower densities as the best energy 
savings are made with detached houses, semidetached houses and bungalows, but 
savings are less with terraced housing and even less with flats. 

The question whether the transformation of an existing city into compact city is economically 
and socially viable is largely ignored by those who promoting that concept. There is a counter 
of argument to claim that the compact city will be able to afford efficient public transport and 
will generate a socially more equitable community. However, if the compact city form is 
applied, the result will be a high concentration of workplaces and facilities in the compact city 
center with resulting high land and property values, which only high-income groups can 
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afford. Middle-income groups will search for a place in the outer suburban areas whereas the 
low-income groups will get stuck in a doughnut of social disadvantage: a transit zone 
surrounding the city center. In essence, the compact city is socially exclusive. Such social 
stratification can be avoided in a “Decentralized city” with a series of compact centers with 
smaller areas of lower-income groups located around them. In other words, decentralization of 
the city is therefore a spatial, structural, functional, social and political phenomenon, which 
expands into transport strategies and economics, requiring also a certain degree of 
coordination at regional or even wider level to make the city operate effectively. 

Many suggest that sustainable city should be compact from core to edge, with large 
concentrated centers like the “medieval city or town” (Williams et al, 2000); others seem to 
suggest that the city may consist of different compact settlements which are decentralized but 
linked by public transport (Jenks and Dempsey, 2005). In the literature, the debate of 
sustainable urban forms has been confused, inconclusive, and researches focusing on a limited 
number of aspects –efficiency in terms of energy and mobility- and they have not generated 
reliable answers to the question of a more sustainable city form. Models can play a role, 
because they sometimes contain interesting elements, which can be applied in an existing city, 
but often these models are theoretical constructs, to be compared with ecological islands. But 
generally we are not confronted with the task of planning and design new towns and cities but, 
rather, with that of re-planning and redesign existing cities, towns and settlements to make 
them more sustainable. Then, the challenge is redesign existing urban form. 

 

6. Catastrophism and gradualism as starting points for redesign  

Different approaches to sustainable city concept have been described, in which the concept is 
very open and the variety of perspectives is diverse. Because of its openness sustainability 
becomes a misused and overused notion. For instance, in the case of heritage and social 
capital (Tweed and Sutherland, 2007), as such sustainability is interpreted as respectively 
historical durability or monumentality and social sustainability or “community”. The 
challenge of sustainability then is denied and it is used as a “master-signifier” for usual things 
(Davidson, 2010).  In short, these notions of sustainability do not lead to any changes, and 
sustainability becomes ornamental. 

The discussion is still in a predisciplinary stage and is characterized by a variety of 
perspectives, which becomes richer, more varied and more serious from a growing sense of 
urgency. The discussion on sustainability has also left behind the stage of “values”. It is no 
longer an alternative approach, awareness of the need for sustainability has penetrated 
everywhere and the famous definition of Brundtland (1987) is probably taken as point of 
departure. Perhaps even the accent is shifting. Sustainability only is a limited issue and is 
supplanted by the more fundamental issue of climate change, peak oil, and the end of 
Anthropocene. The subject of sustainability moves towards strategies of catastrophism and 
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gradualism. The subject is now part of the social science discussion (Beck, 2010). The term 
“environment” includes not only the “nature”, but also society; it an ecological and social 
understands (Shove, 2010). Catastrophism takes as point of departure the imminent end of our 
civilization and focuses on notions as climate change, end of fossil fuels, the peak oil and the 
end of Anthropocene (Steffen et al, 2011; Zalasiewicz et al, 2011); in which our relations with 
natural spaces and the built environment are changing. These changes –from the perspective 
of Gradualism- are slow but continuous processes. Therefore Catastrophism and gradualism 
are, for the designer, the most obvious strategy because it forces us to creativity, as also it 
requires a thorough redesign of the city by a transition –a gradual transformation-, especially 
the city of the post carbon period. It presupposes a maximum creativity. Besides, it is offering 
the chance to develop the city from a new episode to interpretation. The era of the industrial 
city, the city of the period of the Anthropocene is over. Also the presuppositions of modernity 
are questioned. Sustainability must to lead to transformation or transitions of current 
development of the city towards the future.      

 

7.  Sustainability and Transition: The Need of Changing Current Developments  

7.1 The Natural step: “To look back from future” 

Sustainability and urban development, therefore, must lead to a transformation or transition of 
the city, focusing in the idea that we have to guide the development of the existing city 
towards a sustainable future by changing current developments. So, in this sense, some 
contributors and organizations have started to think and redirect the today’s developments 
towards a more sustainable future. An emerging and presently widely discussed approach for 
achieving changes is the backcasting concept, which means literally “looking back from 
future”. This concept is the “heart” and also carried out by the “Natural Step” approach. 

Natural Step is a robust envisioning for innovation and science to sustain organizations and 
civilizations, founded in Sweden by scientist Karl-Henrik Robért, setting out a system 
conditions for sustainability of human activities on earth. Concerning to the main goal of this 
vision, Robert states: “my proposal is about purpose and direction. If you do not have a clue 
about a direction for sustainability, how can you strategically approach it? We need a unifying 
framework to explain what sustainability is, which can be used for many purposes: analysis, 
monitoring of plans, getting people and tools together” (Robért, 2011). Also Robért explains 
that we are currently living with an obsession for growth in size, but that we have forgotten 
about the growth of value. Contrary to growth in size, value creation can continue ad 
infinitum if we learn to decouple value creation from scaling up material streams around the 
globe. According to Robért, today, however, we are seeing the opposite: we are going 
backwards, back to this dispersed mess-losing more and more forests and species, going back 
to where we came from, losing more and more value with the same amount of matter (Robért, 
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2011).  To support achieving a more sustainable society, the Natural Step is built around four 
conditions or principles: 

• Eliminate the contribution to the progressive buildup of substances extracted from 
Earth’s crust (such as heavy metals and fossil fuels);  

• Eliminate the contribution to the progressive buildup of chemicals and compounds 
produced by society (such as dioxins, PCBs, DDT, and others); 

• Eliminate the contribution to the progressive physical degradation and destruction of 
nature and natural processes (for example, over harvesting forest and paving over 
critical wildlife habitat); 

• Eliminate the contribution to conditions that undermine people’s capacity to meet 
their basic human needs (for example, unsafe working conditions and not enough pay 
to live on) 

The Natural Step establishes that we need a framework, in which these sustainable principles 
can used as boundary conditions. In other words, with these principles, according to Robért, 
civilization is saved from the destiny of becoming unsustainable; in which we can use them as 
boundary conditions for redesign.  

The Natural Step defines sustainability as a democratic development; that is, Natural Step 
proposes a “strategic integrated system development” arguing sustainability as a democratic 
development (Figure 1.2). This strategic integrated system is a participatory, democratic 
process of co-creation, and informed dialogue, all within the same definition of sustainability. 
Start making step-wise changes to reach your goals: make the public aware, put together 
expert panels, understand the challenges ahead, investigate possibilities, and start smart early 
moves, building on opportunities for cooperation (Robért, 2011).   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 “Strategic integrated system development”, which proposes sustainability as a 
democratic development, as a reflective practice –backcasting approach (based on Robért, 
2011).    
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The most common way of planning for the future is to review the present state by looking in 
the rear view mirror for perceived problems and then trying to remedy these problems in the 
future. This is called forecasting. With a pressing need for fundamental change and a high 
level of complexity this planning technique has many disadvantages. From strategic point of 
view, backcasting allows to deal with the complexity of the problems faced in a far more 
effective manner than forecasting. Forecasting is the process of predicting the future based on 
current trends analysis, while backcasting approaches the challenge of discussing the future 
from the opposite direction (Holmberg and Robért, 2000). Means literally “looking back from 
the future”, backcasting can be seen as the opposite of forecasting which means “looking to 
the future from the present” (Quist, 2006; Robinson, 2003) (Figure 1.3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3 The meaning of backcasting concept, as an approach to achieve changes or a 
transition in current developments (based on Robison, 2003).  

 

The Natural Step bases its planning approach on the concept called “backcasting”. 
Backcasting is a way to plan for the future that starts not with today but with a vision of what 
sort of future we want. With a vision of a desired future mind, we can take stock of where we 
are today and ask, “What actions do we need to take to achieve our vision?” By taking those 
actions we begin to bridge the gap that exists between our currently reality and our desired 
future (Robért, 2011). In other words, backcasting sets the conditions for creative tension that 
motivates – the gap between the current reality (holding you where you are) and future 
potential (drawing you forward). Backcasting starts with defining a desirable future and then 
works backwards to identify, for example, policies or programs that will connect the future to 
the present. It allows you create solutions that focus upon the underlying causes of the 
problem, rather than trying to tackle the myriad effects. In short, it allows environmental and 
social problems to be turned from a potential major liability into a potential major 
opportunity.    
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7.2 Transition management 

Another interesting approach for achieving changes is transition management. This approach 
distinguishes between transitions and transformations.  According to the Webster’s dictionary, 
the term “transformation refers to an act, process or instance of transforming or being 
transformed (Webster’s dictionary). Over the years, the term has developed several 
overlapping meanings with “transition”, change, innovation evolution, etc. The term 
“transition” especially has been often used in the notion of “transformation”. However, the 
term transformation refers to changes and developments that happen anyway, while transition 
refers to interventions in these transformations to reach a specific goal. Anyway, both a 
“transformation” and “transition” are rooted in the system theory (Shove and Walker, 2007), 
in which both concepts can refer to a change.  

The term “transition” has been used in much of literature that is relevant to the theme of 
sustainable urban transformation. Transition is defined as a “passage from one state, stage, 
subject or place to another or a movement, development, or evolution from one form, stage or 
style to another (Webster’s dictionary). For Jan Rotmans (Rotmans, 2001, 2003) Transitions 
have to be distinguished from transformations. His focus is on changes as system innovations 
within society, changes that need time (at least one generation), energy, effort, great daring 
and crosscurrent action, as the market is not yet asking for the conversion. Rotmans define the 
concept of a transition as a shift in a system from one condition of dynamic equilibrium to 
another (Rotmans et al, 1997). The process of change during a transition is highly non-linear 
within which slow change is followed by rapid change when things reinforce each other which 
is again followed by further change in the new equilibrium. 

The focus of transition management on system innovations means the realization of transitions 
that go beyond a limited approach, which only takes the emergence of societal and urban 
changes that happen as such, for instance societal and cultural diversity, graying of society, 
globalization, emergence of knowledge economy, increase of mobility, et cetera. Transition 
management offers a new way of acting (Rotmans, 2001). Transition management: 

• Uses long-term planning as a reference for short-term policy, 

• Means thinking in terms of several domains (multi-domains) as well as different 
actors (multi-actor) on many levels (multi-level), 

• Learning by doing, 

• To devote oneself for system innovation and permanent amelioration, 

• Open end planning. 

Therefore, a limited focus on transformation is insufficient; it only leads to system 
optimization, not innovation. Transformations are not denied; on the contrary, it is necessary 
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to interpret observed transformations from the perspective of a transition goal. As such they 
form part of the playing field of transition management. 

7.3 Transition management phases 

Transition management pays attention to four phases in a transition process. Although these 
are characterized by non-linear behavior and interplay of diverse forces that once fought with 
each other and then converge at the later stage, the process itself is a gradual one with 
different stages (Rotmans et al, 2001).  These phases are distinguished, represented by an S-
shape curve (Figure 1.4). The nature and speed of change differ in each of the transition 
stages: 

• (1) Predevelopment phase; a preliminary phase of dynamic equilibrium, during 
which there is no noticeable change, 

• (2) Take-off phase; in which the conversion of social attitudes is perceptible, 

• (3) Acceleration phase; demonstrating irreversible structural conversions. Changing 
economic, ecologic, socio-cultural, and institutional patterns influence one another in 
an accumulative process, 

• (4) Stabilization phase; during which the speed of social change diminishes and a 
new dynamic equilibrium is attained. 

 

    

     

             

          

    

   

       

  

 Figure 1.4 Different stages or phases of a transition process at different system levels 
(adapted to Rotmans, 2000). 
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Teisman and Edelenbos took a development perspective on transitions and saw them as 
evolutionary processes (Teisman and Edelenbos, 2004). They conceptualized a transition as a 
complex and dynamic process around a package of different issues, in which different actors 
and stakeholders have different institutional background and therefore play different roles and 
try to realize different objectives. They did not agree with the argument that transitions come 
in phases. Transitions result from unordered and chaotic process, partly created by 
management but also born from coincidences.    

For Rotmans, planners are supposed to steer a transition process on different levels and during 
successive phases. However, the aim is not to reach a delineated final target, but a “basket of 
several targets” (Rotmans et al 2003, p. 30). Transition management is not another kind of 
blueprint planning. It is coaching actors to obtain conditions, which are favorable for the 
creation of a new environment where multiple activities can develop under optimal 
conditions. The paths to obtain the desired future social, spatial and economic conditions are 
multiple. A flexible process gives opportunities to choose different paths to arrive at a new 
equilibrium under the best conditions one can imagine. 

The target of a transition process is always an accumulation of several targets, supported by 
different actors. A transition is multi-dimensional (Rotmans, 2003), however concrete and 
guiding the actors during the innovation process. As this process takes at least one generation, 
the paths to realize the transition will be the object of permanent evaluation. During this long 
time process of doing by learning and learning by doing, one can imagine that the basket of 
several targets surely will look different after one generation than in the take-off phase. 
Transition management looks for long lasting and sustainable solutions, defining flexible 
goals and following flexible paths. It can be considered as a combination of steering one’s 
own approach and steering the networks. It is a cyclical multi-domain and multi-level 
intervention (Rotmans, 2001). On a lower operational level one can look at transition 
management as a responsive way to steer transitions in accordance with all the considered 
actors.  

Although our approach focuses on the existing city, the main idea is that we have to steer the 
development on this city towards a sustainable future, and so change current developments. 
So transition is the right word. 

 

8. Conclusions 

With the Anthropocene as an almost universally recognized challenge, it is necessary that 
multiple current steps need to be taken to prepare our cities and towns for the post carbon 
future, in which the era of peak oil and climate change requires that communities determine 
how they can best prioritize building their own resilience for an uncertain future. The main 
objective of this study has been to analyze the visions and concepts about the debate of 
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sustainability in the literature, examining the different approaches to sustainability in the city. 
Taking the typologies of “catastrophism” and “gradualism” as starting points, this study 
conclude that sustainable city of the future for a great part coincides with the current city and 
that sustainability means the sustainable transformation of existing city, in which 
sustainability is an activity in a split between existing and future city. Therefore in preparing 
for a sustainable future, the concept sustainability must involve a transition, that related to 
urbanism becomes part of the design process: the transition of current developments to guide 
the development of the city towards the next post carbon period.   

Transition management and the backcasting concept are both emerging and presently 
discussed approaches for achieving changes –or transitions- in current developments, in 
relation to steer the development of the city towards a sustainable future. Nature Step defines 
sustainability as a democratic development, in which this is demanding for a transition: shift, 
innovation and evolution of practices to meet a sustainable future; also it proposes a “strategic 
integrated system development” that is participatory: a process of co-creation and informed 
dialogue. The sustainable principles given by Natural Step are only as a guide; according to 
Robért, it is a key to develop an “own” sustainability review, and that is an ongoing process 
rather than a one-time event. Backcasting is not utopian, but it is a way to see the future by 
scenarios.  

Concerning the principles, by defining a desired future and working backwards to identify the 
steps needed to attain it, it is easier to achieve a transition. By thinking in terms of the present 
we are more likely to remain caught up in familiar thought patterns. To achieve it, backcasting 
essentially involves defining one or more future scenarios for a sustainable future and then 
identifying the steps needed to achieve them from the present situation. Backcasting produces 
a strategy for achieving a sustainable future scenario. Then, one can suggest a series of 
specific activities with a relatively short time horizon for implementing that long-term 
strategy. These activities can be grouped in a program. 

A transition of current developments, actions and practices is necessary to guide the 
development of the city towards next post carbon period. To steer this transformation of 
current developments, we prefer a pragmatic design strategy. Such a pragmatic design strategy 
does not deny the intentional notion, even catastrophic dimension inherent to sustainability, 
but also gives the opportunity to take the existing city as point of departure. Sustainable urban 
design so implies the transformation –and transition- of the current city urban design by a 
process of redesign, especially the redesign of urban form and structure. To accomplish this, 
an interdisciplinary approach must be taken across multiple sectors. 
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2 
SUSTAINABILITY AS A PRAGMATIC DESIGN 

 

1. Pragmatism   

1.1 The philosophy of pragmatism 

Pragmatism was an active philosophy of social conscience and reform in the early part of the 
twentieth century but fell out of favour in the post-war period. The philosophical movement 
began with the Metaphysical Club in Cambridge in the 1870s, was announced as a new 
philosophical perspective by W. James and C. Peirce, and was expanded by J. Dewey’s 
Chicago School of pragmatism (Holden, 2008). Pragmatism is a rich and varied intellectual 
tradition, which can be understood as a system of thought and ethics; to a pragmatist beliefs 
are really rules for action. The classical American pragmatism emerged as a reaction to the 
experience of the American civil war. This event shot a hole through American society and its 
institutions, revealing the failure of existing conceptions of democracy, culture, and even 
ideas themselves. Pragmatism, thus, was an attempt to repair the damage offering renewed 
justifications and re-imaginings of democracy, culture and ideas (Barnes, 2008). According to 
C. Peirce –who W. James attributed as the originator of pragmatism, pragmatism establishes 
that the function of thought is to produce habits of action, and that whatever purpose there is 
connected with a thought. W, James and Dewey also justify that the function of the intellect is 
practical rather than theoretical, making an objection to intellectualism in which the reality –
life and experience- is denied or even ignored (York, 2009). In this sense, the concept of 
pragmatism considers the practice effects of a theory as the only criterion to achieve the true, 
maintaining a relentless focus on real specific problems. 

The philosophy of pragmatism is not just about abstract ideas, but is a philosophy of practical 
achievement. Pragmatism mainly focuses on experimentation and innovation, proposing 
perspectives that remain continuously open to experimentation by new ideas and habits of 
action, rejecting –in this way- the presence of an absolute true. By the pragmatic method, the 
“action” and the “practice” are privileged, because it is through action that meaning is created. 
In fact, pragmatism seeks to connect experience to the outcome of direct action, trying to have 
an impact and solve real-life human problems (Barnes, 2008; Moore, 2010; Thayer-Bacon, 
2010). 

Pragmatism as a design method could be considered as the process of achieving a good design 
by practical thinking, remaking our past ideas and forms, and reliance of relevant experience 
and disciplined actions to satisfy the numerous and often conflicting design parameters. In 
other words, pragmatism pays attention to the practical consequences rather than metaphysical 
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origins of ideas, establishing that the truth of an idea needs to be tested to prove its validity. 
Pragmatism sees reality as process and development, and sees beings as relationally defined 
centers of meaning rather that as singular entities that simply stand alongside one another in 
the world (Jason Scott, 2000; Smith, 2009). 

For decisions to pursue the sustainability path there must be an atmosphere of openness to 
experimentation; then, the openness to new ideas is fundamental to the pragmatic approach 
being essential to pursue an innovation. Therefore, the classical American pragmatic method 
will be an effective design tool in bringing sustainable considerations to bear in the realm of 
project decisions.      

1.1.1 Pragmatic as a way of thinking 

The assumption to achieve a sustainable city is to shape flexible structures of the city: future 
city is the existing city transformed into the direction of sustainability by the shaping of a 
flexible structure, able to create a solid community in the core of a healthy and pollution-free 
environment. Therefore, are there certain urban forms that contribute more than others to 
sustainability? In the literature models and concepts of sustainable city form are identified 
(see chapter 2), as also there are design concepts. Yosef Jabareen identifies seven design 
concept related with sustainable urban form: compactness, sustainable transport, density, use 
of mixed-land, diversity, passive solar design and greening; and also four types of sustainable 
urban forms: neo traditional development, urban contention, the compact city, and the eco-city 
(Jabareen, 2006). Also Jeffrey Kenworthy sets out ten critical responses –or key dimensions- 
to the challenge of building more sustainable urban forms, by changing the nature of urban 
development to a more ecological, sustainable model. These dimensions have at their core the 
issue of urban transport systems and their relationship to urban form. The key dimensions 
involves compact, mixed urban form, well-defined higher-density, human-oriented centers, 
priority to the development of public transport systems and conditions for non-motorized 
modes, the use of technologies for water, energy and waste management, economic growth 
maximized by innovation and creativity, high quality public realm, and the protection of the 
city’s natural areas and food-producing capacity (Kenworthy, 2006).      

City models that meet sustainability are distinguished. However, existing cities never can be 
categorized as such in one or another model. Cities are always openly developing, and do not 
necessarily following consequently a certain model. The concepts described by Jabareen and 
Kenworthy are really general, broad and conceptual referring to create a sustainable model for 
the cities. Models have proved to be abstract and theoretical, and in practice quite far away 
from realities. In this way the message is clear: to achieve sustainability requires not only new 
development to be guided by appropriate urban models and targets, but also the review of the 
forms, structure, land use patterns and socio economic conditions of existing urban areas 
(Barton, 2000; Frey, 1999; Frey and Yaneske, 2007). 
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1.2 Pragmatism rejects utopians 

In urbanism we are confronted not with the task of planning and designing new towns and 
cities but, rather, re-planning and redesigning existing cities, towns and settlements to make 
them more sustainable. Along the history and at the present urban models have proved to be 
abstract, theoretical and inflexible in the practice; such for example garden-city models 
applied in England: cities such as Letchworth, Welwyn, and Radburn in U.S; in which like 
many utopias, these cities finally became in satellite cities (Sorensen, 2001). Therefore the 
challenge is to consider about the city as a flexible structure, through redesigning of them, 
paying attention to the existing problems, by a pragmatic thinking as a tool to achieve the 
objectives of sustainability in the city. 

This mode of thinking –the pragmatic vision- is not really new at all in the field of urban 
planning and design. In the history, during the post war period, many authors have made 
criticism about the post war planning thought in the late 1950s and early 1960s, owing to the 
inflexible planning of the cities. In fact, there were two levels of criticism of post war urban 
development emerged in the 1950s: 1- on the quality of the design of the new development; 2- 
on the emphasis of planning. According to these both fundamental disagreements, town 
planners typically exhibited very little understanding of the cities, because they had been 
preoccupied with simplistic “utopian visions” instead of trying to understand and address the 
problems of real-life cities. Indeed, the main criticism was the lack of understanding the real-
life cities and preference for a tidy, ordered view of urban structure (Taylor, 1998). 

1.2.1 Organic view of the city development 

Concerning urban form, it is important to mention to C. Alexander as a pragmatist against the 
rational model of the city. Alexander refers to an organic view of the city development. In this 
perspective, he made a distinction in which cities have grown more or less spontaneously over 
a long time, which he calls “natural cities”; with cities which have been created by designers 
and planners which he calls “artificial cities” (Taylor, 1998). 

Alexander’s point of view is referring that planned artificial cities are based on an 
oversimplified conception of urban form which he terms a tree structure, consisting in that 
various parts of the whole exist as separate entities. Nevertheless, some structures are more 
complex than these because we can distinguish not only the parts related to the whole 
structure, but also they relate to each other. In other words, the Alexander’s view against the 
rational model of the city points out that so many modern planned cities are sterile places to 
be in, because they do not have that essential ingredient of complex overlapping relationships 
that are the hallmark of successful cities. Alexander goes on that it is the mixture of uses and 
activities in a town, which implies overlap and complexity, which makes for successful cities. 
The failure of planning thought was, therefore, the simplicity, separation and order 
(Alexander, 1965, 1977; Taylor, 1998). 
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1.2.2 The city as a biological connotation  

Next to this, Mark Buchanan refers to the city as a biological connotation (Buchanan, 2002). 
The biological connotation in regard of a city is not really acceptable as a city is not a living 
thing; only people that use it are, because the city is not able to repair itself. This given, in 
relation to Hildebrand Frey in his book “Designing the city towards to a more sustainable 
urban form” using the term of “urban cells” (Frey, 1999), a “cell” is not alive. A cell remains 
or becomes alive if there are two or three live cells adjacent to it, otherwise it dies. Fewer than 
two adjacent cells imply the cell dies from insulation; more than three and it dies from 
overcrowding. Thus, the “cell” as part of a structure is not necessarily the most important 
element of that structure; much more important may be the links between “cells” or 
“modules” that generate a complex structure. Indeed, this means that all living organisms 
could be viewed as systems, for any organism depends on and is therefore related to its 
environment. For this reason, it would be interesting to represent an image of the city as an 
active functioning thing: as a system.  

Alexander’s view in relation to the organic visions of the city and the biological connotation 
of the city by Buchanan and Frey are two evolutionary approaches, two pragmatic ways to see 
the reality of our cities. Consequently from these both points of view, modern city has failed 
socially, functionally and spatially. The regeneration of urban areas to achieve sustainable 
development focuses not only on achieving sustainable urban forms and structures, but also on 
improving existing people’s prosperity and quality of life. This means that city has to be 
planned to be resilient and does not ordered by models or utopian perspectives: to have the 
ability to adapt to changing circumstances while providing for the basic needs of residents and 
ensuring quality of life, integrity, normal functioning and self reliance.  

1.3 Reflection in action as the core of the practice 

If the attention of this research is focused on the solving of real problems of the cities, we 
have to value practical knowledge over abstract: this means not only to cunning use of 
practical knowledge to test and experiment, but to a wide array of practical skills, attitudes, 
and acquired intelligence in responding to a constantly changing of existing realities. From 
this perspective, and under the angle of the technical rationality, to act in practice is a process 
to solve problems (Schön, 1995); focusing also in the problem setting, the process by which 
we define the decision to be made, the ends to be achieved, the means which may be chosen. 

Technical rationality is the positivist epistemology of practice (Schön, 1995) -positivism is a 
philosophical doctrine from XIX Century holding that the scientific method is the best 
approach to uncovering the processes by which both physical and human events occur-. Under 
the model technical rationality, professional activity consists in instrumental problem solving 
made careful by the application of scientific theory and technique. On this view, practice 
should be based on a scientific theory achievable only by controlled experiment, which cannot 
conduct in practice; referring to there have been a gap between professional knowledge and 
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the demands of real world practice, which practitioners and researchers tend to live different 
worlds. According to this, different approaches were raised to the limitations of the technical 
rationality, trying to fill the gap between the scientific basis of professional knowledge and the 
demand of world practice in such way as to preserve the model of technical rationality. 
Clearly, the main critique to technical rationality can be interpreted as an attempt to overcome 
dualistic thinking as it pertains to professional knowledge (Schön, 1995). In this sense, Schön 
claims to an alternative in which the knowledge in practice is to be understood as “artful 
doing”. In short, his approach attempts to refuse the validity of positivism as a model of 
professional practice, offering an alternative that is based on the “reflective conversation”. 
Thus, he rejects the traditional view of professional knowledge recognizing that practitioners 
may become reflective researchers in situations of uncertainty, instability, uniqueness and 
conflict –characteristics of the situation of practice-. From this perspective, research is an 
activity of practitioners.  

The reflection into a core of practice is direct against “technical rationality” as the foundation 
of professional knowledge, rejecting the dualistic thinking shared by positivism between 
knowledge and action. The typical activity of the professional is “knowing in action” (Schön, 
1995), which is both at the same time. Similarly rejected is the positivist distinction between 
research and practice. The experimentation of the reflective practitioner is both research and 
practice at the same time: reflection-in-action. If it true that to act in practice has much to do 
with finding the problem as with solving the problem found, as well as true that the problem 
setting is a recognized professional activity. As C. Peirce described, the function of thought is 
to produce habits of action (York, 2009); it seems right to say, then, that our knowing is in our 
action. Knowing in action is the characteristic mode of practical knowledge. 

Then, to solve problems we have to use forms of knowledge or modes of knowing that notify 
our actions: reflection in action is the process that is the core of the act in practice (Schön, 
1995). As we have introduced briefly above, reflection-in-action is characterized mainly by do 
not separate thinking from doing, ratiocinating a way to a decision which must to be later 
convert to action. Through reflection, we can criticize the tacit understanding that have grown 
up around the repetitive experiences of a specialized practice, and can make sense of the 
situations of uncertainty or uniqueness –characteristics of the practice situations- allowing us 
to reflect on the phenomena before him, and on the prior understandings that have been 
implicit in his behavior. We can carry out an experiment, which serves to generate both a new 
understanding of the phenomena and a change in the situation. In the art of experimentation, 
the process of reflection in action plays a central part; who reflects in action plays a game with 
the situation that is bounded by considerations relevant to the three levels of experimentation: 
exploration, move-testing and hypothesis testing. On reflection-in-action, is essential to 
involve looking our experiences, connecting our feelings, and attending to our theories in use. 

However, the concepts underlying reflective in practice are much older. In fact, J. Dewey 
(Dewey 1916, 1917) –one of the founders of classical American pragmatism philosophy- was 
among the first to write about reflective practice with his exploration of experience, 
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interaction and reflection. At the same time Dewey’s work inspired writers such as D. Schön 
to explore the boundaries of reflective practice. Thus, essential to the development of 
reflective theory was the interest in the integration of theory and practice, the pattern of 
experience and the application of that learning experience. The concept of reflective practice 
focuses on the idea of life-long learning where a practitioner analyses experiences to learn 
from them. Reflection in action is, hence, the system of thought that is the core of the 
pragmatism. 

1.4 Sustainability as a transformation process 

Hildebrand Frey and Paul Yaneske in their work “visions of sustainability” show that today 
the concept of sustainability has had a lot of progress on the level of policies and values, but 
when it comes to implementation and practice we are left with singles issues strategies of 
which it becomes impossible to argue let alone to verify that they are indeed sustainable (Frey 
and Yaneske, 2007). Sustainability –or sustainable development- is in principle an intentional 
notion, as for instance defined by the well-known Brundtland report (see chapter 1). However, 
the definition of sustainability becomes part of the design process itself, demanding for a 
transition. The challenging of redesigning the sustainable city is seen as a transformation 
process defined by Holm: “sustainability demands for radical changes –transitions- of 
products, services and practices to meet their challenges, accordingly calling for design which 
addresses radical changes” (Holm, et al 2010). In other words, sustainability involves an 
ambition of staging “transition” and related to urbanism, it becomes part of the design process. 
It calls for intentional design, redefining product and practices, capable of being reflexive and 
radical. This means that the concept of sustainability claims for radical changes and evolution 
of practices to meet their challenges, using design as an instrument to address these structural 
changes. The transition is calling for a change in design practices not only in terms of a vision 
of sustainability, but also in terms of changed skills and reflexive interaction between 
designers and society. Design as an instrument should support the formation of the capacity of 
people to act sustainable, in which the designer could influence the actions of individuals and 
communities, changed attitudes and values, and shaped societies in surprisingly fundamental 
ways. 

The role of urbanism is to support this transition: sustainability becomes part of the design 
process itself demanding for a transition. Sustainability is to make the city, to reinvent the city 
-including of course the existing city- by a process of redesign endurable for the future and for 
future generations, taking into account a number of relevant indicators or criteria, such energy, 
water, social diversity, mobility, etc. These criteria, which are mostly researched by specific 
disciplines, are summarized in the three pillars: social, economic and environmental 
sustainability; referring to the operational level of sustainability on which the act of 
sustainable redesign is balancing of act. Design takes place in already integrated structures of 
practices that has a high degree of path dependency. This large path means that radical 
changes in practices are needed for transition to more sustainability. 
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2. Pragmatism and Sustainability   

2.1 Pragmatic sustainability 

How should we take the challenges of sustainability? Presently, as we mentioned in some 
paragraphs above, we cannot understand sustainability as a far away concept from our real 
problems that takes place outside of society, but we must to understand sustainability as an 
activity taking its challenges by a practical thinking, using experiences and purposes of 
actions as tools and attitudes to face the real-life problems of this evolutionary society. 
Pragmatism is in the debate of sustainability. Sustainability has to be conceived as part of 
pragmatism; sustainability as a path to guide the search of solutions by practical attitudes. 

Accordingly, we will make reference to the work and vision of Jeffrey York and Steven 
Moore that promote the debate about pragmatic sustainability, by describing how to make 
connections between sustainability and pragmatism through different approaches; by York’s 
vision in relation to ethics for business decisions, and by Moore’s vision in relation to design 
tools considerations. 

2.1.1 The vision of Jeffrey York 

J. York (York, 2009) provides an approach in relation to business decision-making of how 
pragmatism makes the choice for sustainability becomes self-evident for business 
performance and moral reasons. He proposes a business paradigm that allows the integration 
of environmental ethics into business decision, creating a competitive advantage through the 
use of an ethical framework based on American pragmatism of J. Dewey, W. James and C. 
Peirce. On this approach we will make focus specifically on pragmatism as an ethic could 
create a character on decision-making/action, guided by environmental considerations, to 
create a better business decision. 

In relation to environmental ethics and business decisions, York establishes that during the 
recent years economic development is cited as the main cause of many of the environmental 
issues that our society faces, including issues such as global warming, ozone decline, water 
pollution, etc., describing that environmental awareness has been increased at every level of 
society, but in business settings the perception persists. In this sense, humans must develop a 
character that leads to good environmental decisions; in addition, all decisions would be based 
on the principles of character with regard to the environment. In all environmental ethics 
perspectives, York focused mainly on the perspective offered from deep ecology, establishing 
to the Earth as a living system, which we have no right to inflict damage upon. In other words, 
York argues that environmental ethics as a field of philosophy can be useful for business 
ethics as a field and business practitioners by offering new perspectives and methodologies to 
grant considerations of natural environment. Thus, business can create a superior performance 
using the American pragmatism as a guiding ethical framework. To merge the fields of 
environmental ethics into decision framework within business operates, York recommends to 
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turn to environmental pragmatism, defined as “the open-ended inquiry into the real problems 
of humanity’s in relation with the environment” (York, 2009). Using pragmatic decision-
making would lead to the considerations of ecological issues within the decision-making 
process. 

Interestingly, York describes how the elements of pragmatic ethics encourage the ability of 
business decision makers to include environmental issues within their decisions. Mainly, we 
can consider three pragmatic ethics into the process: 

1- A pluralist perspective on the process, allowing the integration and valuation of multiple 
perspectives, evaluating and evolving constantly our personal viewpoint and also seeking to 
ensure accommodation to the broader community’s perspective. Pragmatic decision allows the 
integration and valuation of multiple perspectives, driven by the cultural inheritance of the 
actor and experiences from which they have established principles. 

2- A constantly experimentation and innovation on the process, by continually challenging our 
assumptions and trying different ideas we can arrive at the optimum answer. By pragmatic 
thinking, the morality of a decision does not exist in a separate reality from the decision, but 
the morality comes to exist through the decision-making process. Therefore, the openness to 
new ideas is fundamental on the pragmatic approach, and is essential for a business to pursue 
a greener path. Pragmatic decision-making involves utilizing the imagination and emotion in 
the process, by encouraging managers to expand their decisions making capacity beyond a 
shallow version of rationality; opening to a new realm of unconsidered possibilities to solve 
problems. Therefore, by the process of examining current principles, opening ourselves to 
new ideas and then accepting or rejecting those concepts, the process of decision-making is 
more considerate and comprehensive. 

3- A consequentialist attitude on the process, by which means and ends are considered. This 
means there is a focus on future consequences of decisions made on the environment, because 
we are dealing with the future, and there can be no proof of what will happen until the events 
have actually transpired. In other words, pragmatic decision-making focuses on the 
consideration of currently known facts and the future of consequences they may have. 

Pragmatism on decision-making embraces evolution, a pragmatic ethic would allow for 
incorporation of expanded consideration of the natural environment across all business 
operations. Therefore, by adopting a pragmatic approach, the sphere of considerations will 
become inherently more creative and acknowledge the complexity of decision process (York, 
2009). 

2.1.2 The vision of Steven Moore 

In the other hand, S. Moore (Moore, 2010) provides insights of how sustainability can be 
understood under the pragmatic philosophy, as well as to considerate how we might meet its 
challenges. Moore states that sustainability has many levels of understanding, emphasizing on 
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five disciplinary perspectives to take action over sustainability. These perspectives are focused 
on:  

•  The struggle to define terms to parse the term sustainability 

• Technological cultures in which sustainable development is contested at different 
scales 

• Sustainability and place, to investigate the relationship between both concepts 
establishing in favor of multiple and local perspectives 

• Sustainability and cities 

• Civil society, industry and regulation 

These perspectives all together, add up to that the authors refer as “pragmatic sustainability”, 
establishing that these five perspectives to analyze sustainability are connected by a weft of 
seven concepts that are consistent with the attitudes of pragmatism elaborated by W. James, J. 
Dewey and C. Peirce. These concepts –Meta concepts- are history, consequentialism, 
pluralism, determinism, secularization, transdisciplinarity, and storylines; in which the author 
makes case for pragmatic sustainability as a useful tool for people with different attitudes 
toward this evolutionary and ever changing life (Moore, 2010). 

We can establish that sustainability is part of pragmatism: pragmatism as a practical guiding 
to find solutions in the existing realities, guided and addressed by sustainability path; 
involving a process of constantly evaluating and evolving our personal perspective to explore 
the reality. In our approach, we will take some of these concepts –pragmatic tools- which will 
be discussed as follows, distinguishing pragmatic sustainability from the history, 
consequentialism, pluralism, transdisciplinarity and storyline. 

1- Pragmatism should take History; this concept points out that the path of history is uncertain 
and we will influence it, but not in the manner we may intend. Things are getting worse, and 
the trajectory of history is directly tied to the development of liberal capitalism as a mean of 
production. The suggestion is that contemporary talk about how we might develop 
sustainability must be understood not as a new conversation, but an old one; then, we need 
new ways of talking about sustainability that will stimulate varied and experimental forms of 
actions, and thus we will found the vocabulary that we need. The sustainable discourse has 
been with us far longer that the nuanced way that we now use the world itself (Canizaro, 
2010; Chusid, 2010; Frey and Yaneske, 2007; Steiner, 2010). As an example, looking to the 
history of preservation (Chusid, 2010) this issue has had centuries of experience with the 
political, economic and social debates concerning the conversation and re-use of cultural and 
natural sources, to the creation and meaning of place. For instance, in Roman period restoring 
a building was understood to be economically and culturally desirable. In addition, design 
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codes helped to ensure the compatibility of new constructions with the existing context. Today 
we save buildings for the same reasons, using the same tools, along with a few ones developed 
over years. Hence, history preservation must be at or near the core of sustainable design 
(Chusid, 2010). In addition, Aldo Rossi has an interpretation of history also related with the 
sustainability approach in how understand cities (Rossi, 1993). Rossi argues that the city 
ought to be studied from its historical meaning. The history is the collective memory of people 
of the city and it has an important influence on the city itself, in which all the elements of the 
city such as buildings, streets, and districts are part of the history and are connected with the 
issue of the urban image, its architecture. This image sets the value to the living and man-
made area. The elements of the city are capable of accelerating the process of urbanization, 
playing a role in the evolution of the city overtime and constitute the physical structure of the 
city. In this sense, the city grows on itself, obtaining conscience and memory from itself. For 
Rossi, the soul of the city resides in its history while the memory becomes the guide to its 
structure. This means that the process by which the city is imprinted with forms is urban 
history, but the succession of events constitutes its memory. In the city, every citizen has had 
long associations with some parts of it, and his image is soaked in memories and meanings; 
the meaning is created by interactions between individuals and objects, that is to say, by the 
interaction between humans and their environment. According to the vision of Moore, the 
concept of history is not really clear what does mean; however, this concept suggests that 
history is part of sustainability in the city: history is related with existing city, conceiving the 
city as a flexible structure- to be resilient, not following utopians or models. 

2- Pragmatism should be Consequentialist; basically referring to the contemporary idea of 
sustainable development is an ethical one that derives from the history of how we determinate 
rightness and wrongness; therefore it is not the quality of actions that matters most, but the 
consequences of those actions. In other words, pragmatism is concerned more with 
consequences rather than the qualities of acts or actors, is to define rightness as successful or 
life-enhancing action. As an example, P. Thompson (Thompson, 2010) classifies 
sustainability into three dominant meanings, opposing to the idea that we depend of 
theoretical perspectives to provide a meaning of our words –referring to the idea that 
sustainability is becoming a contested concept of more enduring and fundamental interest-; in 
this sense, Thompson privileges the action over contemplating the meaning of words, even 
words like sustainability, because it is through action –the consequences of the action- that the 
meaning is created.   

3- Pragmatism should be Pluralist; this concept is characterized as an attitude with three 
qualities: heterogeneity, informality, and trust. Heterogeneity means diversity; by 
heterogeneity, diverse perspectives in a course of action will provide insight about the nature 
of reality and increase possibility of successful actions. Informality refers to a lack of rule-
bound behavior and the predictable expectations that accompany such rules. Informality also 
is a social mental process, because it is strict related with the “experimental thinking” that 
occurs when many minds are focused on solving a common problem rather than on the forms 
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of accepted protocol. And finally trust, which derives from informality, and is found it in 
homogeneous settings; however, learning to trust the insights of others requires adopting an 
experimental attitude. Hence, the relationship of these three qualities –pluralist concept- could 
lead towards more successful action, an action that is life enhancing and sustainable. 

As an example, S. Guy (Guy, 2010) refers that there is a “pragmatic quality” in the Japanese 
urbanism, arguing that informal improvisation –quality of pluralism- and experimentation 
have simply shown up as a part of modern everyday urbanism. Another argument for 
pluralism as a pragmatic attitude is established by D. Oden (Oden, 2010), laying down that 
social equity is a complex concept that is the heart of social pluralism, and it must be at the 
center of sustainable development discourse and practice instead of at the periphery. When 
Oden argues that social equity is the aim of pluralism, he refers in favor of participation of 
people in the making of successful public choices. Issues like exclusion and marginalization 
can destabilize the ability to build the civic culture, mobilize the broader political coalitions 
and deepen discourses necessary to advance meaningful sustainable development initiatives 
(Oden, 2010). Thus, successful actions are more likely to result from diverse insights and 
recommendations that are rationally deliberated in public space; the action by a pluralist 
attitude is the conduct of individuals by the influence of social interaction. 

In this way, pragmatism rejects all determinism – determinism holds that every type of event 
is causally determined by previous events- over social action and takes aim importance to the 
practical fact of interaction. The collective action, rather than an event causally determined by 
previous actions, is an interactive process and, in consequence, a multiple and changing 
phenomena. In other words, pragmatism embraces an approach of multi-perspective 
pluralism, allowing the interaction and valuation of multiple perspectives.   

4- Pragmatism should be Transdisciplinary; pointing out to sustainability is an inherently 
inter- and transdisciplinary concept (Jamison, 2010). Transdiciplinarity refers to a hybridized 
knowledge produced by interaction of diverse disciplines seeking ways to solve real problems 
for real people to be useful; while inter-disciplinary is the a hybridized knowledge produced in 
cooperative teams seeking ways to transgress established intellectual boundaries for political 
purposes. In this sense, both forms of knowledge are necessary: in one hand, there is a need 
for interdisciplinarity in relation to the public participation and cultural change that need to be 
promoted, by which academics and groups of people collaborate in efforts in relation to the 
local problems and needs. In the other hand, in relation to global problems such as climate 
change and biodiversity, there is a need for Transdiciplinary knowledge by which different 
kind of specialists with different forms of skills and knowledge –from different disciplines- 
can provide new solutions to particular problems (Jamison, 2010). Thus, this suggests a path 
for sustainability studies in general, by employing new tools and habits to find solutions to the 
real-life problems.  

5- Finally, pragmatism should use storylines; this means that sustainable practices involve a 
hopeful storyline: a narrative thread that people use to understand how the past, present, and 
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future can be connected in different ways (Moore, 2010). To follow the sustainability path 
requires stories to make habits attractive, making sense of the experience and actions by 
common narratives that citizens articulate how they want to live to each other, trying to make 
sense of their world in manner that turns out to be sustainable. An example is the work of P. 
Thompson, describing that sustainability can be understood by a personal storyline; he uses 
his own past encounters with the idea of sustainability en route to a more argumentative 
discussion of why sustainability it is important to the debate what it is as well as what it is not 
(Thompson, 2010). The narrative is a fundamental form to make sense of experience and the 
actions we are about to take.  

Our approach with these two situations offered by York and Moore are in relation to create a 
character with the ethical criteria of pragmatism. These concepts described across the 
disciplines established to meet sustainable development. However, is a mistake to say that 
these ethical criteria of pragmatism are the pragmatic philosophy of sustainability, but rather 
these criteria could be conceived as a tool that advocates a practical approach to the constantly 
environment, social, and economical changes and, hence, to understand the real actions to take 
in order to meet the objectives of sustainable development in the cities. Pragmatism has been 
assumed simply to preclude metaphysics because there is no pragmatic metaphysic (Jason 
Scott, 2000); but pragmatism cannot be adequately understood in isolation from metaphysical 
commitment. In other words, pragmatism is not just a practical tool, but rather is an attitude 
with these ethical criteria. 

The challenge has to be addressed to remaking and to adapt the existing cities by the 
operationalization of sustainable criteria by pragmatic thinking, leaving models and abstract 
concept that are far away of the real problems of cities. 

 

3. Conclusions   

3.1 Pragmatic sustainable design 

As it was described, pragmatism addressed by the path of sustainability is an attitude of 
ethical criteria focused on experimentation and innovation to find solutions to the problems of 
existing cities. Experimentation is a kind of action (Schön, 1995), opening towards a context 
of new ideas and habits of action. Then, into a good process of design, we have to reflect in 
action on the construction of the problem, the strategies of action, or the model of the 
phenomena, which have been implicit in our moves. Design as a pragmatic process should 
respond to the needs and preferences of people who live and work in cities, reacted against the 
formalism of the dominant styles. The design is a complex process, because of this complexity 
the designers moves tend to produce consequences other than those intended. The 
consequences of the moves are described and appreciated to re-appreciate the situation, 
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attributing actions to elements of the design; thus we take the reframed problem and conduct 
an experiment to discover what consequences and implications can be made to follow from it. 

On the design process, three levels make up the reflection in action:  

1- Evaluating experiments in problem setting; that is, when we evaluate our experiment in 
reframing the problematic situation not only by our ability to solve the new problem we have 
set, but our appreciations of the unintended effects of action, in conversation with the 
situation, to make an artifact that is coherent and an idea that is understandable. Then, a 
successful reframing of the problematic situation leads to a continuation of the reflective 
conversation.  

2- Bringing past experience to bear on a unique situation; this means to build up a repertoire 
of examples, images, understandings and actions when we make sense of a situation perceived 
as unique, seeing it as something already present in his repertoire. 

3- Rigor in on the spot experiment; this means when we see a new situation as some element 
of our repertoire, we get a new way of seeing it and a new possibility for action in it, but the 
utility of his new view must still be discovered in action. Thus reflection-in-action necessarily 
involves experimentation. 

Therefore, to create successful action following the path of sustainability pragmatism ought to 
follow a reflective process on action in the design method, to find solutions to the problems of 
existing realities, and changing these situations into preferred ones. In a pragmatic design, 
knowledge is always gained through action and for action, using the experience and the 
intuition in the process. In other words, pragmatic design is a reflection of possibilities: 
sustainability is part of pragmatism as a guide that provides a variety of perspectives in 
relation to solve problems. Pragmatism guided by sustainability is an attitude: an attitude that 
could be used as pattern of thinking, to reflect in the action on the design process. 

Pragmatic sustainability allows the integration and valuation of multiple perspectives. These 
perspectives are driven by experiences from which we have established principles. Therefore 
through the implementation of pragmatic attitudes of sustainability, we could create better 
outcomes in the process of experimentation. This means that we have to take the challenges of 
sustainability by reflection on the action in the process of design, using the ethical criteria of 
pragmatism –history (experience, consequentialism, pluralism, storyline, transdisciplinary- as 
a language of thought to create a successful action. In this process of reflection we have to 
consider a system of thought that conduct us to find new ways to talk about sustainability 
following the path of history, focusing in the consequences of the actions to define an 
enhancing action, a pluralist reflection, with participation of different disciplines to provide 
new solutions, and making use of the narratives and stories to articulate the present, past and 
the future in different ways to know how people want to live. 
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Thus, using these criteria in the process of reflection, our actions –in other words our act of 
experimenting- will be more successful and objective, providing solutions to the existing 
problems of the cities, and thus, to create enhanced actions to achieve the objectives of 
sustainability in the cities. Based on the process of reflective thought elaborated by Dewey 
and Schön (Schön, 1995; York, 2009), we have elaborated a diagram (Figure 2.1) that 
represents the pragmatic process of reflection addressed by challenges of sustainability 
described above.     

Designing is a complex intellectual activity that requires higher order thinking. Thinking is 
best facilitated by non-abstract representations of knowledge such as visual mental images and 
concrete representations, rather than the abstract representations previously thought of as 
those used exclusively for complex thinking. In other words, designing involves the devising 
of solutions to problems where there is the requirement that, in addition to solving the 
problem, the solution be creative. That is, that the solution be original and purposeful. The 
activity of design is a complex and requires high-order thinking; where that high-order 
thinking is facilitated not primarily by abstract thought but by visual mental imagery and the 
manipulation of concrete materials; in situations and contexts that are meaningful to the 
designer (Middleton, 2005). 

Sustainability problems demand unprecedented shifts in thinking about time, space, 
responsibility and relationships, pushing an already complex and contingent process to 
(beyond) its limits (Holden, 2008, p. 476). Successful definition of sustainability must include 
a pragmatic notion of truth. That is, truth in sustainability must be thought of as 
transformation within a group, rather than as a movement to bring ideas into correspondence 
with an external reality. This conceptualization of truth involves social learning, understood as 
a continuous process of bridging the fact-value gap within a community whose membership, 
ideally, grows over time (Holden, 2008). 

The process of design will be carry out by an operational and participatory mode of research. 
This kind of research is a reflective investigation primary focused on solving problems in real 
situations. This method is a holistic approach to problem solving. It allows for several 
different research tools to be used as the project is conducted. These various research tools 
include: document collection and analysis, observation recording, surveys, structured 
interviews and case studies. Design simply is, in other words, “learning by doing” (De 
Meulder et al, 2004; Unsworth et al, 2011).  This method involves a process of five phases to 
be conducted within each research cycle. Initially there is a diagnosis stage where the problem 
is identified and data is collected for a more detail analysis. Then, this is followed by the 
action planning stage, in which several possible solutions are considered, from which a single 
plan action emerges as the followed stage and it is implemented. The next is the evaluation 
stage, in which there is an analysis on the consequences of the action, and finally there is a 
specific learning stage in which the findings are identified and interpreted in light of how 
successful the action has been.  
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At this point, the problem is re-assessed and the process begins another cycle. This process 
continues until the problem is resolved.  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Pragmatic process of reflective thought by sustainability path on the process of 
design (based on York, 2009). 

 

In the contribution “Building Resilience and Well-Being in the Margins within the City: 
Changing Perceptions, Making Connections, Realizing Potential, Plugging leaks Resources”, 
we find examples of area focused on a participatory mode of research. (Unsworth et al, 2011). 
Unsworth states: “we developed a research practice base a number of principles articulating 
the values of our group. Carefully considered but flexible structures were developed to 
manage the work and providence and environment for research that was both robustness and 
also bootable to accommodating the dynamism and complexity of a very messy qualitative 
research process that inevitably had to be adapted as we learned about the opportunities and 
limitations in the field” (Unsworth et al, 2011). In short, the aiming is not focused on to 
consult the local residents and stakeholders about their reactions to a pre-conceived ideas; 
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rather, it is embarked on an operational and participatory research to draw out the issues 
considered relevant and using a reflexive practice which monitors complex evolving factors. 
The title of the article shows the phases: changing perceptions, making connections, realizing 
potential, and plugging resources. However in this research these phases are interpreted as 
follows: 

1. Changing perceptions; by introducing sustainability and pragmatic design goal of the city, 
and application of Frey´s method (Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010) to re-modulate the city and the 
creation of a new image of the city, in preparing for the coming post carbon period. 

2. Making connections; this is achieved by finding the relevant stakeholders or actors for the 
involvement. These may have different backgrounds: social, scientific, representatives of 
neighborhood and community, private corporations, municipalities, energy companies, center 
government, politicians, etc. As also the creation of a structure within these stakeholders at 
relevant moments of the process can be communicated. The versatility of the network of 
stakeholders has the character of a “hybrid forum”. 

3. Realizing potential; It is based on a thorough case study of the respective district together a 
redesign of the relevant district by using Frey´s method, compiling a SWOT and the 
establishment of a transformation plan as a guideline of future scenarios for the coming post 
carbon city. 

4. Plugging resources; by achieving the transition based on the hybrid forums redesign 
established through transition management. 

This method is carry out in real world circumstances, paying close attention to ethical 
considerations of pragmatic sustainability, to create an attitude in the conduct of successful 
actions on the problems of existing cities, addressed by the path of sustainability.  
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3 
MORPHOLOGY AND SUSTAINABILITY: THE CITY AS A MODULAR 
CONSTRUCT AND “BRINGING IN LANDSCAPE”, AS EXAMPLES OF 

PRAGMATIC DESIGN STRATEGY 

 

1. Morphology and Sustainability 

1.1 Introduction 

Some assumptions according to the sustainability of the city are: 

1- The sustainable city of the future for a great part coincides with the current city 

2- Sustainable urban design means the transformation of existing city 

3- For this reason sustainable urban design consists mainly of –pragmatic- redesign, 
restructuring and rescaling of the existing city 

For these reasons sustainable urban design has to do with the morphology and modularity of 
the city. This chapter introduces a vision of pragmatic approach to make existing cities more 
sustainable starting from Hildebrand Frey’s vision. The importance of Frey´s contribution is 
that he highlights the importance of sustainability as a tool, as a pragmatic method that, in the 
research of sustainable urban forms, has been a practical tool in bringing sustainable 
considerations in the realm of project decisions. As we have reviewed in the last chapter, the 
challenge of designing the sustainable city is a radical transformation or transition process as 
defined by Holm (Holm et al 2010). Design as a method should support the formation of the 
capacity of people to act sustainable, in which the designer could influence the actions of 
individuals and communities, changed attitudes and values, and shaped societies in 
surprisingly fundamental ways.    

1.2 Rescaling as an important element in urban form debate 

A fundamental element of the redesigning of the city –the transformation of that city- is the 
rescaling of the city (Kärrholm, 2011). Urban sprawl has developed into a worldwide 
observable growth pattern (Ehlers, 2011); in which the diverse of human settlements is 
reflected in the range of ways we try to understand them (Kropf, 2009). The issue of scale is, 
and has always been, one of the main issues of urban form debate. 

Cannigia and Maffei define scale as “different levels of complexity of the components 
internally arranged to construct a whole” (Canniggia & Maffei, 2001). This definition refers to 
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different scales, in which it can be discussed as relationships between spaces of different 
dimensions where constructed whole of one levels can be a mere component among 
component at another. 

In the discussions about scale, especially in human geography, scale is confused as level and 
size (Marston, 2000; Marston et al, 2005). The idea of scale as level, however, simply alludes 
to wider scales encompassing amounts of complexity. For Howitt, scale is not as size and 
level but a relational element in a complex mix that also includes space, place and 
environment (Howitt, 2002). In other words, level and size are interacting facets or 
dimensions that constituting scale, in which scale is constructed: produced by human 
interaction as both outcome and process of social relations occurring through space (Moore, 
2008; Howitt, 2002; Randles and Dicken, 2004).  

In ecology, the production of scale is stressing by interacting processes, analyzed by 
hierarchical structures (Allen and Hoekstra, 1990; Manson, 2008). The relevance to address 
the ecology approach is that here scale is used as a characteristic of objective relations among 
processes or among observable levels of organization produced by processes. Neumann 
understands the production of scale -in ecology field- through the concept of emergent 
hierarchies; emergent referring to processes of self-organization or self organized critically. 
Emergent hierarchies and their attendant scale levels manifest the instabilities, emergence, 
shifting equilibrium, and path dependence on which many features of network and 
constructionist scales are predicated (Neumann, 2009, p. 401). In ecology and geography, 
then, scale is produced.  The concept of jumping scales –established at one geographical scale 
can be expanded to another- is actually level jumping. What is “jumped” are not scales but 
levels, with the result that the process is rescaled (Neumann, 2009, p. 401). For the strategy to 
succeed there must be some scaling effect: a change in the outcome of the process brought by 
shifting scale. The ability to shifting scales, to jumping up and down them, lies at the core of 
design process (Kärrholm, 2011) as well as of the ways in which we relate to our surroundings 
in our everyday lives. In general terms, scaling relationships describe how two or more 
attributes are related (Marshall, 2007). 

In urban form, Kärrholm advocates an approach seeing scale as effects of processes and 
actions of the lived environment, implying that effects are always enacted at different spatial 
levels in terms of size dimension, and they are much more multi-scalar than suggested by the 
predefined scales (Kärrholm, 2011). Kärrholm addresses the concept of scale as an analytical 
concept insofar as one would need at least two different complexities of the components 
producing effects, where the effects of different complexities can be seen as different scales. 
For example, discussing the effects on certain neighborhood, the outcome of such discussion 
will be different if we discuss it from the perspective of the city, or district.  

Aldo Rossi in his book “The architecture of the city” also makes distinction about the concept 
of scale and the way to understand the complexity of cities, defining the city as a system. 
Rossi refers to the city as an unified element conceived as a whole synthesis of its different 
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parts recognizing the need of realizing a city by parts; in which these parts are always 
undergoing some shifts due natural and made-man reasons (Rossi, 1993). 

The aim of the research on sustainable urban forms is to build environments without 
compromising the possibilities of future generations (Kärrholm, 2011). If we follow the 
entities that make up the effects that are to be accounted for as sustainable or not, these 
entities or components are found at different levels or dimensions of complexity, and thus 
different scales. The city is a complex, multi-scaled and open system, which is made up of 
many components or entities interacting with each other. These interactions are non-linear 
because of feedback, which literally means everything can affect everything else, either 
directly or indirectly (Patte, 1973). Salthe (Salthe, 1985, 1989) has formulated hierarchical 
structuralism based on the idea of things as wholes and parts. In hierarchical levels, specific 
levels of organization are linked to specific spatial scales,- spatial scales are continuously 
produced by different components, human actors, rules, built structures, objects, etc. So that 
higher levels are linked to broader spatial scales. Salthe proposes to analyze hierarchy-
organized processes at different spatial scales and their linkage with tangible, spatial 
structures at different scales. Scaling analysis is aimed at recognizing spatial patterns at 
different spatial scales. Our approach of scaling, therefore, is “by different levels of 
construction of the city”; that is, by the approach of rescaling existing problems and giving 
different possibilities to the people that live in the cities. 

1.3 Transformation of existing cities by dispersion: suburban areas 

At the present, morphologically speaking we understand the process of dispersion of cities or 
transformation of the cities as suburbs. According to Hildebrand Frey, suburbs are “pure 
housing areas at the city fringes characterized by low population and dwelling densities that 
do not support local amenities and public transport, in which many facilities and employment 
depend on the city center“(Frey, 2006). Suburbs are result of many factors: a “suburban” 
middle class demand for space, segregation of uses, less pollution and more green spaces. 
From the point of view of “mobility”, a specific significance is the concentration of city-wide 
activities and facilities in the city center and of housing in Suburban places. With a low 
average population density public transport is not really viable, not only because it has been 
underfunded for decades but also simply because in suburbs and peripheral estates it cannot 
target a sufficient number of people to make it function economically. Therefore the car 
remains as the more convenient and often cheaper means of inner-city transport for those who 
can afford it, but the ever increasing density of vehicular traffic generates more and more 
pollution, congestion and stress in central areas. The problem with pollution may be solved, 
but the problem of congestion remains (Frey, 2005). 

The development of use-zones and the concentration of public housing in suburban and 
peripheral estates make such areas unable to fulfill all of people’s needs. The city’s socio-
economic stratification has been exacerbated to a considerable degree. There are now 
underprivileged areas with all the signs of deprivation including unemployment, lack of 
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education, drugs abuse, vandalism and crime. In such areas in which people are physically 
isolated from and deprived of the economic, social, commercial and cultural life of the city, 
social unrest has become part of everyday life. Cities with such degree of social stratification 
are not sustainable. The only way to solve this problem is to make the city districts more 
equitable (Frey, 1999). In relation to this, a “good” city combines the central qualities of the 
traditional city –such as culture, exchange of ideas, a creative atmosphere, the availability of 
retail outlets, services and facilities- with the qualities of the suburbs –privacy, solicitude, 
freedom, quietness, good air, gardens and parks- without talking on the unsustainable 
characteristics of many of today’s suburban and peripheral areas with “undefined” urban 
boundaries, structure and form –with single use, low density, sprawl, monotony and car 
dependency . 

For communities to become successfully involved in the shaping of their own neighborhoods 
and districts requires decentralization of power. In short, the decomposition of the city into 
smaller areas such as districts and neighborhoods make the communities involvement feasible 
and effective, but necessitates a framework at city/region level for this integration of all 
development actions in districts and neighborhoods. The district could be semi-autonomous in 
which the representatives of neighborhood communities would meet to take decisions 
concerning the development and shaping of their area. 

1.4 Fundamental demands of the city structure 

Many studies and authors in the scientific literature coincide with that three major demands 
are made on the city and its districts, which need to be reflected in the micro-structure of the 
city: accessibility, proximity and functional mix (Barton, 2003; Frey, 1999, 2010; Rogers, 
2000; Newman, 2005; Altes et al 2008; Williams et al, 2000; Jenks and Dempsey, 2005). 
Regarding accessibility to services and facilities, it is generally agreed that public transport 
has to play an essential role to congestion and pollution. Besides, researches from the 
literature have shown that it is also most economic way to facilitate mobility in the city 
(Kenworthy, 2006). Public transport depends on a certain population density and, perhaps, 
even more importantly in this context, upon ease of access. Also public transport stops should 
accordingly be provided within walking distance of housing and workplaces. 

Similarly, in a micro-structure of the city an important issue is that the locality may provide 
the focus for a number of overlapping and interacting interest communities or activities, which 
together with casual public realm meetings make for much more social interaction than the 
sum of the parts (Barton, 2000). In this perspective, H. Barton establishes different facets or 
perspectives of neighborhoods: 

1- The functional neighborhood, in which the locality is seen as the base for home life, and 
perhaps also for educational, retail, leisure and employment activities. This is typically a town 
planner’s view of neighborhood. 
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2- The neighborhood as a place, as an aesthetic experience, to do with its historic association 
as well as its sensuous quality and linked to residents/users perceptions of their own “home” 
territory. 

3- The neighborhood as the “locus” for community, in which community is made by people, 
and people often belong to diverse interest based communities which barely touch the locality.  

All three perspectives are critically important in moving towards a more sustainable “pattern 
of living” (Barton, 2000). For Hildebrand Frey (Frey, 2007, 2010) all this in turn necessitates 
a modular city structure: a city composed of modular urban units or proximity units, with 
pedestrian scale and providing good access to public transport stops within walking distance. 
If local amenities are located at transport node, then they are equally well accessed by the 
communities of thus “modules”. Therefore, the interrelationship of people, transport and 
amenities is the basis for the microstructure of the city (Frey, 1999). 

2. The Theory of the City as a Modular Construct   

The concept of sustainable development has given a major stimulus to the question of the 
contribution that certain urban forms might make to lower energy consumption and lower 
pollution levels –two of the major challenges of cities today (UN-Habitat, 2009, 2011; 
Atkinson, 2007, 2008). This challenge has induced planners, local and international 
governments to propose supposedly new frameworks for the redesigning and restructuring of 
urban places to achieve sustainability. These approaches have been addressed on different 
spatial levels. A critical view of these approaches demonstrates a lack of agreement about the 
most desirable urban form within the context of sustainability. 

Hildebrand Frey pursues the sustainable city debate via urban structure in Designing the City: 
Towards a More Sustainable Urban Form (Frey, 1999). Frey stands his ideas from 
Neotraditional planning that argue that –for instance- car use will decline in neighborhoods 
designed with more pedestrian-fiendly features, such as a connected street layout, more mixed 
use, high enough densities to more closely group some commercial and residential 
development, traffic calming, etc. In terms of urban form, Neotraditional development 
emphasizes certain concepts of sustainable urban form. In transport, suggests pedestrian 
orientation and walkable villages. In density, it promotes higher residential density than 
typical suburbs. In mixed land uses, it suggests a mix of residential, commercial, and civic 
uses. Accordingly, the ideal Neotraditional town would be self-contained, tightly clustered, 
walkable, and patterned, that allow drivers and pedestrians a variety of path options. In regard 
to this, Frey stayed close to the concepts of Cellular city first, and then modularity –together 
with Paul Yaneske-, as a vision of the city in achieving more sustainable city form conditions. 

2.1 The system view of the city: an approach to modularity 

The real world is full of complex systems such as the environmental, social and economic 
systems that are commonly quoted as being at the core of sustainability (Buchanan, 2002). 
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Complex systems are made up of many components interacting with each other. These 
interactions are non-linear, which literally means “everything can affect everything else”, 
either directly or indirectly (Buchanan, 2002). Many components of a complex system interact 
through of a large network structure, at different scales and with different contents. These 
networks share the common feature of nodes being connected by links (Batty, 2005). The 
addition of new nodes and the way in which new nodes are added often result in an organized 
network structure. At one end node of the distribution there are a large number of nodes with 
only a few links to other nodes, and at the other end a small number of nodes with an 
extremely large number of links that are called “hubs” (Frey, 2010). 

In our interconnected world there is a practical difficulty in decide where to draw the 
boundary of a complex system. However, conventional science seeks simplifying systems to a 
comprehensible few interactions that still yield useful results. This simplicity is termed 
“Modularity”, which is a strong interaction between elements within a module but only a 
relatively weak interaction with elements outside. The technical term for this near-
decomposability and this suggests a way in which complex systems might be broken down 
into bite-sized modules (Frey and Yaneske, 2007). 

The aim of the system theory is the idea of things as a system. A system is something 
composed by interconnected parts, in which is a complex whole: a set of connected things or 
parts and also a set or assemblage of things connected, associated, or inter-dependent, so as to 
form a “complex unity” (Frey, 2007; Batty, 2005). The structure of a system is determined by 
the structure of its parts and their relationships. For this reason, it would be interesting to 
represent an image of the city as an active functioning thing: as a system. This way of 
conceiving the city is not entirely new. During the mid to late 1960s, there was a radical 
change in town planning thought (Taylor, 1998). As consequence, new ideas had emerged, as 
for example the contributions of Aldo Rossi (Rossi, 1993) and Christopher Alexander 
(Alexander, 1977); but one of the most important of them was “the system view” of the city, 
derived from the system theory, in which it was acknowledge that cities were complex 
systems, and hence, it became all the more clear that planners needed to understand how cities 
worked.  

2.2. Redesign and rescaling of the city through Hildebrand Frey´s theory  

In 2007 Frey published, together with Paul Yaneske “Visions of sustainability, cities and 
regions”. An important component of this book is on modularity. They examine the 
sustainability of cities and regions and conclude that sustainability is not achievable, and how 
cities of today might achieve sustainability in the future (Frey and Yaneske, 2007). Frey 
searches cooperation with Yaneske because they evidences in Agenda 21 programme 
published in the United Nations Conference in Rio 1992, a vagueness of its action plan and 
programmes. They show that there is much progresses on the level of global policy making, 
however when it comes to the translation of policy statements into sustainable development 
actions plans, the comprehensive view is lost. Drawing on the ideas from the study of 
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complex systems, they have developed a framework to guide and direct for the assessment of 
the sustainability of cities, by allowing the systematic establishment of the appropriate 
indicators of criteria for sustainable development in cities.   

The reading of the city as a modular construct advocate to the identification of urban 
components to high level of aggregation, and within the contours of which one can identify 
intensities of interaction that are several magnitudes higher than the influence of exterior 
effects and therefore make it justified to reason of the level of an “urban quarter”. An urban 
quarter is a modular unit of the city –neighborhood unit, district unit- that does not grow on its 
own but is built by people; and for each effect –influence of a transportation node, presence of 
local amenities, etc- the dimension of the urban quarter will appear to be different, in which 
diverse threshold values need to be identified –values in relation to population densities, land 
uses, walking distances to public transport stops and amenities etc-. In short, the 
decomposition of the city into smaller areas such as district units and neighborhoods makes 
the communities involvement feasible and effective but necessitates a framework at 
city/region level for the integration of all development actions in districts and neighborhoods. 
Thus, all this in turn necessitates the conception of the city as a modular construct: a city 
composed of different urban quarters. In other words, modularity is defined as a strong 
interaction among elements within a module but only a relatively weak interaction with 
elements outside. The concept of module is referred to something that has its own structural 
and functional integrity while being part of a larger system –the city-; in which an urban 
quarter is a modular entity of the city, being neighborhoods and district formed types of 
modular units of the city (Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010; Frey and Yaneske, 2007).     

For this reason, Hildebrand Frey draws on modularity theory to show that the way organic 
systems deal with complexity is similar, in the sense that also in organic systems levels of 
organization are and can be modular to extent that abstraction can be made both in terms of an 
analysis of territorial entities, but also in terms of territorial imprint of governance structures. 
On this perspective, the city as a natural phenomena has hidden structure that develops 
unconsciously not driven by design or intellect but, by an inbuilt logic and growth process 
(Buchanan, 2002); and the modular structure makes the city more functional and more 
adaptable to continuous shifts and changes, also more repairable without switching off the 
entire city. For this reason, it is interesting to represent an image of the city as an active 
functioning entity, as a system (Batty, 2005; Kropf, 2009, p. 109): modules with own 
structural and functional integrity while being part of a larger structure, making thus the 
existing city more resilient, having the ability to adapt to changing circumstances. 

2.3 Criteria for sustainable urban quarters 

Urban quarters are modular units -of urban district or neighborhood level- that meet certain 
criteria to achieve sustainability in the city (Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010). The main argument 
of Frey´s theory is that it tries to link these modular dimensions to key sustainability 
indicators or criteria, to construct in this way boundaries of sustainable entities and thus to 
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identify the units of the city are well equipped and correctly scaled to begin to address the 
complex agenda of the sustainable urban transition. These key criteria are classified in 
environmental, social, economic, planning, and design, laying down important arguments for 
neighborhood borders and centers; and thus advocating a recalibration of urban components to 
high level of aggregation to achieve a balance relationship between environmental, economic, 
and social conditions of the city. These analytical key criteria establish different values, 
indicators and characteristics for each component of sustainability in the city. A detailed 
explanation of each criterion is described below (Frey et al, 2010). 

2.3.1 Built form –planning- criteria for sustainable urban quarters 

This principle is referred to build form characteristics of urban neighborhood (neighborhoods 
around district core). This criterion includes the following indicators: 

• Land use and local open space: This indicator establishes target values by 40% of 
mixed-use of land, including development of land as forest and agriculture, parks, 
etc.; while by 60% destined for housing or residential land. The reason is to achieve 
a preservation of local land, to promote local production of food and timber, and to 
reach a degree of self-sufficiency and local economy.  

• Total threshold population and net densities: This indicator establishes values of 
threshold population size between 4.000 and 10.000, in average 7.000 inhabitants. 
Gross population densities between 54-85 pp/ha, net population densities 
(population over housing land) between 90-141 pp/ha, as also net dwelling densities 
between 42-67 nd/ha. The average of dwelling density of urban neighborhoods 
needs to reflect local conditions. The main reason is to support local services and 
facilities into the neighborhoods –provided there is sufficient disposable income-.  

• Accessibility in walking distance: This indicator establishes distances to local 
amenities, including public transport node/stop with distances between 300-800 m, 
say an average of 600 m; with distances to district level amenities of around 600-
1000 m. This generates areas of about 88-140 ha, and with 42 dwellings per ha. The 
main reasons are to improve the local access –to local facilities- and 
district/regional access –to city center and other provision centers in the 
conurbation- for those not highly mobile, and to obtain a reduction of car dependent 
local and regional travel. 

• Mixed-use spatial: This indicator establishes, as the first principle, values of 40% of 
developable land for non-residential uses (including workplaces, shops, sport areas, 
catering, etc), while 60% destined for housing land. The main reasons are to 
improve access to work places, services and facilities, specifically for those not 
highly mobile, and give the possibility of the interaction of different uses/users 
generating “urbanity”.  
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• Local amenities: This indicator establishes the presence of local facilities into the 
neighborhoods, such as for example local shops/mini-supermarket, bank auto-teller, 
post office counter, primary school, police station, community facilities and park, 
access to open green space, play areas, sport facilities, catering, and workplaces. 
The reasons are mainly to allow an ease access to local services and facilities, as 
also reduced car-dependent mobility, and to have access to city level facilities with 
public transport. 

2.3.2 Environmental criteria for sustainable urban quarters 

This principle is referred to the environment-ecological characteristics of urban neighborhood 
(neighborhoods around district core). This criterion includes the following: 

• Energy conservation: This indicator promotes the energy conservation in local areas 
by the use of clean renewable energy such as solar, wind, geothermal, among 
others. The reasons are mainly focused in the conservation of natural resources as 
well as to protect the natural environment, by the reduction of pollution through 
burning of fossil fuels, these could help to reduce energy consumption of a typical 
dwelling and improve the quality of air and living conditions of a local area. 

• Water conservation and management: This indicator promotes the water 
conservation, management and reuse. This could be achieved through promoting 
rainwater collection systems in dwellings and public spaces, as well as the reuse of 
grey water and recycling of water (including sewer) after treatment. The reasons are 
principally to become a reduction of water waste, the preservation of water 
resources, and the reduction of the waste of potential fertilizers. 

• Waste recycling: This indicator promotes waste recycling by separating and reusing 
waste materials such as paper, glass, plastic, metal, and food products. The reason is 
mainly to achieve a reduction of waste mountains, as well as land fill sites. 

• Establish or re-establish biodiversity: This indicator promotes local biodiversity and 
green development by maintenance and enhancement of local fauna and flora. Also 
the development of ecological traffic and mobility to reduce car use and CO2 
emissions. The reason is to achieve a symbiotic relationship between city and 
nature. 

2.3.3 Social criteria for sustainable urban quarters 

This principle describes the social characteristics of urban neighborhoods. This criterion 
includes the following: 

• Social inclusion: This is referred to social inclusion by social mix to avoid exclusion 
or marginalization of socio-economically weaker groups of people, including 
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indicators and values of population age profile, mixture of dwelling and tenure types 
and averages of household sizes (persons per household). Target values based on the 
city average, and the survey of property prices in neighborhood areas. The reasons 
are mainly to achieve an equitable distribution of people, also variety of dwelling 
types and to have a large range of property prices to attract different socio-economic 
level groups; also to obtain a reduction of tension between those that have and those 
that have not, and economically weaker groups of people benefit from the inclusion 
of people with disposable income that supports local services and facilities. 

• Safety and security: This indicator is referred to the activation of legible public 
spaces, laying down activated edges, good lighting and design spaces. The reasons 
are to improve the living quality and making safe public spaces, as also to get a 
reduction of real or perceived fear of crime. 

• Local participation: This is referred to people involved in local decision-making and 
local democracy. The main reasons are that the community holds ownership of 
neighborhoods, to obtain more responsibility of local people for their environment, 
as well as to increase the sense of belongingness, and to reduce vandalism. 

2.3.4 Design criteria for sustainable urban quarters 

This principle describes the spatial and built-form characteristics of urban neighborhoods. 
This criterion includes the following: 

• Legibility of built form environment: This is referred to the legibility and 
environmental quality of the built form and public spaces of the neighborhood; that 
is, quality of housing, open space/landscaping, and community parks, squares, etc. 
Also concerning of sense of centralization and belongingness, improved access, 
and good quality of urban form. The reason is to reach a better quality of public 
spaces and, so quality of life. 

• Adaptability and flexibility of the built fabric: This is referred to the flexibility of the 
urban and built fabric of the neighborhood layout, this means adaptable and 
expandable housing. The main reasons are to reach the possibility to adapt to 
changing needs and aspirations and to changing external conditions, as also to 
obtain durability of buildings and neighborhoods. 

2.3.5 Economic criteria for sustainable urban quarters 

This principle describes the economic characteristics of an urban neighborhood. This criterion 
includes the following indicators:    

• Affordable housing: This is referred to reach affordable housing by a mixture of 
different tenure and housing types, from villa to semi-detached, terraced tenement, 
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etc. Also indicators of economically active and inactive people, as well as car 
ownership per household and averages of income levels groups are important values, 
in relation to reach a better mix of social/income levels, as also to improve economic 
profiles of existing areas. 

• Keeping profit in the neighborhood: This is referred to keep and establish a local 
economy, by local production and services, both formal and informal. Also, to 
achieve a balanced range of property prices as key for social inclusion. The reason is 
to reach that profit can be used for improvement to the neighborhood and its facilities 
rather than disappearing into the pockets of distant international companies. 

2.4 Indicators and criteria as an instrument for reflection in practice 

The main problem in the construction of indicators does not have to do with the theory itself 
or the operation of the concepts. The fundamental question is how someone thinks, how 
someone takes control and how the object is constructed. The indicators constitute an 
empirical definition of the object and are product of a theoretical construction of the subject 
on the phenomenon to discover specific information is of the object. The construction of 
indicators has to do with the need to measure empirically a phenomenon. So, indicators are 
considered as follows: a) description of morphological attributes of the object, b) objectives 
that are quantifiable, c) measurement units for morphological analysis based on experimental 
methodologies. The construction of indicators is not a minor epistemological problem, on the 
contrary, it requires the need for a critical way of thinking, to appropriate and reconstruct 
reality; it requires vigilance and permanent ruptures and their corresponding forms of 
reorganizing thought. 

This reflection opens wide possibilities of knowledge, since there is no existing theory to the 
object, either there is no morphological reconstruction. The object is a result of apprehending 
reality, the product of moving from the concrete to the abstract and to the concrete again, to 
take own and raise a synthesis from the given and question reality and rebuild theoretically 
and empirically. The reflection process involves the abstract of the object and its ways of 
realization. So in that way the subject constructs the theory from that connection within the 
object. That is, the subject seeks to know what is not known, for that reason should proceed to 
construct the synthetic structure of the object, so that it is able to establish the different 
connections and articulations, reflection on reality from different viewpoints. The process is 
not mechanical, where the concrete should first fall and then the abstract, but is a permanent 
questioning between how, from what, from where and for what the object is thought to know 
its empirical expression theoretically. 

According to this, Frey evidences, in The Agenda 21 program published in 1992, a vagueness 
of its action programs. In relation to this, he searches the cooperation with Paul Yaneske (Frey 
and Yaneske, 2007) supporting the use of indicators for sustainable urban development 
because there is a lack of guidelines and targets to evaluate sustainability in existing city –and 
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if there is targets, they are formulated such that they can be adjusted to any condition or 
preference-, decision making is therefore more or less intelligent guesswork and outcomes are 
best uncertain, at worst counterproductive. Indicators or criteria help to establish profiles and 
trends of social, economic and environmental conditions in a city.  

 

3. Bringing in Landscape (BiL)   

This approach has been elaborated in a conference contribution “Bringing in Landscape, 
developing a morphological analyses method for urban fringe” (Besteliu and Doevendans, 
2000).  This contribution hypothesis is a next stage of the city, the city of the fourth typology. 
Following previous planning analogies of the city as a work of art, the city as a diagram of 
power and as a machine, the city as a self referential language; the city is now the world, and 
the world is a man made landscape, a man made nature, to which an ecological paradigm is 
increasingly being applied (Ellin, 1999). The contemporary and future situation is one where 
the distinctions between artificial and natural are blurred, because the artificial now has the 
complexity of the natural and because the natural is in fact a managed and sustained condition.  

3.1 Landscape urbanism: “recovering landscape” 

Landscape usage is diverse and rich, embracing urbanism, infrastructure, strategic planning, 
and speculative ideas alongside the more familiar themes of nature and environment. This 
richness points to the reasons why the recovery of landscape is such a promising cultural 
enterprise, for it invokes less the recuperation and restoration of a passive artifact and more 
the extension and realization of landscape’s hidden potential (Corner, 1999). 

In a globalized context of rapid and expedient production, landscape is typically viewed as the 
soothing antithesis to the place less frenzy of technological urban life; few would share the 
view that the contemporary metropolis can be constructed as a landscape or find it easy to 
imagine landscapes other than the pastoral and the gardenesque. However, the term landscape 
no longer refers to prospects of pastoral innocence but rather invokes the functioning matrix 
of connective tissues that organizes not only objects and spaces but also the organic processes 
and events that move through them. This landscape as active surface, structuring the 
conditions for new relationships and interactions among the things it supports. 

Landscape is not equivalent to “land” or “environment”; but landscape is less a quantifiable 
object than it is an idea, a cultural way of seeing, and as such it remains open to interpretation, 
design, and transformation. According to Corner, the “landscape to be properly recovered it 
must be re-made, designed, invented anew; it cannot simply be restored, as an old painting” 
(Corner, 1999). In this sense, multidisciplinary perspectives are crucial for any understanding 
of the contemporary landscape phenomenon, not least because the shifting of ideas across 
disciplines has traditionally affected design practice, modes of representation, and the way the 
built environment looks.  
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3.2 Analytical tools to integrate landscape in the city 

The aim of this approach is to establish a method for the analysis of form and land use adapted 
to the urban periphery, and to apply it to arrive at evaluation and design criteria for fringe 
areas. In other words, this approach “BiL” is a theoretical framework and method for 
morphological analysis –analysis of form and land use- in the urban periphery, with housing 
set in this methodological and territorial context. The methodology draws on literature 
regarding the territorial city as well as on concepts developed in traditional morphological 
analysis. These have lead to the principal points regarding morphological method: 

• In a process of reoriented approach, the analysis seeks to decode urban form as the 
result of non-physical determining factors 

• The relevant spatial scales for analysis shift to a larger scales and the relationship 
between scales changes 

• Upon the larger spatial scale the application of traditional morphological types (as 
established in the ‘60s and ‘70s in Italy, France, and UK) 

• Concepts from morphological analysis of the natural territory in “landscape ecology” 
are introduced because the method there used is explicitly process oriented. 

• A process oriented approach needs to take into account time scales as well as 
geographic scales. 

A process oriented approach leads to an understanding of the city as a field of connected 
forces, in dynamic equilibrium over time. This is not new, however it has usually been applied 
to land use (Taylor, 1998), and not to the analysis of the physical shape of the urban fringe. To 
do the latter a number the concepts of traditional morphological analysis: scale, type, and 
cycle of change are examined. New concepts such as hierarchical structure, scale domains, 
time-space scaling, and landscape element, constraint envelope are introduced. 

3.2.1 A shift to larger scales, scale dependency 

1. The larger, landscape and regional scale. The phenomena of territorial expansion and 
dispersal of cities in the post war decades are the most evident spatial manifestation of the 
new processes at work in urban society. They however call for changes in the understanding 
of the city-landscape relationship. City form is “figure”, and landscape is “ground”. The 
growth in the size of the cities and the blurring of the distinction between city and landscape, 
have gradually modified this “figure-ground” relationship.  Concerns about environmental 
sustainability and sustainable urban form strengthen the importance of morphological analysis 
at landscape-city region scale. In fact, many of the processes of environmental degradation are 
due to the territorial expansion of cities. It makes sense to extend the spatial scale of analysis 
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to correspond to a scale where a joint management of landscape form and urban form are 
possible. The reasons for the shift to larger spatial scale are two: 

The relevant spatial scale is increasing for economic reasons, but also the larger spatial scale 
is shift for analysis due to transport developments. Because of “rapid transport” is one of the 
major agents of urban expansion and dispersal, the relevant scales for analysis of this kind of 
transport are also large scale: those of the agglomeration, the region, continental and global, 
and any process oriented approach to morphology must adapt to this transport scale. 

2. Hierarchy, scale domains. The shift to larger scales means that the relationships between 
scales need to be re-examined. In relating scales appears the basic principle of “hierarchical 
structure”: a system has a hierarchical structure if at a given level of resolution is composed of 
interacting components (lower level entities) and is itself a component of a larger system 
(higher level entity). This principle is introduced to planning because the city can be seen as 
being so structures; that is, each part of its parts is usually both made up of smaller parts and 
assembles larger entities. Furthermore, like in natural ecosystems, all parts interact. A second 
implication of this principle is the need to clearly define levels of resolution and the 
relationships between them. 

The analytical scale –in a process oriented approach- must fit several methodological 
distinctions: 

• Typological scale: The scales of the physical components of the territory; this is the 
dimension appropriate to the structural units within a specific territory (e.g. scale of 
forrest patches or compact urbanism) 

• Process scale: the scales at which urban processes are generated, have effects and can 
be managed; this is the extent appropriate for the analysis of a process or activity 
(e.g. landscape degradation, shopping catchment area, transport, etc) 

• Scale of management and control of processes: urban processes can with difficulty be 
separated from the mechanisms of social command and control. It is, these processes 
with assemble the city and lead to the creation of form. 

To help connect these various scales, the concept of scales domains is used. A scale domain is 
“the region of a spectrum over which, for a particular phenomenon, in a particular system, 
patterns either do not change or change monotonically with changes in scale” (Cohen, 1993).  

3.2.2 Type (another look at type) 

3. Territorial hybrids. From a functional perspective, urban expansion and dispersal can be 
described as a process through which the core-city “externalizes” a number of activities and 
land uses to the urban fringe or outlying territory. In so doing it creates an explosion of new 
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formal-functional hybrids.  The territorial hybrids have a series of distinctive traits, important 
to a process-oriented morphology: 

• Dependence on transport infrastructure; typically the territorial hybrids cluster 
following high speed and long distance transport infrastructure. 

• The importance of location in determining use; location follows profit, and preferred 
locations are on land with low value. 

• Highly open or interdependent at the territorial scale; constantly acting as relays for 
goods, information and people 

• Rapid rate of renewal of much of the physical structure; in comparison with the rate 
of renewal in historic cities 

• The overall shape of the territory is determined much more by laws, organizations, 
planning and management practices and underlying ideologies and cotrines. 

• Two main formal configurations can be read upon the territory: 1) closed “enclaves”, 
being separated from others by sheer expanse of space or by green buffers and 
sanitary belts. 2) “Corridors” assembling activities along major transport routes. 

• Difficulty to make a clear distinction between man-made and natural. 

What is proposed is to see these “hybrids” –assembled in ‘’corridors’’ and ‘’enclaves’’ linked 
by transport- as the main building blocks or units of territorial form. These hybrids cannot yet 
be seen as types. Upon the larger canvas of the territory, proposing typology must also take 
into account the structure of the landscape. 

4. Landscape structure, function and transformation, landscape elements. Landscape ecology 
has an established morphological method (for the non-urbanized landscape) which is time and 
scale sensitive and designed to see form as a result of process over time. Further, its 
definitions of basic concepts are compatible or adaptable to urban morphological analysis. 
Bearing this in mind, a series of concepts are borrowed from this discipline. They make a 
rather lengthy parenthesis, yet needed for a re-assessment of type. 

• Landscape: “a heterogeneous land area composed of a cluster of interacting 
ecosystems that is repeated in similar from throughout” (Forman and Godron, 
1986). Landscapes are distinguished by the characteristics of structure, function 
and transformation. In other words, different landscapes manifest different 
structures, different functions or different transformations. Further, landscapes 
are composed of units or elements, each of which is a distinct internal 
environment. The definitions of structure, function and transformation are seen 
as fitting a dynamic approach to urban morphology:   
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•  Structure: spatial relationships between distinctive landscape elements -
distribution of energy, materials and populations in relation to the configuration 
of landscape elements. 

• Function: interaction among spatial elements –flows of energy, material and 
populations between elements. 

• Transformation: the alteration of structure and function within a landscape, over 
time. 

Relevant to planning is the relationship between these three concepts. Structure in traditional 
morphology was physical structure; here it is a set of spatial relationships of which form is the 
basis and initiator determining distribution. Function is not simply “land use” or even 
activity., rather it is a mode of interaction defined by “flows”.  The concept of transformation 
is given equal importance to structure and function, within a morphological method. This is in 
fact a way of imbedding time into an analysis of the territory. 

• Structural components: These are defined in traditional morphology as: plot and 
building/block/monument/secondary grid and main grid. These correspond to 
the typological scales of: building-plot/tissue/district/city/region. Another 
definitions of structural components is that of “patch” and “corridor”. The 
corridors may form a “networks” and all are set upon a background “matrix”. 
The following definitions are summary of landscape concepts: 

• Patch: it is defined as a non-linear surface area differing in appearance from its 
surroundings. They are often imbedded in a matrix (a surrounding area of 
different composition or species structure). 

• Corridors: These are narrow strips of land that differ from the matrix on either 
side. They can be isolated, but usually are attached to patches of similar 
character. Corridors may be roads, railroads, power lines, paths, hedgerows, 
streams, strips of forest, canals, fences, etc. They act as conduits, barriers, filters, 
resource pools. 

• Networks: are composed of interconnected corridors that enclose landscape 
elements. 

• Matrix: the most extensive and connected landscape element type, and therefore 
plays a dominant role in the functioning of the landscape (flows of energy, 
materials and species). 

5. Main building blocks: environment types. These definitions of the structural components of 
a landscape can be applied equally to man-made and “natural” elements. In traditional urban 
morphology there is a relatively clear connection between structural components and scale 
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domains. Simplifying, the structural elements of buildings, pots, and streets coalesce into 
tissue, district, city. Upon today’s broader canvas of the urbanized territory scale domains may 
also be proposed, in connection to the structural components. 

The scale domains follow a hierarchical structure (see point 2); that is, they are formed by 
elements at a lower level and themselves shape a higher level. They are hierarchical scale 
domains –associated with spatial scales. In the morphological analysis of historic cities, there 
is a ready association of typological –hierarchical- domains and physical dimensions. This is 
less so when the urbanized landscape is considered, and physical size needs to be determined 
case by case. 

• Element type: It correspond a first scale domain. These are specific sorts of 
landscape elements, within a study area (forest, road, housing of various types, 
agricultural plot, etc.). The basic building blocks of a landscape are relatively 
easy to distinguish on a map. They assemble to form specific structural 
configurations (patch or enclave, corridor). 

• Environment type: This is a second category and can be detailed as an 
intersection of patterns: agricultural, natural and urban: or infrastructure, 
landscape, architecture. This type is then a composite of patterns merging of 
“artificial” and “natural” and creating a distinct physiognomy. Further 
environment types should be defined so as to share the previously defined unity 
of structure function and transformation. In this typological scale domain, of 
environment types, which seems to be basic in the construction of the territorial 
city.  Starting form this definition of environment type, the array of built and un-
built composites, of hybrids or “edge species” can be defined for the urban 
periphery, on a case-by-case basis. 

• Regional landscape: This is the last typological scale domain. This is in fact the 
scale of landscape proper, in its common understanding –as a historically 
constituted physiognomy of a broader territory. 

 6. Space-time scaling of environment types, constraint envelope. Environment types are 
clearly scaled in space. A table of scale (point 2) can be used to calibrate the analytical scale 
for each component pattern or process. A data-gram (point 5) can be used to give a 
quantitative description of the environment at certain moment. A map schematization (point 
4) can be used to illustrate the relationship between component patterns. All of the above are 
aspects of one single time section. 

The same environment types can also be related to time scale; such a relationship is 
increasingly needed due to the rate of change (of activity patterns, land use, renewal of built 
form). A relationship between the spatial and the temporal scales can be established, in a 
space-time scaling. To do this, temporal scale domains also need to be explored. 
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The time of the environment types should be layered, in a similar way in which the spatial 
scales were layered. At least four layers can be distinguished:  

•       Time scales attributed to activity patterns: the succession of activities and 
land uses within an environment. 

•      Time scales attributed to built form: the time of a building life, of a cycle of 
urban renewal, densification, etc. 

•     Time scales attributed to relationships of power determining form and use: The 
life spans of any specific set of planning regimes. 

Temporal scale domains are the result of overlaps of all these times, just as spatial ones were 
an overlap of the various territorial aspects. Further the relationship between temporal and 
spatial scale domains is not one of same-scale correspondence. 

The concept of “constraint envelope” can now be re-assessed and taken from ecology to 
planning. Still looking at the environment type, each type is scaled in physical space. It 
occupies a size interval. It is also scaled in time, it will last a certain time, before disappearing, 
renewing its built form or changing the activity regime. Besides, these constraints are 
determined, at certain point in time, by the internal functioning of the element and by the 
external conditionings.  It is important also to note that the envelope of constraint is not 
deterministic. If correctly defined, it can be used to describe the probable limits of a pattern, a 
process or activity. It will however not predict anything. 

 

4. Conclusions: rescaling as a key aspect of transformation in achieving more sustainable 
urban environments    

These both analytical methods (Hildebrand Frey´s theory and “BiL”) are approaches for 
redesign and rescaling the city and territory. As a summary, in one hand the methodology 
outlined by “BiL” is an instrument for analysis of the natural and artificial territorial hybrids. 
The described methodological method sets the environment type as the basic building block of 
the territory. Environment type is seen as an overlap of pattern: built, infrastructure, non-built 
(nature), in various gradients, described in a data-gram. While in the other hand, Hildebrand 
Frey establishes a theory that highlights the importance of sustainability as a tool for the 
redesign of the existing cities, laying down important arguments for neighborhood structure 
and centers. 

The common of both approaches (BiL – Frey´s theory) is the relation with the vision of 
modularity –theory of modularity-. In BiL case, the analysis is focused on the different 
complexities of territory by layered approach. BiL methodology deals with a way of 
arranging, articulating the existing territory to cope with its increasing complexity, diversity 
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and rate of change. It says little about how urban form is actually generated. While in the case 
of Hildebrand Frey´s theory, a neighborhood -for example- needs to be recognized as an 
essential building unit of the city, with certain auto-sufficiency, being able to be an 
fundamental part of the whole city; in which the city has to be understood as a modular 
construct, a whole constructed by different parts of complexity: modules with own structural 
and functional integrity while being part of a large system. 

The rescaling process is argued as a fundamental element of transformation of the city, in 
order to achieve a more sustainability. In the work of Frey and BiL is interesting the debate on 
scale because both approaches take modularity as a mechanism for applying rescaling in the 
form of an analysis of different complexities of territory by a layered reading. City can be 
seen as being so-structures; that is, each part of its parts is usually both made up of smaller 
parts and assembles larger entities, in which all parts interact. Also, distinctions are made: the 
typological scale, referred to the physical components of the territory or the dimensions 
appropriate to the structural units within a specific territory. The process of scale, in which 
urban processes are generated have effects and can be managed; and scale of management, 
referred to the processes that can assemble the city and lead to the creation of form. 

The decomposition of the city into smaller areas such as districts and neighborhoods makes 
the communities involvement feasible and effective, but necessitates a framework at city level 
for the integration of all development actions in districts and neighborhoods. It is necessary an 
unifying framework to explain what sustainability is. It can be used for many purposes: 
analysis and monitoring, getting people and tools together, etc. In this research, scale is 
understood as the effects of processes and actions of lived environment, implying that effects 
are always enacted at different spatial levels in terms of size dimension. Also, the approach of 
scaling is by different levels of construction of the city: rescaling process in the operational 
level by the creation of large urban units of the city; and rescaling process in the meta level, 
by the creation of scenarios and new concepts of future city. 
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4 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR SUSTAINABLE TRANSFORMATION 

OF THE CITIES 

 

1. General Context Approach and Research Concerns 

1.1 Redesign existing urban form: a theoretical frame for sustainable cities 

In preparing for the next episode of the city –the post carbon period- the task is not planning 
and designing new towns and cities but, rather re-planning and redesigning existing cities, 
towns and settlements to make them more sustainable. The challenge is to redesign the 
existing urban form. The recommendation is that discussions of sustainable urban form need 
to follow a more heuristic trajectory, addressing towards methods rather than producing one-
rule models, one-liners or optimal solutions. The development of methods to redesign the 
existing cities is necessary.  In other words, in this research we prefer a pragmatic design 
strategy. Such pragmatic design strategy does not deny the intentional notion, even 
catastrophic dimension inherent to sustainability, but also gives the opportunity to take the 
existing city as point of departure. And this is very important, as we have to assume that the 
post carbon city for a large extent will cover our existing city. Sustainable urban design so 
implies the transformation of the current city by a process of redesign, especially the redesign 
of urban form and structure.    

In the approach discussed during the last chapter, the assumption is made that sustainable city 
of the future for a great part coincides with the current city and that sustainability means the 
sustainable transformation of the existing city. The basic principle is that sustainability of the 
city, the concept of sustainable urbanism, or sustainable city, is an activity in a split between 
existing city and future city. What ultimately matters is the period “beyond sustainability”, the 
drawn of the post oil town. This means that the pragmatic approach is indeed an intentional 
dimension, and involves more than providing a manual means and measures to implement. 
Therefore, this means that sustainability and urban development leads to: 

• A transformation and transition of the city 

• A pragmatic way of redesign existing city 

• An operational and participatory mode of research 

The reasoning here is unfolded and based on the following diagram (Figure 4.1).   
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Figure 4.1 The main scope of sustainable city, by dialectics of time (horizontal axis-“timing”) 
and of space (vertical axis-“scaling”). Author’s drawing. 

 

The diagram illustrated unfolds the theoretical framework for sustainable cities. The first part 
of the frame (city as object of sustainable design) concerns the discussion that is encouraged 
in the chapter 1. Starting point is a “layered approach”. In principle, three layers are 
distinguished:  

• First, the meta-layer of the values, intentions and goals. The discussion on this layer 
is not focused on comprehensively, as we wish to follow a pragmatic approach. It 
will suffice to the idea of Brundtland.  

• Second, the operational layer is carrier of the various sustainability criteria, which 
compete with each other: it is –in pragmatic terms- the level of “balancing 
sustainability’s”. Roughly stating, these criteria can be classified into the three P’s of 
planet, people and profit, ie: environmental, social and economic sustainability. The 
design approach focuses on this layer. 

• Third, under this pragmatic layer we place the layer of specialized approaches, 
energy, water, etc., each with their own criteria. These criteria have to be handled at 
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the end by specific experts. Of course layers are interrelated, which also presuppose 
cooperation between the pragmatic (urban) designer at the operational level and the 
experts on the specialized layer. 

During the transition period, transition requires a break with current trends. The time view is 
therefore not linear. We start from a dialectics if time, a confrontation of the history of the city 
with the future of that city. That last requirement is not logically from the history and urban 
development as an ongoing development. Also, it is important to point out that the industrial 
development of the city was based on all sorts of new inventions, which one largely dependent 
on availability of fossil fuels with the car as one of the main factors. The city from this period 
is therefore referred to as carbon city –or petroleum city-. Here we confronted explicitly with 
the theme of sustainability.  

As the industrial city was a period in the development of the city, the postindustrial city will 
be such an episode too. In the meantime, in this transition period where we are living in, we 
are working on the sustainable city recognizing its urgency: this period of the oil town or 
broader, industrial development is also referred to as the Anthropocene period. Across the 
history of the city is the future of the city, the post carbon city. Time is not a linear 
development –although in reality it is-, but a dialectic process. History and future collide. This 
brings us to a catastrophic Anthropocene approach and emphasizes urgency. It is not about all 
kind of scenarios to weigh what is and could not, and if, then that, but to think from the 
catastrophe. The linear time will be replaced by “project time”. This is the time of transition.      

1.2 General context and project concerns 

Making a summarized review, our research approach is focused on sustainability in the city. 
Then, we can identify the following cases or themes: 

• Post carbon city; sustainability is necessary because of global problems such as 
climate change, peak oil, the end of fossil fuels, the Anthropocene period, etc. 
(Atkinson, 2007; Steffen et al, 2011). 

• Visions of sustainability; sustainability has to be understood as an open and 
transdisciplinary approach, understood under the interaction of three several 
dimensions: economic, social and environment (Eaton et al, 2007; Frey and Yaneske, 
2007). 

• Compactness and mobility; today the discussion of the need to make cities more 
sustainable is associated to the concept of “compactness” to address the 
environmental problems caused by cities (Breheny, 1996; Kenworthy, 2006).  
However, this debate is a limited approach, in the way that if we think about the 
cities of the future, it is important the recognition of typologies, but the design of 
sustainable cities is not ordered by models, because cities are always open and 
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continuously developing.  The challenge then is to redesign existing cities to make 
them sustainable. 

• Adaptation of existing cities; as it was previously mentioned, we recognize these 
assumptions in the theory of modularity of Hildebrand Frey and the “Bringing the 
Landscape” of Besteliu and Doevendans (2000); two pragmatic approaches for 
redesign existing cities and territory. 

The urban debate of sustainability –in literature- is framing in three angles or context of 
concerns: technology, values and design (Middleton, 2005). The concept of sustainability has 
begun to assume a central place on these angles, in which “pragmatism” is going to the three 
dimensions of the sustainable development debate, as an integrating model. In other words, 
pragmatism is in the debate of sustainability (Moore, 2010; York, 2009).  

The research project concern is the practice of urban designer: that is, to prepare for a new 
episode of the city (2040) for practitioners –especially urban designers and planners. 
Sustainability is focused on the city, in which the aim is restructuring of the city to prepare for 
a new period of history: the post carbon period.        

1.3 Operational definition of Sustainability as starting point 

To ask for a definition of sustainability is not an easiest question.  In general idea is, that such 
a definition is hard to formulate. As it is explained in deep on the chapter two, sustainability is 
an open concept with different and often conflicting interpretations (Davidson, 2010; Holm et 
al, 2010). This means that sustainability is not a concept from one discipline, but it is a inter-
or transdisciplinary concept referring to a type of knowledge produced by interaction of 
different disciplines, seeking ways to solve real problems for real people to be useful 
(Jamison, 2010; Moore, 2010). 

In this specific research we orientate ourselves on the vision of Hildebrand Frey. In relation to 
sustainability, in his book “Visions of sustainability” (Frey and Yaneske 2007) he speaks of 
visions rather than of definitions. These visions are strongly related to the intentional policy 
level; showing that a lot of progress has been made on this level of global policy making, but 
when it comes to implementation and operationalization we are left with single issue 
strategies of which it becomes impossible to argue let alone to verify that they are indeed 
sustainable. In principle sustainability is an intentional notion, as for instance defined by the 
well-known Brundlandt committee (chapter one). But from the perspective of urbanism we 
could state as follows: “sustainable development is to make the city, including of course the 
existing city, by a process of redesign endurable for the future and for future generations, 
taking into account a number of relevant indicators or criteria specially: energy, water, bio-
diversity, social diversity, mobility, pay ability, etc. These criteria, which are mostly 
researched by specific disciplines, are summarized in three pillars: social, economic and 
environmental sustainability. These pillars refer to the operational level of sustainability, on 
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which the act of sustainable redesign is balancing act “. From this concept, the line of the 
research follows the path of sustainability as an operational concept in directly relationship 
with pragmatism, which concept becomes. However, we need a conceptual framework for the 
operationalization of these concepts during the transition. For the elaboration of a conceptual 
framework, a model is required that integrates the sustainable principles in the generation of 
project assumptions and objectives. The conceptual framework must descript the variables in 
the research and the relation among them; attempts to connect all the aspects of inquiry such 
as problem definition, purpose, expected results, literature review, methods, data collection, 
process and analysis. In other words, the conceptual framework should articulate the pathways 
by which an intervention is expected to cause the desired outcome. 

 

2. Elaboration of a Conceptual Framework by Logical Root Model 

2.1 Field of the research: scientific context and capture 

Under the theoretical frame for sustainable cities by dialectic of time and space (Figure 4.1), 
the field of the research and capture –scope- for sustainable transformation of cities are 
summarized in the sketch below (Figure 4.2).  The diagram is the translation of the 
assumptions –pragmatism in relation with sustainability and the angles in the state-of-art.  In 
this approach, the intention is to show the relation of the fundamental conditions for the 
sustainable transformation of the city, in which sustainability, urban form and pragmatic 
design are the key components of the research. The integration of those key conceptual 
considerations delivers us a scientific context of the sustainable transformation of the city that 
can be interpreted as a “logical model” for operationalization and addressing the research 
project.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 The field of research and scope, integrating key components of the research: urban 
form, sustainable city, and pragmatic redesign (Author´s drawing). 

Sustainable	  Transformation	  
of	  the	  City	   Pragmatic	  

Redesign	  Urban	  Form	  

Sustainability	  
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2.2 Scientific tool “Logical root model” 

For the elaboration of a conceptual framework, a model is required that integrates the 
sustainable principles in the generation of project assumptions and objectives. The conceptual 
framework will be carry out by a “logical root model”. The “logical root model” is a general 
framework for describing work in organizations, categorized as inputs, processes, outputs and 
outcomes to represent the logical flow from one step to the next (Doick et al, 2009).  In short, 
project aims and objectives can be characterized as inputs, processes, outputs, and outcomes 
using the general organizational “logic” framework model.  

The diagram in the figure 4.3 (Figure 4.3) illustrates the “logic model” for sustainable 
transformation of the city, completed by a several boxes.  The boxes are categorized in project 
aims and purpose, outcomes, inputs, processes, outputs, evaluation, and existing environment; 
providing clear links from the literature to the research goals and research design. First, the 
aim was the elaboration of a scientific and professional context for sustainable transformation 
of the city, which has been represented as a box referred to the project aims and purposes. In 
the diagram, this box represents the “capture” of the main principles, concepts, and criteria 
concerning to sustainability in the city, to make them operational. With the scientific context, 
then we elaborated the outcomes. According to the diagram, the boxes are translated as 
follows: 

• Outcomes: Outcomes are an indirect output. Here are reflected the strategies and 
goals of the project research. Outcome is a consequence of a project. In this case we 
focused on achieving a sustainable unit that meets the three pillars of sustainability: 
social, environment and economic aspect. 

• Outputs: To achieve the outcomes, outputs are on pragmatic level and are the product 
delivered directly by the project research. Outputs are directly attributable to a 
project partnership or influence. They are typically straightforward to the measure. In 
this case, we will use the theory of H. Frey as a tool for sustainable transformation of 
the city by restructuring of its existing urban areas. To make this theory operational, 
this is possible by processes and inputs.   

• Process: These are the activities by which an output is delivered. In this case, 
processes are the activities that will make Frey´s theory operational. 

• Inputs: is a resource or investment into the project (resources, people involved, etc) 

Process and inputs are the main components of the logical root model conceptual framework, 
and these will be filled during the time of the research, on the operational level. Therefore, the 
inputs-process-outputs categorization within the logical root model will be used to lead the 
project research, facilitating the observation and exploration on case studies, to assess the 
performance to the target. 
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As sum, the aim is, on one hand, to embed Frey´s theory in the general discussion on 
sustainable urban development and, on the other, to verify it in concrete case studies by 
pragmatic design. The research is not limited to the intention to make Frey´s theory 
operational. The various components of the research method are structured by a number of 
distinctive levels, namely: the theoretical, operational and the evaluation level. This theory 
serves as a link between theoretical and operational level; that is, Frey´s theory is not only to 
test the operationalization on design pragmatics, but also an application to the scientific debate 
of sustainability. 

The research project therefore has several components: 

1- Literature research on sustainable urban design and identification of the relevant 
angles, classified by: values, technology, design with pragmatism as a connecting 
factor. 

2- Discussion of the relationship and position of Frey´s theory to other views and 
theories of sustainability. 

3- Summary of 1 and 2 in the form of a conceptual framework. 

4- Developing methods of pragmatic design from the ongoing debate of this subject 
(York, 2009; Moore, 2010). 

5- Application of the conceptual framework, Frey´s theory and pragmatic design in 
case studies 

6- Evaluation of the results of the case studies in relation to 1, 2 , 3 and 4. 

Frey`s theory serves as an overlap between theoretical and operational level. Here, the 
function of criteria/or indicators is important, indeed essential to the process of knowing and 
analysis of the place -related to case studies. It is essential, also, for transit from the abstract to 
the concrete, while the object of study contains theoretical and empirical elements and 
indicators enable the application of qualitative and quantitative methodologies that lead to a as 
renewed theory, or new knowledge. Here lies the core of its function. 

The construction of indicators does not constitute a smaller epistemological problem, quite the 
opposite, requires the exigency of a critical way to reflection, to take control and to 
reconstruct the reality; it requires of monitoring, and permanent ruptures and its corresponding 
forms to reorganize the thought. Therefore, The aim in this research is not to reduce redesign 
process to analytical approach by using Frey´s criteria, but this analytical approach is just the 
first step in redesign. The aim is the creation a conceptual modelling of the city. The modular 
approach in terms of rescaling –in transformation plan-  is to take existing problems and to 
give different possibilities for people. In this sense, the concepts developed in the 
transformation plan are concepts that help to people to think about to achieve sustainable 
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development, giving new functions –new sustainable approaches- to be considered to the 
future of the city. New concept or elements to considere in redesign of the city of the post 
carbon future. The products obtained from operational to meta level are conceptual. This is 
my own contribution to the conceptual approach. 

2.3 The focus on pragmatic design 

The focus in redesigning the city is the elaboration of a transformation plan; that is, to create a 
conceptual layer about how to meet future requirements of the city, specified in actions 
according to the distinguished sustainability discourses, including term of realization. It takes 
the modularity approach as a process of scaling: giving different possibilities to existing 
problems. 

The objective of pragmatic design is not to give specific solutions to the case studies, but to 
provide global concepts and guidelines for future city: adding new functions or elements to 
the future city for remodeling or restructuring. Pragmatic is liked by using storylines for 
people: how they can involve in transformation by using scenarios. In these terms, the focus 
of the research is not to reduce redesign to an analytical approach, but this analytical approach 
(Frey`s method by using criteria and indicators for sustainable urban quarters) is the first step 
in redesign process. Concepts and different methods are integrated.  

In the research we start from a definition or concept of sustainability -the operational 
definition- distinguishing between three levels:  

a) - The intentional or meta-level: (how) to make the city endurable for the future 
(components 1, 2, 3, 4).  

b) - The operational level or interdisciplinary level, where criteria of sustainability are 
organized into three pillars and co fronted with each other in a balancing approach within 
spatial units, modules or urban quarters, part of the meta-design of the city as a modular 
system (components 4 and 5).  

c) - The disciplinary or evaluation level; on this level disciplinary views are used for specific 
evaluation of sustainability items (energy, mobility, biodiversity, etc) related to level 
operational (component 6). 

The conceptual framework is applied in two case studies. The logical root model will be used 
to lead the project research, facilitating the observation and exploration on case studies, to 
assess the performance to the target (from theory to practice). Case studies are proposed for 
the operationalization:  a logic root model is required that integrates sustainable principles in 
the generation of project assumptions and objectives by operationalization. As follows, the 
selection of case studies and the based criteria for this selection are described; for generating 
hypothesis, cases in this research are used as a method to create thick examples. 
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3. Application of the Research Framework: Case Studies as Method 

3.1 Case studies for generating hypothesis: as a method to create examples 

This research is based on the type of research known as “phronetic science”. This form of 
science fits the pragmatic design methodology. Elaborations of this type of research have been 
given by Bent Flyvjberg in “Five misunderstandings about case-study research” (Flyvjberg, 
2006), and Stephen Toulmin in “The uses of arguments” (Toulmin, 2003). The intention of the 
research is not to generalize results as in natural science. Case studies are used as examples in 
which the various components of the research are synthesized through pragmatic design, so 
evaluation becomes possible. The studies are chosen to the “generating” of hypothesis. The 
purpose of the case studies as a method is to create examples, “thick descriptions”, to test the 
conceptual framework in a real-practical situation. A case study can be close to a real life 
situation, directly in relation with phenomena as they unfold in practice. 

The contribution of the case studies to the research, to be more specific, is a contribution to 
the engineering science as application of the theory; operationalization of the design 
pragmatics and testing the scientific sustainability debate.  

3.2 Case studies selection 

The conceptual framework will be applied within the context of two existing environments, to 
test the theory of urban quarters of Hildebrand Frey and make it operational. The selection of 
a number of cases is based on the following: 

• Existing environments with “potential urban quarters” or identifiable “modular 
system units”. 

• Two existing environments with clear transformation phenomenon by dispersion; 
preferably in two post-war contexts, in which the clear phenomenon of 
morphological transformation process occurred. 

• Existing city –major attention to suburban areas- will be the main focus of this 
research, because they evidently are most indicated to undergo a transformation 
process that contributes to the realization of the sustainable city. 

The logical root model conceptual framework is formulated to be applied, tested, and filled –
during the time research- in two cities in The Netherlands: The city of Eindhoven, and the 
suburban municipality of Amstelveen. Case studies are chosen from two different geographic 
contexts, but both cases are focused in Western Europe. In both contexts, pressures coming 
from globalization and leading to urban dispersal are strong, but upon different backgrounds. 
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4. Conclusions: Working Methods for Case Studies Exploration 

This project research is a form of qualitative research. Case studies are the method for the 
operational level. Case studies are selected purposefully (Eindhoven and Amstelveen, in The 
Netherlands), according to whether or not they typify certain characteristics in relation to the 
problem statement and context of research. Working methods on the operational level are used 
for exploration (hypothesis-generating) from theory to practice and practice to theory 
(feedback) by generating hypothesis. 

The operationalization of the theory is the using of principles and criteria established in the 
conceptual framework to test them in real practice situation. The application of the conceptual 
framework on the case studies will contribute to development of knowledge not only for 
design pragmatics, but also to the scientific sustainability debate in relation to the cities. 
Crucial elements are identified: 

• Selection of the case studies 

• Integration of the different angles in pragmatic design methods 

• Collecting data case studies 

• Usability of Frey´s theory 

The application of conceptual framework –mainly the urban quarter’s theory of H. Frey- will 
be developed by a series of working methods of operationalization, per case study. These are 
as follows: 

• Remapping of existing city:   

• Identification of a “large unit of neighborhood” to be analyzed in depth according 
Frey´s theory. 

• Logical SWOT model analysis  

• Transformation plan 

In the following chapters, working methods will be described in depth, and carrying out by 
qualitative research: desk research, fieldwork, urban analysis and pragmatic design. Starting 
with the testing of the theory of urban quarters applied to the cases of Eindhoven and 
Amstelveen, respectively. 
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5 
MORPHOLOGY, MODULARITY AND SUSTAINABILITY: REMAPPING 

OF EXISTING CITY 

 

1. Introduction 

Sustainable design has to do with the morphology and modularity of the city. Focusing on the 
urban redesign of Eindhoven and Amstelveen case studies, the aim of this chapter is to make a 
remapping of the existing city, as a first step in the redesigning process, to identify the 
potential “urban quarters” on the areas under analysis. In short, this chapter examines the 
sustainable transformation of cities upon a remapping of the existing city, restructuring of the 
actual city of districts and neighborhoods; focused on Eindhoven and Amstelveen as case 
studies, describing the operationalization of Frey´s theory as a relevant component of the 
conceptual framework. 

We argue that the city also can be seen as a modular system of construct, and that this 
modularity is the basic assumption of Frey’s urban quarters theory, which he elaborated as 
part of his project “Urbanizing Suburbia” (Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010). As we explained in 
the chapter four, this theory advocates to the identification of modular units of urban district 
or neighborhood level, and tries to link these modular dimensions to sustainable criteria, to 
construct boundaries of sustainable entities and thus to identify the units of the city are well 
equipped and correctly scaled to begin to address the agenda of the sustainable transition. The 
criteria are classified in: environment, social, economic, planning and design; laying down 
important arguments for neighborhood borders and centers, to achieve a balance relationship 
between environment, social and economic conditions of the city.  This theory is the basis for 
the analysis.    

Eindhoven and Amstelveen are examples of Anthropocene cities: Eindhoven as an example of 
industrial city, while Amstelveen as an example of modern urbanism. The following analysis 
and remapping of the city presented in this chapter are the first steps in this redesigning 
process. This is performed mainly by three parts: 1- A preliminary analysis identifying the 
existing neighborhoods in the district to analyze how the existing parts of the city meet the 
criteria established by Frey´s theory; 2- The description of how to join “non-potential” with 
“potential” sustainable areas of the existing city to create “large urban units” of the city;3- The 
elaboration of results indicates that all the parts of the city are part of potential sustainable 
areas, obtaining hence a principal layer of the map of the sustainable city. 
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2. History and Spatial Analysis of Existing City: The Case of Eindhoven 

2.1 Eindhoven as a post-industrial city 

Many cities and neighborhoods in the industrial –carbon- era grew at least as rapidly as their 
present-day (Popper, 2010), being especially industrial settlements part –and the main 
contributors- of the Anthropocene period. In this sense, it is possible to mention the case of 
Eindhoven as an example of an industrial city.  

Our approach addresses the city of Eindhoven, located in the south of The Netherlands, where 
the research is primarily focused. Eindhoven is predominantly a city of the 20th century. 
Before that time, this town could hardly have been called a city –it was rather an 
agglomeration of small villages, without traditional center or a characteristic medieval inner 
core as many other Dutch cities possess. The rise and growth of Eindhoven was especially 
indebted to Philips –a multinational electronics corporation; as it was in this town that Philips 
set up its company by the end of 19th century –initially for the production of light bulbs 
(Figure 5.1). During the 20th century, Eindhoven expanded to fifth city of The Netherlands, 
with at present around 216,000 inhabitants. Eindhoven is a typical city of the industrial 
development, a process that was ending by the late twentieth century. However, by the end of 
twentieth century the “de-Philipsing” effect occurred, a post-industrial development 
phenomenon highlighting the importance of the creative and knowledge economy 
(Doevendans, 2009; Schippers et al, 2007) (Figure 5.2).  

Even though this subject is beyond the scope of this chapter, it is important to point out that 
the industrial development of the city was based on all sorts of new inventions, largely 
dependent on the availability of fossil fuels, where the car played a key factor. The city of that 
period was therefore referred to as the petroleum city (Atkinson, 2007; Steffen et al, 2011). 
Here we are explicitly confronted with the subject of sustainability.  As industrial city was a 
period in the development of the city, the postindustrial city will be such an episode too: this 
period of the oil town, industrial development is also referred to as the Anthropocene period 
(Steffen et al, 2011; Tickell, 2011). Eindhoven is part of the debate of the Anthropocene and 
the post carbon period: how to make the city survive as a postindustrial city. Eindhoven is a 
city in Western Europe with a clear transformation phenomenon by dispersion, that has 
followed a car-dominant model of urban and suburban development, planned according the 
principles of modern urbanism. For many, this model of urban and suburban development is 
not sustainable (Atkinson, 2008; Karlezing, 2010; Popper et al, 2010). Recognizing the 
limitations of this “outmoded” model is the first step in planning and designing for our future 
economic, social and environmental uncertainty.   
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Figure 5.1 The great industrial explosion in Eindhoven, around 1930: the Philips Company in 
the complex Strijp, located in the west of the city of Eindhoven (Schippers et al, 2007).	  

	  

Figure 5.2 The city of Eindhoven today, as a post industrial city development (author’s 
photograph, 2011). 
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2.2 Rescaling: application of the theory of modularity to Eindhoven 

As the most industrial cities, after the “industrial” explosion Eindhoven has an inappropriate 
scale and image problems. As such, the city of Eindhoven in the post-war period witnessed a 
tremendous growth; with 216,068 inhabitants it is the largest city in the south of The 
Netherlands and the fifth in the country today.  

In many aspects, Eindhoven can be labeled as a “company town”. Philips largely influenced 
not only the economy, but also its civil society. Next to this, the ideas of the modern or 
functional city were very influential in the design, structuring and realization of the city. Its 
modern image was combined with the idea of an agglomeration of five villages. The former 
villages function even at present as a means of identification for many inhabitants –they create 
a certain “sense of place”. The modern urban tradition of Eindhoven started with the work of 
J.M. De Casseres, who was responsible for the Algemeen Uitbreidingsplan (General 
Extension Plan, 1930) for this city. De Casseres expansion plan fits in the development of 
Eindhoven as an industry town. The expansion of the city becomes around 1920, when the 
municipality of Eindhoven annexes the surrounding villages and it grows from 8,000 to 
45,000 inhabitants. In the period 1926-1929 Philips expansions peaked, with Eindhoven 
growing to 100,000 inhabitants in 1930. The Uitbreidingsplan Eindhoven of 1930 was, 
together with Philips´ factory architectures, the first attempt to represent and realize the 
ingenium of modernity as “the modern city of Eindhoven”. 

In practice, the farewell to the modern city has been a rather gradual process; as a step-by-step 
intellectual exercise, which lasted several years or even decades. The development of the 
1970´s in the Eindhoven example illustrates this graduallity. Morphologically the city can be 
typified as an altogether growth of several villages, in which is striking the enormous postwar 
expansion of the north of the city according to the principles of modern urbanism, the 
Woensel area (Figure 5.3). The district of Woensel is a large postwar expansion area of 
Eindhoven mostly erected since 1960; being a formerly existing environment it was clearly 
submitted to a transformation phenomenon by dispersion leading to its growth. Woensel is an 
incomparable area in relation to other villages in terms of population with more than 100,000 
inhabitants, being half of the total population of Eindhoven. In this sense Woensel is one of 
the largest settlements in the region, not only Eindhoven’s largest district concerning 
population but also even larger than some other settlements of the region, such as the city of 
Helmond with 86,000 inhabitants, located in the east of Eindhoven.  The striking postwar 
expansion of Woensel started as consequence of housing shortage in Eindhoven around 1950, 
in which major space was needed for expansion (Beekman, 1982). In twenty years (1955-
1975), over 25,000 housings were built and this made possible the significant increase of 
Eindhoven. This gradual growth was mainly caused by increased prosperity, the strong rise of 
the car, and the dominant residential pattern, due to increasing demand for more space in 
which the automobile infrastructure was rising in importance. Consequently, an increasing of 
the scale of the urban environment was developed and, morphologically, boundaries of urban 
system virtually disappeared: the district developed exponentially to the north in which the 
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concentric model of the city no longer exist; there are not clear boundaries as a district, and 
Woensel in Eindhoven occupies a separate place (Figure 5.4).  

 

Figure 5.3 The area of Eindhoven’s development in 1950 inside of today’s city boundaries 
(Author´s drawing, based on Morphologische Atlas Eindhoven, 2005). 

 

Figure 5.4 Eindhoven around 1950 in which the concentric structure is still clearly 
recognizable. With the implementation of the district Woensel from 1960 until late 1970, the 
concentric structure was broken and the city expanded even further to the north (Author´s 
drawing, based on Boumans, 2005). 
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The area selected to study is Woensel, the district located in the north of the city center of 
Eindhoven. Woensel is almost entirely a residential area with services and facilities for the 
community, such as schools, parks, churches, shops, post offices, trade facilities, and hospital, 
among others. The district has its own center –shopping center Woensel- providing for the 
upper district facilities. Woensel offers few places of local interest, being almost entirely a 
residential area. In general, the district has a good layered, with clear and complete traffic 
structures, presence of green areas, good quality of recreational facilities and a very spacious 
and complete provisioning. Woensel area boasts with many recreational qualities, and also 
some industry –mostly outdated. 

A rigid product of modern urban design Woensel has a clear modular structure. This aspect of 
the suburb development is product of Dutch modern urbanism. In the Netherlands the 
application of the functional city went hand in hand with the idea of the neighborhood concept 
(Wijkgedachte) (Doevendans, 2005). According to this concept, the city was an organic and 
logic whole consisting of a number of neighborhoods and districts. Each of these units 
accommodated quite independently the necessary facilities for daily life and contributed in 
that way to the organization of human life. Neighborhood units would contribute to cultivation 
of community and to social cohesion. In fact, the idea seems to have been driven by nostalgia 
for traditional society, for community (Doevendans, 2005). For several reasons these ideas did 
not work out exactly the way they were thought. In the early 1950´s the neighborhood units 
were replaced by new concepts, called “dwelling units”. These were geometrically arranged 
rows, which contained different residential forms behind a rather uniform facade. In this way, 
the dwelling units represented a social mix in the characteristic open city image without 
closed building blocks. The dwelling units were as repetitive means for urban design, leading 
to the idea of these units as “stamps” that could be repeated into a large urban plan. In this 
period of Dutch urban planning, the structuring of the urban area into districts and 
neighborhoods is still recognizable, but the strive for a social community was substituted by 
the aim to create perceptually well organized environments, which was regarded to contribute 
to the place of humankind in the cosmos (Doevendans and Schram, 2005).    

The background design of this district consists of a model based on distribution planning, 
together with the concept of dwelling units. The dwelling unit is defined at several levels of 
scale. At the level of the district neighborhoods were identified as dwelling units. These 
neighborhoods are self-supporting in regard to facilities –shops, green areas, etc. (Figure 5.5). 
A number of such dwelling units configure a district with the facilities that need a greater 
support. This neighborhood concept is defined as a modular system with a strong hierarchy 
(Figure 5.6A).    

At another scale we recognize dwelling units as a clustering of allotments. Dwellings grouped 
together in a model that can easily be repeated. In Dutch urbanism this group of dwelling units 
is often called the “stamp” (Figure 5.6B and 5.6C). 
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In summary, we can consider Woensel as a modular construct defined by the following levels: 

• As a district of Eindhoven, being a self-supporting hierarchical modular system 
consisting of a center surrounded by districts. 

• As a district consisting of several neighborhoods. 

• As neighborhoods having their own facilities, traffic and green structures 
corresponding to a hierarchical modular system. 

• As a tissue consisting of different repeating stamps  

 

 
Figure 5.5 The map shows clear signs of modularity and hierarchy structure in Woensel. A 
hierarchical modular system consisting of a district center (Winkelcentrum Woensel) 
surrounded by neighborhoods (Author´s drawing, based on Morphologische Atlas Eindhoven, 
2005).	  	  
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Figure 5.6 (A) neighborhood typology and its spatial structure in Woensel. The neighborhood 
concept in Woensel consists of a modular system, with self supporting as regard to facilities 
and services; (B) example of a model of “stamp” identifiable in Woensel, like a tissue 
repeated in neighborhoods developed in the ’60s and ’70s typical of modern urbanism; (C) 
Second “stamp” example identifiable in Woensel developed during the ’90s, being part of the 
urban transformation process of Eindhoven (based on author´s field survey).  

 

Because Woensel is such an extensive area, it is clear that in different parts different ideas of 
urban design are recognizable. Woensel is a sample or collage of emerging visions of modern 
urban design. This also indicates that the modern modularity of neighborhoods and stamps 
was gradually released. 

Following the theory of Frey, we argue that this period of sustainable design can be seen as an 
opportunity to re-scale and re-module Woensel to create a new restructuring and modularity. 
The re-scaling of the city of Eindhoven has been considered as general guidance, where 

A 

C 
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Woensel is a more independent part, consisting of units that have lost their main character of 
neighborhoods as systems that meet the modern criteria of facilities and sociality. The modern 
city will continue to exist as a background in our everyday life, but at the same time, this city 
seems to be intellectually buried. Or perhaps one should speak of “a machine that does not 
function properly anymore”, that is not able to respond to the problems, needs and desires of 
contemporary society. We need “larger units” to meet the criteria of sustainability as 
formulated in the urban quarter’s theory of Hildebrand Frey, in which the previous functional 
and social criteria can be incorporated. 

 

3. Remapping of the City of Eindhoven 

3.1 Analysis 

The aim is to demonstrate the existence of potential urban quarters–or modular city units- on 
the study area. First, it is necessary to find out which of the existing neighborhoods meet the 
criteria established by Frey´s theory. The first part of the analysis was focused on identifying 
the existing neighborhoods of the district, recognizing around 27 urban quarters that make up 
the district of Woensel, divided in two major zones: Woensel-North and Woensel-South 
(Boumans, 2005). 

Urban quarter’s centers are recognizable by the identification of functions: the location of post 
offices, police stations, primary education schools, main squares, trade and other facilities. 
Generally, four or five neighborhoods are grouped to form a district, four or five districts are 
grouped together to form towns, and over towns centers are located the major transport routes 
between the towns (Frey, 1999). In this case, two areas compose Woensel; each area is made 
up by around twelve to fifteen neighborhoods respectively. Woensel district’s center –
shopping center Woensel- is located on one of the main transport routes, allowing a good 
connection with Eindhoven’s city center. The connection between Woensel-center and other 
town centers is poor because Eindhoven is currently a mono-centric city; the public transport 
connections are exclusively aimed at Eindhoven’s center (Figure 5.7). 

With the identification of existing urban quarter boundaries, the next level of the investigation 
is related with the analytical analysis of how existing units meet the criteria of sustainability, 
in order to classify them as potential and non-potential sustainable areas according to the 
criteria established by Frey. For the applicability of the criteria on the study area it was 
necessary to make an evaluation of each unit identified. The evaluation consisted of making 
an analysis of the place by fieldwork, focused on environmental, economic, social, design and 
planning characteristics of each neighborhood of Woensel. In other words, the analysis 
assessed the aspects of each neighborhood under the Frey´s theory –social, economic, 
environmental, design and planning- establishing what areas met the criteria and which did 
not. Then, we obtained estimated percentages for every neighborhood evaluated under each 
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criteria of the theory, obtaining a total average for each area. As a result of this analysis an 
estimative approach was obtained; describing areas that meet above 50 percent of the criteria, 
denominated as “potential areas”, and areas that meet less than 50 percent of the criteria, 
considered as “non-potential areas”.  

 

 

Figure 5.7 Identification of clear modular and hierarchy structures units in Woensel district 
and Eindhoven, recognizing existing and potential town and district centers, and existing and 
potential urban quarter boundaries and centers. Also, primary linkages between district centers 
and town center (Author´s drawing, based on Morphologische Atlas Eindhoven, 2005). 	  

 

Finally, the results of this analysis were translated into an evaluation map (Figure 5.8). The 
map describes the potential and non-potential sustainable areas in the district identified by 
dark –and light- grey color, respectively. As a conclusion of this first level, nine 
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neighborhoods are potential sustainable areas in Woensel. Those areas meet most of the 50 
percent of the criteria. 

As an example, the urban quarter called “De Temple” is potentially one of the most 
sustainable areas, meeting all the planning criteria. In terms of environment, this area presents 
a good potential concerning green areas and biodiversity aspects, with the presence of the 
Henry Dunant Park. Concerning access to local amenities, in De Tempel there are all required 
local services and facilities, specially located in a core/central area at Belgium square, with a 
good proximity within walking distance. In relation with the sustainable criteria of Frey, those 
potential sustainable areas in the figure 5.8 meet around three or four aspects of the planning 
criteria, mainly regarding total population, presence of local facilities, mixed-used of land and 
buildings, good accessibility within walking distance and open space. For instance, and 
according to the theory (Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010), the urban quarter of De Temple is one 
of the largest areas concerning population number in Woensel with 5,028 inhabitants (CBS 
census, Eindhoven 2010), meeting the size range for total population and being able to support 
local services and facilities. In addition, there are eleven areas in Woensel that meet these 
principles; most of them have also a community organized in relation to participation in local 
decisions, good green areas especially in some edges of the district, as well as work places 
such as “modest” local businesses (Figure 5.9A).  However, one of the most important aspects 
is the “green” condition of Woensel-North. Most of the urban quarters located in Woensel-
North meet the environment criteria, with good quality of green areas, such as parks, forests, 
good maintenance of local flora and fauna, and sport areas close to the boundaries. Also there 
are green corridors on the main avenues and streets, connecting neighborhoods. In terms of 
density-according to Frey´s theory-, the most of the areas are under threshold value, with 
graded density development from edge to centre –such the case of De Tempel, and similar 
development forms with reduced variety of dwelling types –such as the neighborhoods 
Blixembosch and Eckart in the north-, that are required to achieve a socially mixed 
population.      

The situation in Woensel-South is different. This area present most of the non-potential 
sustainable areas of the district that –according to Frey´s theory- are mostly represented by 
residential areas with poor design quality concerning public spaces and architecture, because 
there is a lack of mixed use horizontal –in built form environment- that is key for social mix 
development (Frey et al, 2010). Also, the absence of green and leisure areas in public spaces 
due to the great land destined to dwelling development; absence of social mix and lower 
number of inhabitants to support the development of local services and amenities (Figure 
5.9B). 

The district of Woensel also does not have really an internal green structure, even if there is 
presence of green along routes and parks especially in the north. Green spaces with some 
meaning and quality (nature and landscape) lie in Woensel at very edges of the district.  On 
the east side for instance, Woensel lies with the beautiful Dommeldal, which is a pleasant 
recreational and rural environment area into the city. 
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Figure 5.8 The evaluation map shows the potential and non-potential sustainable areas of 
Woensel district, depicted in dark –and light- grey color, respectively (Based on author’s field 
survey). 

 

Neighborhoods in the south-west part of Woensel have clear differences with the areas built in 
the post war period, not only concerning to urban structure but also in terms of access to local 
facilities. In relation to this, there is a rather chaotic traffic digestion. Many streets in this area 
need to “unlock” neighborhoods to improve their access. These areas were built before the 
rise of the car, in which most problems are in relation with traffic and parking issues. 
However, the postwar neighborhoods in Woensel have clear internal structures; most 
neighborhoods have a hook or ring-like structure opening. The fragmented planning process 
in Woensel has created a messy and characterless district. Woensel has, because of its size, 
history and diversity, the appropriate identity problems. For example, the new neighborhoods 
in Blixembosch area in Woensel-north – both quarters planned during the end of ‘90s- are far 
from the old neighborhoods, as Hemelrijken or Woensel-West, with unclear boundaries and 
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structure. The district Woensel is too big and diverse to be identified as a whole. The image 
problem of the postwar neighborhoods in general is an issue difficult to resolve separately by 
each neighborhood to renew. The fragmented planning process has created a messy and 
characterless district of Woensel. 

 

 

Figure 5.9 (A) Local shops in urban quarter De Temple; (B) residential area in a neighborhood 
of Woensel South (authors’ photograph, 2010). 

 

Hence, neighborhoods in Woensel have predominantly residential functions and hardly mixed 
use in terms of spatial and built environment, with only eleven urban quarters within the range 
of total population and presence of suitable amenities centers. The next level, the research is 
focused on how to join potential with non-potential sustainable areas of the existing city to 
restructure the district and create “large units” in order to balance them and improve the non-
potential areas to reach sustainability. 

3.2 Re-structuring of Woensel 

Neighborhoods of Woensel have different characteristics and problems. The following level 
will study specifically in how Woensel ought to be restructured to enhance its existing spatial 
and organizational structure by joining potential with non-potential sustainable areas. The 
fragmented planning process of Woensel has created a messy and characterless district, being 
too large and too diverse to be identified as a whole. Following the Frey´s criteria as 
framework, this work proposes strategies to restructure Woensel in two steps: 

First, there is a strong spatial structure in Woensel south and neighborhoods around Woensel 
center with a clear primary radial road converging at Eindhoven center. However, the spatial 
structure clearly is depilating on the edges at north and northwest of the district; along these 
zones existing neighborhood boundaries are unclear and distances to centre district facilities 
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are over the targets (2,500 meters). According to the Frey´s criteria, the interaction between 
urban quarters, say four or five of them, allows the formation of a district with a core that 
might become the focus for a much larger population of 25,000-35,000 inhabitants. The 
district center would be linked to neighborhood centers by public transport. Such districts 
would have a sufficiently large area to accommodate commerce and other facilities and 
services (Frey, 1999). In this sense, Woensel’s north zone has a large size and the presence of 
facilities is striking. The stores provide assistance for all types of the numerous housings in 
this area as a result of the lack of facilities. In Woensel-North reside about 70,000 inhabitants. 
This number of inhabitants could be organized into two districts with potentially sustainable 
units and its own centers, with a population of 35,000 inhabitants each. This approach would 
create enough support for the district facilities in the area. 

Second, from the district already established, we can start joining non-potential with potential 
areas to create larger units of urban quarters. It is important to know which units have 
relationships with each other by identifying the existing urban structure relationships. The 
analysis includes the existing development patterns, in terms of green areas, infrastructure, 
density, compactness –built up areas- and local supply centers, to cluster potential with non-
potential areas. For example, the development of patterns in Woensel varies considerably: in 
the north-west, Driehoeksbos, Prinsejagt, Acht and Blixembosch-west quarters have irregular 
grid mostly dominated by detached housing pattern, in which “stamps” gradually released. 
Also in these areas, according to Frey´s criteria, densities are under the target. In 
Blixembosch, in Woensel-north, the urban structure is inconclusive (5.10A). The scale of its 
area is close to that required by the criteria, but, especially Acht-barrier and Acht 
neighborhoods are over a radious -from center to edge- of 600 mts; thus, increasing distances 
to main facilities especially by walking. 

Two main key zones are described in the figure 5.10B, the clustering of Woensel-North in two 
districts and the enhancement of Woensel-South with its main center. Our focus is on 
Woensel north, in which main transformations occurs: The first district proposed is defined as 
a “recreational center”: sport park Woensel, located in the northwest and current area for 
recreational activities within Woensel. If this area is upgraded with mixed uses, adding trade 
and cultural facilities, then it can become the new district center. With regard to the second 
district proposed, the existing shopping center Woensel is to be improved by the addition of 
health care facilities –the Catherina Hospital in the Rapeland neighborhood- to become the 
center of the district defined as a “commercial center”. Both districts will have their own 
centers and will be less dependent on Eindhoven’s city center. 
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Figure 5.10 (A) Current development pattern with potential neighborhoods highlighted. The 
map shows a depilated spatial structure especially in the north and west in Woensel; (B) The 
clustering of Woensel-North in two districts, and the creation of larger units by joining 
potential with non-potential urban quarters (Author´s drawing).   

 

The sketch below (Figure 5.11) describes and summarizes the overlapping of both steps. From 
the perspective of Christopher Alexander, this city is a clear example of a modern planned 
city, mainly based on an oversimplified conception of urban form following the idea of a “tree 
structure”: various parts of the whole exist as separate entities (Alexander, 1965). In this 
sense, Alexander considers that some structures are more complex than these because we can 
distinguish not only the parts related to the whole structure, but also they relate to each other. 
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In regard with, Woensel does not have that essential ingredient of complex overlapping 
relationships, which are the hallmark of successful cities: the mixture of uses and activities in 
a town, which implies overlap and complexity, which makes for successful cities (Alexander, 
1965, Rossi, 1993). This overlapping enables the examination of the relationships between 
each of the elements of the district Woensel and the overall. A global inventory of facilities 
and services provided a characterization of the new districts proposed, made up by new 
“larger units” recognized as essential building units of the city. Thus, the lack of facilities as 
well as a poor social mix and limited variation in housing types and public spaces in Woensel 
could be improved by the revitalization and enhancing of some potential places, hence 
transforming them into hierarchy centers for each new district established. 

          

Figure 5.11 The overlapping of the strategies, taking considerations of Alexander´s and 
Rossi´s principles, and also the creation of larger urban units by joining potential with non-
potential urban quarters (author´s drawing). 

 

3.3 Remapping of existing city 

The new Woensel is described in the final map below; the layout considers a new district in 
the northwest of the city, created by large units set up through the interaction between non-
potential and potential sustainable areas (Figure 5.12A). Every new large unit will be a 
resilient structure, adaptable in time; this means that to meet the criteria of the method, the 
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larger units will have to adapt to the changing needs and aspirations. Also, these large units 
will have to provide the local services and facilities within walking distance from the edge, 
local centers with mixed-uses, and public transport stops. The main connection routes have 
been preserved and upgraded; they have been used as boundaries for the large units’ 
extension, and as main connections with the rest of the city. A number of street links between 
urban unit centers and district center are highlighted. These are mainly for public transport, 
pedestrian and bike uses; vehicular traffic is slowed down. 

The current main routes will be upgraded as green corridors, allowing not only good north-
south and east-west connections among the new areas, between large units’ centers and 
district centers, but also good access between district centers, and from them to suburban 
municipalities of Best, Son and Breugel within the region. 

Regarding the borders of Woensel, they have been developed to improve the borders with the 
countryside. Borders are maintained and enhanced as a conservation green area, incorporating 
also different recreational functions such as sport fields, parks, etc. The reasons for this are: 

• To maintain the current land uses, such as forest and agricultural activities. 

• To create dense green areas at district borders to serve as roots for the green corridors 
and main green points into the city –creation of green infrastructure. Also, 
establishing main green facilities on the edges will improve densities within the 
district, especially in Woensel-west. 

• To establish green spaces as a second structure incorporated to the existing one. 

• To protect large urban units from the noise pollution coming from main routes 
connections by means of green corridors, as well as to provide and enhance the 
existing green areas to make them become “key breathing spaces” of the city; and 
finally create clear connections between the main green spaces of the large units. 

The design concept for Woensel is intended to generate clear district centers, assigned for 
mixed use developments, linked between each other by new central routes. These routes will 
accommodate the major public transport lines, connecting the new centers with the city center 
as well as with the suburban municipalities (of Best, Son, Helmond, etc) of the region. 
Therefore, the new re-developed structure of Woensel shows a clear density development with 
peaks at district centers and large urban unit centers, with higher concentration of mixed uses, 
to give each new area an identity and sense of centrality, and connected by an integrated 
public transport network (Figure 5.12B). In general, the criteria established in Frey´s theory 
are a useful tool for pragmatic urban sustainable redesign. In short, this tool clearly considers 
as starting point that the future sustainable city is the already existing city, establishing 
operational criteria to each component of sustainability in the city. 
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Figure 5.12 Remapping and restructuring of Woensel: (A) Existing condition and remodeling 
of the new central district area of Woensel north-west, to form a mixed-use community core 
and achieve more readily accessible amenities; (B) Existing and new remodeling spatial 
structure condition of Blixembosch in Woensel-north, showing the new borders and 
implementing a hierarchical set of services gathered at new large unit centers, linked by public 
transport network (Author´s drawing).  

 

4. The Case of Amstelveen: a Potential Sustainable Urban Area 

4.1 Amstelveen introduction 

Amstelveen is a suburban municipality located in the province of North Holland, being part of 
the metropolitan area of Amsterdam. Amstelveen is a suburb of Amsterdam, mostly erected 
since 1950 (Figure 5.13). During 1900-1960 Amstelveen was as a simple rural village where 
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time stood still. The village was somewhat isolated because no major rail- and waterway were 
connected. The main source of income was livestock farming with some arable, but the 
horticulture and floriculture were already emerging. During the same period, Amsterdam city 
had a high spatial concentration of working and living on a relatively small area, in which the 
scale of the relationships of networks of the city coincided with the size of the city. There was 
a clear separation between urban and rural areas –agricultural and non-agricultural patterns. 
The “elite” people lived in the center and other people lived on the edges of town, a short 
distance from places to work –dominated by industrial activity. There was a dominance of the 
radial center transport links from residential areas to the center, but at the end of the period –
close 1960- the use of the car took strength because of the increase of the commute. From 
1947 Amsterdam expanded the boundaries of the urban system outside the city. 
Morphologically it was based on the formation of commuter regional flows from areas of 
agriculture to the “big” city, increasing the suburbanization and commuting around 
Amsterdam. 

From 1960 until 1980, there was a strong period of prosperity, with the growing of middle 
class and a strong rise of the car with an increasing demand for more space. The result was a 
strong decentralization of urban activities and the creation of urban regions. With the 
tram/train initially determined, the automobile infrastructure was increasing in importance, 
with clear shifts from train and tram to the car in which the commute was dramatically 
increased. Morphologically, several centers were created in the suburban area and thus a 
polycentric urban functional structure was implemented. These urban centers draw their own 
employees and users, developing thus their own agglomeration economies. This situation 
changed the travel patters as well as led to an increased competition among the different 
centers. Space for urban purposes was rising, in which large portions of rural areas were 
becoming part of municipal field. Around Amsterdam, the morphological distinction between 
town and countryside was virtually disappearing in the west. The dominance of car was 
increased and new road were constructed.  

Boundaries of urban system virtually disappeared; there are no clear boundaries. Since 1983, 
the “compact city” policy was applied to Amsterdam Region. As part of this policy, the 
centers of different municipalities around Amsterdam –Amstelveen included- were fulfilling 
with more specific job functions. During the ‘90s and 2000, extensive efforts of urban renewal 
and restructuring projects have been implemented, making focus on to increase the attraction 
of the central municipalities. (De Hoog, 2005). The process of urbanization and metropolitan 
growth in the 20th century was a consequence of rapid technological evolution, rising living 
standards, increased motorization as well as general well being. Compact city policies –well 
applied to Amsterdam city region in the ‘80s- has resulted in an increasing demand for land 
within city limits and demands to build on land allocated to green spaces (Tyrväinen et al, 
2005). Growing urbanization and rapid development of the cities has created conflict 
situations between development of building areas and natural areas (Jankovska et al, 2010). 
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During the industrial period, in Amsterdam there was very much aware concerning the 
problems of overcrowding among working classes, who were denied the experience of nature. 
However ideologies emerged against the loss of natural areas, mainly by the Dutch biologist 
and naturalist Jacob Thijsse. Thijsse were an active starting point in formulating most 
environmental and planning laws towards nature conservation (Woudstra, 1997). These ideas 
were relevant in the development plan for south of Amsterdam and also for the urban plan for 
Amstelveen.  With the development of Schiphol after 1937, many people was attracted, many 
of whom settled in Amstelveen. Amstelveen once was the fastest growing city in the 
Netherlands and has grown to 81,003 inhabitants in 2010. After Second World War 
Amstelveen caught a portion of Amsterdam's housing shortage, and was also a member of the 
municipality of Schiphol. Amsterdam’s planning was to introduce Amstelveen as a 
metropolitan area, with its urban and green areas. Amstelveen remained an independent and 
self-consciously municipality and adopted a policy that reflected many attractive new 
residential areas. Amstelveen’s landscaping and added art attracted much international 
attention. 

Amstelveen was planned and designed by landscape architect C.P. Broerse; following the 
ideas of the great Dutch naturalist and conservationist Jac. P. Thijsse (Dunnett and 
Hitchmough, 2004). In terms of population, Amstelveen has 8,003 inhabitants and an area of 
44,05 km2, distributed by land with 41,50 km2 and water 2,55 km2 (Gemeente op maat 
Amstelveen, 2009). Amstelveen is considered one of the most attractive towns to leave in the 
Netherlands, because many positive points are identified: easily accessibility, safe, culturally 
rich, nature, and close to Amsterdam. Also Amstelveen is almost an entirely residential area, 
with more than 36,608 dwellings in which more than 70% was built after 1960 and 30% even 
after 1980. The house supply consists for 49% of single-family dwellings and 51% of multi-
family dwellings. Amstelveen households are mostly small with one and two-persons 
households representing 68% of the total. A quarter of all households can be characterized as 
family with children. 

 Morphologically Amstelveen can be typified as a cluster of several villages/urban quarters: 
Amsterveen Stadhart, Bovenkerk, Westwijk, Bankras-Kostverloren, Groenelaan, 
Waardhuizen, Randwijk, Elsrijk, Keizer Karelpark, Nes aan Amstel, Ouderkerk aan de Amstel 
(partly). Amstelveen has a typically hierarchic system: each quarter of the town has its own 
facilities, consisting of at least several shops with daily sold products. The centre of each 
urban quarter varies with regard to the organization and extent. Many shopping centers, 
however, have been structured according to plan, such as for instance Bankrashof or Westwijk 
(Figures 5.14A and 5.14B). Although the number of shopping precincts that make an area 
self-sufficient has decreased, there are still 23 larger and smaller areas where shops are 
located. 
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Figure 5.13 Urbanization Amsterdam region from 1900. Suburban Municipality of 
Amstelveen is part of metropolitan area of Amsterdam, mostly erected during the great 
expansion that Amsterdam suffered during the post war period (author´s drawing, based on 
“Historical maps Amsterdam”, WatWasWaar.nl).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.14 (A) Center of facilities Brankrashof, in Bankras neighborhood; (B) center of 
facilities in Randwijck urban quarter (author´s photograph, 2010).  
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4.2 Amstelveen as a modular construct town 

From a general analysis of territorial entities, the greater Amsterdam Region development was 
based on several spatial structure models along the time (Figure 5.15). Today Amsterdam 
Region has a polycentric character, set up by a city network or city region model. Amsterdam 
Region has a clear modular structure. Different levels of modular organization can be 
appreciated within the region. Amsterdam Region consists of a model of different territorial 
entities or governance structures being part of a network. In other words, Amsterdam region 
can be analyzed as an active functioning entity: as a system; that is, modules with the own 
structural and functional integrity while being part of a larger structure.        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Conceptual spatial structure models of the development of Amsterdam region 
during the 20th century: (A) the area of Amsterdam 1900; (B) Amsterdam till 1960: 
monocentric agglomeration (hierarchical urban system); (C) Amsterdam area from 1960-
1980: polycentric agglomeration (polynuclear urban system); (D) Amsterdam area after 1980: 
city network, city region: urban field. (Author´s drawing, based on Urban Nebula Projects). 

 

4.2.1 Spatial patterns 

From another scale of analysis, Amstelveen has a clear modular structure. Amstelveen is 
product of modern urban design, following the Dutch naturalist urban planning ideas –based 
on the contemporary garden city idea-, consisting of a model based on distribution planning, 
together with the concept of dwelling units. The dwelling unit is defined at several levels of 
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scale. At the level of the district/town, neighborhoods are identified as the dwelling units. 
These neighborhoods are self-supporting in regard to facilities: shops, green areas, 
workplaces, etc (Figure 5.16). A number of such dwelling units made a district with the 
facilities that need a greater support. This neighborhood concept can be defined as a modular 
system with a strong hierarchy (Figure 5.17A). 

 

Figure 5.16 The clear modular structure of Amstelveen: a hierarchical modular system 
consisting of a town center surrounded by neighborhoods (author´s drawing, based on 
Amstelveen vlakkenkaart, 2010).  

 

At another scale we recognize dwelling units as a clustering of allotments elements. Dwellings 
grouped together in a model –“stamps”- that can easily be repeated. This model of stamps is 
developed clearly in Amstelveen during its process of urbanization from the ‘60s until the end 
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of the ‘90s (Figure 5.17B); however different – and unclear- stamps are developed on the 
edges, between town and countryside (Figure 5.17C).   

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.17 (A) Neighborhood typology and its spatial structure in Amstelveen. The 
neighborhood concept in Amstelveen consists of a modular and self supporting system in 
regard to facilities and services; (B) example of a model of “stamp” identifiable in 
Amstelveen, like a tissue repeated in neighborhoods developed between ‘60s and ‘90s typical 
of modern urbanism, and being part of a plan; (C) second “stamp” example identifiable in 
Amstelveen developed on the edges between town and countryside (based on author´s field 
survey).  

 

Therefore, we can consider Amstelveen as a modular construct defined by the following 
levels: 
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• As a suburban municipality of Amsterdam Region, being a self-supporting 
hierarchical modular system consisting of a centre surrounding by districts. 

• A town consisting of several neighborhoods. 

• As neighborhoods having their own facilities, traffic, water corridors and green 
structures corresponding to a hierarchical modular system. 

• As a tissue consisting of different stamps. 

Due that Amstelveen is post war area, a suburbia of Amsterdam, if is clear that Amstelveen is 
an example of modern urbanism, designed under the basis of Dutch landscape planning and 
also based on the concepts of garden city.  Amstelveen has a clear idea of urban design that is 
recognizable, following the ideas of Dutch naturalism and landscape urbanism, expressed on 
its urban structure. In this sense Amstelveen has a clear scale and clear image of the town due 
to this planning concept. However neighborhoods on edges lost their main character as a 
system. Stamps lost his structure on edges, when it is located between town and countryside. 

Amstelveen is an independent part of the region of Amsterdam, consisting of units that have a 
clear scale and character of neighborhoods as a system that meet the modern criteria of 
facilities and sociality, however the units along the edges –between town and country- and 
edges with the Amsterdam-south have lost their main character as a part of this hierarchical 
system. So this new structure should be oriented specifically around the edges of the town, in 
which several of its units have lost this character. We need “larger units” to meet the criteria 
of sustainability, in which the previous functional and social criteria can be incorporated.  

 

5. Analysis 

5.1 Identification of existing urban units 

The first part of the analysis was focused on identifying the existing neighborhoods of the 
town, recognizing around twenty urban quarters –according to the administrative borders- that 
make up Amstelveen. In our analysis and vision we recognize, in addition to the twenty urban 
quarters- three satellite settlements located in the north of Amstelveen. These satellite quarters 
are part of Amsterdam municipality. 

Urban quarter’s centers are recognizable by the identification of functions: the location of post 
offices, police stations, primary schools, daily sold amenities, and other facilities. Finally we 
state that Amstelveen is composed by 23 urban quarters –including the satellite areas in the 
north. Amstelveen center is called “Stadhart” and is located in the heart of the town, in one of 
the main transport routes, allowing a good connection with Amsterdam city center (Figure 
5.18). With the identification of the existing neighborhood boundaries and functions, then it is 
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possible to start with the next level of the research, related with the analysis of how the 
existing units of Amstelveen meet the criteria of sustainability.     

  

Figure 5.18 Identification of potential modular structures units in Amstelveen. The map 
describes the location of existing neighborhood boundaries and supply centers, and primary 
linkages between neighborhood centers and town center (author´s drawing, based on 
Vlakkenkaart Gementee Amstelveen, 2010).  

 

At this level of the research, the analysis was oriented on how existing neighborhoods of the 
city meet the criteria of sustainability, to classify them as potential and non-potential 
sustainable areas according to the criteria of sustainability established by the conceptual 
framework. For the applicability of the criteria on the study area it was necessary to make an 
evaluation of each unit identified –as it was in the case of Eindhoven. The analysis assessed 
the aspects of each neighborhood under the criteria –social, economic, environmental, 
planning and design- establishing what areas met the criteria and which did not. Then, we 
obtained estimated percentages for every neighborhood evaluated under each criteria,, 
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obtaining thus a total average for each area.  As a result of this analysis an estimative 
approach was obtained; describing areas that meet above 50 percent of the criteria, 
denominated as “potential areas”, and areas that meet less than 50 percent of the criteria, 
considered as “non-potential areas”. Finally, the results of this analysis were translated into an 
evaluation map (Figure 5.19) describing the potential and non-potential sustainable areas in 
Amstelveen identified by dark- and light-grey color, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

Figure 5.19 The evaluation map describes the potential and non-potential sustainable areas of 
Amstelveen suburb, depicted in dark- and light-grey color, respectively (based on authors’ 
field survey). 

 

As a conclusion, twelve neighborhoods are potential sustainable areas in Amstelveen. Those 
areas meet most of the 50 percent of the criteria. As an example, the urban quarters “Keizer 
Karelpark- west and east are potentially one of the most sustainable areas meeting mostly all 
the key environmental criteria according to Frey´s theory of modularity; that is, urban quarters 
of Amstelveen have an important ecological design features, by landscaping of the residential 
streets and alleys. The openness of the spatial structure shows strong ecological integration 
into the urban structure of the city, creating connections among urban quarters (Figure 5.20A). 

Following Frey´s theory, the “potential” areas showed in the map have a good total population 
number, with local facilities within each neighborhood, good access by walking distance to 
services and public transport stops, and the presence of open land space used for recreation 
and leisure. According to the population criteria, there are thirteen urban quarters in 
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Amstelveen that meets this aspect. For example, Middenhouven neighborhood has been the 
largest area in Amstelveen concerning population with 7.239 inhabitants (Gemeente 
Amstelveen in Cifers, 2009), with 6.346 inhabitants per km2. No less than 57 percent of the 
citizens in Kronenburg and Uilenstede neighborhoods are aged between 15 and 24 years old; 
this situation is determinate by the availability of student flats. Also the Westwijk-Oost 
neighborhood has the largest number of people below the age of 17 years old. However, the 
number of older people aged over 65 years old has been increased; for instance 19 percent of 
the population is included in this age category, while the national average stands at 15 percent. 
The number of persons in the productive age group, aged between 25 and 64 years old have 
gradually increased, currently with 54% of the total population, while the number of younger 
population is lower, with just 11 percent. Amstelveen is also home of the most international 
community in the Netherlands. In fact, eleven percent of total population of Amstelveen is 
non-Dutch nationality: 8.600 inhabitants. The Japanese community has been the largest group; 
groups of population such as Surinam people, Turkish, Moroccans, British, Germans and 
Chinese are scarcely represented in Amstelveen (Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek, 2009). 

One of the most important aspects in Amstelveen is its condition as a “green town. There is a 
great green development, in which the “greening” is part of the urban structure of the town. 
Amstelveen is distinguished by the green structure that constitutes the suburb. Besides, there 
are green corridors –or green belts- which built connections between the rest of the 
neighborhoods of the town. The canal is one of the main structural elements of the suburb of 
Amstelveen, made up by green development on its boundaries, becoming in a flexible element 
that crosses the town; establishing the urban structure of the most of the neighborhoods in 
Amstelveen (Figures 5.20B and 5.20C). Therefore the urban units become in “oasis” of calm 
and living, because this ecological belt within the neighborhoods allow to create flexible 
spaces into the built environment, with parks, leisure and public green spaces incorporated to 
the urban structure of the city of Amstelveen; this situation allows good relationship between 
nature and built environment. However, due of the urban expansion and the appearance of 
new neighborhoods –such as for instance Westwijk in the south, and Buitenveldert 
neighborhoods in the north- this ecological structure has been lost. Waste management is an 
important issue, in which Amstelveen has an important development concerning to recycling 
and reuse in this matter, according to the local and national policies. Amstelveen has a 
recycling system in all of its neighborhoods, consisting by separating waste materials such as 
glass, paper, plastic and metal. The containers are located in every public space of each 
neighborhood, on streets and squares.  
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Figure 5.20 (A) Greenbelts and water corridors along of Elsrijk-west neighborhood, a strong 
ecological integration as part of the urban structure of Amstelveen; (B) Kostverloren 
neighborhood (authors’ photograph, 2010); (C) ecological corridor into Bankras neighborhood 
(author´s photograph, 2010). 

 

According to the figure 5.19, nevertheless, there are nine “non-potential” areas, including the 
neighborhoods in the north that are part of the area of Amsterdam –Buitenveldert west and 
east. These areas are mostly represented by poor quality of design concerning architecture, 
lack of local economy in some of them, absence of social mix, and mainly low number of 
inhabitants and gross densities that can be able to support the development of local services 
and facilities. In relation to safety issue, Amstelveen has claimed the number one position 
when it comes to safety and security. The crime rate in the smaller towns in the area is much 
lower, with an average rate for Amsterdam. There are legible public spaces concerning green 
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areas, illumination, paved and unpaved footpaths, rubbish bins, roads and streets. However, 
the quality of street furniture, art, tunnels, children facilities and passage ways is often limited. 

The absence of social mix is an important matter. The average disposable income in 
Amstelveen was 22% above the national average in 2006 (Centraal bureau voor statistiek, 
2009). In fact, the highest incomes averages are found in Elsrijk-west, Westwijk-oost, 
Patrimonium and Buitengebied-noord neighborhoods. In these areas, to reach an affordable 
housing is limited. Also, Amstelveen is located next to Schiphol airport, in which planes fly 
over the area of Amsterdamse-Bos, the great park of the city. For this reason, there are some 
problems concerning noise pollution and disturbance in the neighborhoods around. 
Concerning employment, Amstelveen is largely dormitory town for workers who work in 
Amsterdam and Schiphol. In fact, around 1,781 Amstelveen citizens are working at the 
Schiphol airport. Amstelveen also as an unilateral economic structure mainly related to 
business services, trade and transport; the production industry is underrepresented. Also many 
of the companies established in Amstelveen are part of international networks. For example, 
over years there have been several companies located in this town, such as KLM and KPMG –
located at Patrimonium and Keizer Karelpark neighborhoods respectively-, supporting with 
variety of jobs to the community. The retail trade is of paramount importance to employment 
in Amstelveen as well, with around ten percent of the total employment rate in Amstelveen. 

As a conclusion of this first analysis, urban quarters in Amstelveen have predominantly 
residential functions, with a clear “ecological” character reflected on the urban environment 
and structure, and clear mixed-use development at neighborhood centers, as part of a 
hierarchical system. The most of these urban units have good population base to support 
presence of suitable amenities centers. The most of the non-potential sustainable areas –
according to Frey´s criteria- are located at the boundaries of the city, especially at the north 
side and west side in Amstelveen, areas characterized mainly by low densities and unclear 
borders. The second level of the research focused on how to join potential with non-potential 
sustainable areas –if is necessary- of the existing city to restructure Amstelveen and create 
“large units” in order to balance them and improve the non-potential areas to reach 
sustainability.    

5.2 Restructuring of Amstelveen 

In this level, following Frey´s criteria as framework, this research proposes strategies to 
restructure Amstelveen. Despite to the presence of “non-potential” areas, specifically located 
in the north of Amstelveen – Buitenveldert west and east neighborhoods being part of the 
administrative area  of Amsterdam- and in the east border of Amstelveen –Buitengebied-
noord urban quarter, Amstelveen has already a clear urban structure that works as a modular 
system by hierarchical centers. Amstelveen is a suburban area of Amsterdam consisting of 
urban units that have main character of neighborhood as systems, meeting the criteria of 
sustainability, in which this modularity have been lost only on the edges of the city. In this 
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way, this work proposes strategies focused on integrate the north part of the town, the east and 
south sides, defining urban boundaries and its relation with the landscape. 

The main strategy is to restructure the north and south parts of Amstelveen. Currently 
Amstelveen has the Stadhart downtown, which is the largest in the region; attracting people 
from everywhere, as well as being the main center of trade and workplaces of the city. We 
argue the idea to re-connect Amstelveen, by the north and the south, because currently the A9 
highway that crosses the city divides this town in two main zones. Today there is just one 
connection at regional level (Amsterdam-Zuid station), so Amstelveen is disconnected 
concerning regional level. Also, there are two non-potential units that are “especial” areas into 
the city, which -according to Frey´s criteria- are “exclusive” areas in Amstelveen: Legmeer 
area –with industrial outdated functions only- and Uilenstede en Kronenburg area –a 
residential area only for students. Following the municipal visions and plan, this strategy 
proposes the following image: 

•  The first restructuration is in the south, in Legmeer neighborhood, evaluated as a one 
of the weakest sustainable areas in Amstelveen according to the evaluation of the 
criteria. The aim is to restructure this area, increasing the land uses, to make it as part 
of the existing hierarchical system of neighborhoods of Amstelveen. The reason is to 
make potential this area as a “clean energy center”, following the municipal vision 
(Gemeente Amstelveen, 2009). The urban quarter Legmeer is designated to become a 
greenhouse area to provide energy supply (clean energy) to residential quarters of 
Kovenkerk neighborhood. Following this municipal goal, we focus to restructure 
Legmeer with energy supply character, with office park and energy production area 
to allow this ambition. This area is upgraded with facilities and services to the rest of 
the city, adding also a node of transport –train/tram /or bus substation- for regional 
connection, allowing good accessibility with the other villages around and rest of the 
region. 

•  The second restructuration is in the north, in the area of Uilenstede-Kronenburg 
neighborhoods. The aim here is to integrate the satellite area of Amsterdam with the 
rest of Amstelveen. The north of Amstelveen is an area with not clear borders 
between the satellite quarters and the north of Amstelveen. Due to this situation, it is 
clear that in the north part different ideas of urban design are recognizable, in which 
this modularity system have been lost. Therefore, we argue that it is necessary to re-
modularize this zone to create a new structure and modularity in the north of 
Amstelveen and thus to integrate this area to the existing city, creating larger units to 
meet the criteria of sustainability. We consider that this satellite area should be part 
of Amstelveen because of its closer to Stadhart than Amsterdam center. Therefore, 
we propose to regenerate Uilenstede, increasing density, land uses and accessibility; 
improving the existing residential area adding also new functions to integrate it to the 
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rest of the city. This area is upgraded also with a node of transport, to reconnect this 
part of the city with the rest of the region.    

The aim is to achieve a better connection between the two zones of Amstelveen and 
integrating the satellite area –in the north- to the existing city. Amstelveen has already a clear 
urban structure that works as a modular system by hierarchical centers. The main objective of 
these interventions in the north and south zones of the city is to strength this understanding of 
Amstelveen as a modular city: as a town with its own and main city center, made up by two 
zones or “district” (Amstelveen south and north) with one sub-center each one, using 
modularity as a guidance –framework- for this re-configuration of the city on its edges. 
Concerning threshold population, in Amstelveen resides about 78.000 inhabitants; this number 
could be arranged in two districts with own sub-centers –with especial functions- and 
potential urban modular units, with a population of around 39.000 inhabitants each one. 

Therefore, Amstelveen has already a clear modular urban structure with hierarchical centers 
with urban units that meet the most of the criteria established by Frey´s theory, non-potential 
areas of the city are located on the edges; they are characterized to be low density areas, with 
not clear urban borders, functions and structure. The joining of existing areas to improve 
sustainability by remapping and re-modularity has to be oriented on the urban quarters of the 
edges.  

5.3 Remapping of Amstelveen 

The elaborations of results are described in the map below (Figure 5.21). Amstelveen has 
urban units that fit the most of the criteria established by the theory of Hildebrand Frey, being 
in this way a potential city to achieve sustainability. The figure 5.21 describes the remapping 
of Amstelveen, focused on to make part of the existing city the satellite area in the north, and 
the reshaping of the existing urban edges of the city, integrating landscape in the city. The 
map also illustrates what neighborhoods are clustered into large units, in which all the “weak” 
areas are part of “strong” urban areas. Every large unit has their concentration of commercial 
and social local functions at neighborhood level, with mixed uses and transport connections, 
following the existing hierarchical modular system of the city. 

Main connection routes have been preserved and upgraded. Roads for regional and 
metropolitan connection have been added especially to reconnect the south of Amstelveen, 
using Legmeer area –subcenter of energy- as a node of transport. Also new accesses to the 
recreation areas in buitengebied north and south by public transport are incorporated. New 
regional road is integrated to connect the far-located areas of Amstelveen (south quarters) 
with other parts of the city and region; improving not only connection to the landscape but 
also improving connection at regional level, as well as providing good digestion of smooth 
traffic management on the large urban units of Amstelveen. Tramline is extended and fixed.  
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Regarding borders of Amstelveen, they have been re-designed to improve its existing 
structure, adding new functions to its edges to integrate the landscape in the city. The issue is 
to reconnect city with countryside; leisure facilities around the urban area are important for 
the provisioning and hence the quality of the city. In addition, recreation in the vicinity of the 
city is positive for the perception of the neighborhoods, as well as it is important as a location 
factor for businesses -local opportunities- (Frey et al, 2010). Besides, they are “sustainable” 
because it does not necessarily need to recreate the car use. They can also enhance economic 
vitality of the landscape because recreation provides a basis for expanding agriculture and 
small restaurants. Good connections from city to country and a good recreational access to 
rural areas are important for increasing recreational opportunities in Amstelveen. On the west 
side of the city, the area of Amsterdam Bos is established and maintained as an ecological 
area. The reason is to keep the existing uses as open land development with parks, forest, 
nature, water areas, lakes, etc; not only for Amstelveen but also for Amsterdam and the rest of 
the region. Also this great ecological area protects Amstelveen of noise pollution and 
disturbance coming from Schiphol airport. At the same time, areas in the east side of 
Amstelveen along urban fringe–close to the Amstel river- are kept as open land rural areas, 
especially with storage functions concerning water scheme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.21 The restructuring of Amstelveen. The map shows the new borders of the city, new 
routes to improve regional connections and the concentration of large urban units following 
the modular hierarchical system of the city (author´s drawing).  
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Large urban units on the edges are restructured –keeping the existing urban and green 
structure. Also every large unit has a center with mixed use of uses, concentrating all 
commercial and social functions, as the rest of Amstelveen´s urban quarters.  As result, all the 
parts of the city are part of potential sustainable areas. The re-developed structure of 
Amstelveen shows a clear density development with peaks at large urban unit centers 
accommodating mixed-use of commerce and social functions, giving the opportunity to each 
area to improve identity and sense of centrality.  

 

6. Conclusions 

Hildebrand Frey established the urban quarter’s theory as a tool for the redesigning of existing 
cities, laying down important principles for neighborhoods and district structures. The 
application of this theory is used as a method for the exploration of Eindhoven –specifically 
the district Woensel- and Amstelveen case studies. The elaboration of results indicates that 
Woensel can become part of sustainable areas, through the remapping of the existing city of 
Eindhoven and Amstelveen.     

If we compare both case study outcomes on this level, the results –after evaluation- indicates 
that Amstelveen has more “potential” sustainable areas than Eindhoven. So the following 
question arises: Why Amstelveen is more “advanced than Eindhoven? In other words, why 
does Amstelveen have more “potential” urban areas than Woensel?  The method is applied to 
two different urban situations, but under the same period: Eindhoven as an example of 
industrial city, and Amstelveen as an example of ecological city or “eco-city” –planned under 
the ideas of Dutch naturalism and ecology -, but both cases are examples of modern urbanism. 
However, different urban situations occur: Eindhoven is an existing city with a clear 
transformation phenomenon by dispersion, while Amstelveen is a compact settlement that has 
been planned incorporating natural environment and landscape to its urban composition.  

To understand this difference, from a morphological point of view, we argue that in 
Amstelveen prevails the modular system as a hierarchical structure of the city, with clear 
urban units and with different levels or scales of understanding: units with clear open space 
land, green structure, local amenities, mixed-use development, etc; while in Eindhoven this 
modularity –due to this transformation phenomenon- has been lost.  This could be translated 
in that Amstelveen has a clear idea of urban design that is recognizable. In addition, 
Amstelveen has a clear scale and clear image of the town due to its planning concept; whereas 
in Eindhoven different ideas of urban design can be recognized, as a collage of different 
“styles” of development – or evolutions of urban design ideas-, that can be recognized as 
“expressions” of the Anthropocene period. These configurations have generated that this type 
of cities –as Eindhoven- present serious problems of scale and identity; with urban units that 
have lost their main character, image and planning concept.  
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It is clear that growing urbanization and rapid development of the cities has created conflict 
situations between development of building areas and natural areas, in which, in difference to 
Eindhoven, during the industrial period in Amsterdam there was very much aware concerning 
the problems of overcrowding among working classes, who were denied the experience of 
nature; formulating most environmental and planning laws towards nature conservation; 
which were relevant in the development for Amstelveen. If the city spreads out and loses its 
architectonic and urban organization, it is not only because our relations with natural space 
and to the built environment are changing, but also due to the scale or level in which we live 
in cities are changing too. Therefore, take high importance the idea to reconfigure, redesign 
and understand the city by parts, as a system of different units at different levels that compose 
a whole.  

As a conclusion, it is important to highlight the importance of the sustainability concept as a 
tool, where the underlying strength of the sustainability concept consists of the integration of 
issues –such as economic, social, local activities, distribution, environment, mobility, among 
others- to address urban problems. Thus, it is indispensable to undertake an operational 
approach to the city. As a principle, sustainable development is an intentional notion –defined 
for instance by the well-known Brundtland committee; however, from the perspective of 
urbanism we can state that: “sustainable development is to make the city endurable for the 
future, including of course the existing city, by a process of redesign, taking into account a 
number of relevant indicators o criteria, particularly energy, water, social diversity, materials, 
mobility, and others. These criteria, which are mostly researched by specific disciplines, are 
summarized in three pillars: social, economic, and environmental sustainability, where the act 
of sustainable redesign involves the adequate balance. 

The previous analysis and remapping of the city presented in this chapter are the first steps in 
this redesigning process. Further research needs to be addressed on the next step: how to make 
use of the modularity of the city for the redesigning process. Hildebrand Frey vision and its 
criteria for achieve sustainability address the morphology of the city; however, the main focus 
has to be placed on the design criteria of the theory. The application of Frey´s theory as a 
paradigm of pragmatic design strategy to adjust the form and structure of the city of 
Eindhoven assumes as a starting point that the future sustainable city is the already existing 
city, where “pragmatic” also means that research and design is focused on engagement and 
achievement, because it is not only based on transforming the existing environments, but also 
on the participation of residents and a wide range of stakeholders. Design also involves 
participation. 

The discussions on sustainable urban form need to follow a more heuristic trajectory, 
addressing methods rather than producing one-rule models, one-liners or optimal solutions. 
The ability to change scales lies at the heart of the design process, as well as of the ways in 
which we are related to our surroundings in our everyday lives. Therefore, the vision of the 
city as a modular construct represents an important tool, as a point of departure, to follow this 
trajectory.   
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6 
CASE STUDIES AS EXAMPLES: APPLICATION OF THE CRITERIA OF 

SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN SELECTED LARGE URBAN 
AREAS IN EINDHOVEN 

 

1. Introduction: Identification of one large urban unit and application of Frey´s criteria 
for sustainable urban quarters 

The previous chapter was focused on restructuring the new Woensel, in which urban quarters 
can be cluster into a fully ‘’large urban units’’ made up by the interaction among non-
potential and potential sustainable areas. The identification of one large unit of urban quarters 
is focused on an area with one of the strongest neighborhoods under the evaluation of the 
Hildebrand Frey´s criteria executed on the level of “re-mapping” of the research. This large 
urban unit of neighborhoods will be investigated in depth according to conceptual framework 
(Figure 6.1). This large unit is made up by three urban quarters: De Tempel, Vlokhoven and 
T’Hool, being De Tempel neighborhood the most “potential” sustainable area among them 
according to the evaluation executed in the chapter seven of the research. These three urban 
quarters were built in the sixties and the seventies of the 20th Century, located in Woensel 
north, being a rigid product of modern urban design of Woensel, with a clear modular 
structure. The urban quarters of Woensel, from the 60s and 70s, have the hierarchical structure 
consists of a model based on distribution planning: urban quarters self-supported by own local 
facilities and services, and also green spaces. The urban quarter T’Hool was planned attached 
to the main district center of Woensel (Winkelcentruum Woensel), being the main 
provisioning center for the residents of T’Hool urban quarter (Boumans, 2005).  

In this chapter, the aim is to examine how the existing urban quarters of the large unit selected 
operates, focusing on the built form (planning), social, economic, and environment criteria of 
sustainable urban quarters. The following analysis was elaborated by fieldwork and deskwork 
analysis of data collected, however it was necessary to adapt these aspects to conceptual 
framework sustainable criteria outlined by Hildebrand Frey. In other words, this theory allows 
to determinate which levels of sustainability of urban areas can be assessed on the basis of 
threshold, average, and target values of sustainable urban form. There are three categories of 
sustainability indicators for which “threshold (minimum), “target” (optimum), and “average” 
values are formulated (Frey, 2010).  
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Figure 6.1 Location of the large urban area selected to be analyzed in depth according Frey´s 
criteria (author´s drawing).  
 

2. Application of Planning Criteria of Sustainable Urban Form 

Built form characteristics –or “key planning criteria” according to Hildebrand Frey´s theory 
(Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010; Frey and Bagaeen, 2010) - of sustainable urban quarters entail 
values for: 

• The required local services and facilities including public transport 

• The maximum walking distance from edge to center of the neighborhood 

• The threshold population required to support local amenities 

• The size, area and development density of the urban neighborhood 

• Graded densities of urban neighborhood according to their location in an urban 
district, town or city (increasing density from edge to centre of town/city 

• Vertical and horizontal mix of tenure and dwelling types 

These principles are used as target values on the analysis of the large urban unit selected.  
Target values of urban development are deemed to be values, a city ought to have to become 
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physically, socially, economically and environmentally sustainable; while threshold value are 
regarded as minimum acceptable values of a sustainable city (Frey, 2010). The specification 
of built form –planning- target criteria for achieving sustainable urban areas are illustrated on 
the tables 6.1 and 6.2 below (Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010). 

 

Amenities Target distance Target amenities 
 
Access to urban quarter amenities 

 
150 – 250 m walk 
 
 
 
 
300 – 400 m walk 
 
400 – 600 m walk 

 
Primary school 
Medical surgery 
Corner shop 
Community gardens/allotments 
Playground 
Local shops 
Access to public transport stop 
Post office 
Public house 
Community center and square 
Young meeting place 
Adventure playground 
Sport fields (football, volleyball, etc) 

 
Access to district amenities 

 
600 – 1000 m walk 
 
 
 
1000 – 2000 m walk 

 
Secondary school 
Playing fields 
Park 
Pub (local restaurant-bar) 
District center 
Superstore/larger shops 
Leisure center 
Health center/hospital 
Nature green space 
Integrated public transport system 
Library 
Sport center 

 
Access to city amenities 

 
5000 – up m walk 

 
Cultural/entertainment center 
Higher education 
General hospital 
Stadium 
Cathedral 
City hall 
Major commercial center 
Key museums 
Major theatre + public facilities 
Major natural greenspaces 
University 
Integrated public transport system 

!

Table 6.1 Services and facilities at urban quarter, district and city cores (based on Frey et al, 
2010; Frey and Bagaeen, 2010). 
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Indicators Target/average/threshold 
values 

 for 1 urban quarter (NHB 
around district core) 

 

 
 

Source/comments 

Population 
 

Between 4,000 -10,000 inhab, 
in average 7,500 inhab. 

Standards values for sustainable urban quarters. Source: Barton, 
2003, Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010. 
 
Scales: 
Inhab:  Inhabitants 
gppha: population over total land 
ha:        Hectare 
  
 

Gross population density 
(gppha)  

Target 85 gppha 
Average 66 gppha 

Threshold 54 gppha 
Total area Target       88 ha 

 
Average     113 ha 

Threshold     140 ha 

Net dwelling density  
on estimated housing land 

Target   67 ndpha 
 

Net dwelling density of neighborhoods needs to reflect local 
conditions (Eindhoven 2010)  

Average 50 ndpha 
Threshold 43 ndpha 

Net population density  
on estimated housing land 

Target 141 nppha Standards values for sustainable urban quarters. Source: Barton, 
2003, Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010. 
Scales: 
nppha:  net population over housing land 
 

Average 110 nppha 

Threshold 89 nppha 

Land use  
 

Housing land 
(ha) 

60 %  Standards values for sustainable urban quarters. Source: Barton, 
2003, Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010. 
 
Housing land: residential areas and local access road. 
Non-housing land: communal area, amenities, workplaces, green 
open space, major transport routes  

Non-housing 
land (ha)!

40 %!

Average household size  1,8 – 2.0 pphh  
 

Household size has to reflect local conditions 
(Eindhoven average 2010).  

Connectivity 
(Links to others NBH to district 
and city center) 

Targets A permeable 
street pattern 
 
An integrated 
public 
transport 
system (local 
bus stops, 
nodes, railway 
stations) 

Source: Barton, 2003, Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010. 
Hierarchy system from city centre to home 
 

Distance edge to centre Target 530 m Source: Barton, 2003, Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010. 
 
Scale: 
m: meters 

Average 600 m 
Threshold 670 m 

!
 

Table 6.2 Built form characteristics (planning criteria) of sustainable urban neighborhoods 
(based on Frey et al, 2010; Frey and Bagaeen, 2010). 

 

2.1 Services and facilities  

The urban quarter De Temple has a variety of local services and facilities gathered in its own 
local center. De Tempel was built after 1965 and it is very recognizable: buildings, light 
industry and housings are from the most part dating from the 1970s (Duurzaam Brainport, 
2007); exceptions are just around 50 houses in the east edge of the neighborhood, on the side 
of the John F. Kennedy avenue. The community center is located at the Belgium Square. On 
the southeast side of De Temple there is small industrial estates, which mainly service firms 
are located. De Temple has a local shopping center in Belgium Square. Diverse local shops 
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make up the shopping center: a large supermarket, two boutiques, cafeteria, pharmacy, café, 
Chinese restaurant, barber and post office (Figures 6.2A and 6.2B).  

Vlokhoven have a lack of local services and trade facilities. In the center of Vlokhoven, along 
the Hovenseweg Street, there are some services. T’Hool is located next to the Shopping 
Woensel district center. Due to its closeness, the district center contributes with amenities and 
trade support not only for T’hool, but also to Vlokhoven urban quarters. Concerning to other 
amenities, there are three educational establishments present in De Temple neighborhood: one 
secondary school, one Montessori basic school, and finally one school for special education 
(Figure 6.2C). There are enough educational establishments supporting in the area with good 
access by walking distance to all inhabitants of these urban quarters. In relation to leisure 
facilities, there are varied of facilities specifically for young people. In general, De Tempel 
has a variety of functions for young residents, especially within the park Henri Dunant, as an 
important open space for recreational functions. The presence of one church in the area, 
located in Vlokhoven neighborhood, is from 1920 this place as an important value for the 
community (Figure 6.2D). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6.2 (A) Neighborhood shopping center located in Belgium square in De Tempel; (B) 
Diverse of local shops in De Tempel urban quarter; (C) Primary school located in De Tempel 
urban quarter; (D) Historical church in Vlokhoven neighborhood. Author´s photograph, 2010.  

B 

C D 

A 
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Therefore the urban quarter De Tempel meets the most of the planning criteria, having a 
number of required local amenities. However primary and secondary schools are not located 
in a core area or central high street, so accessibility could become rather difficult. Also, 
amenities such as medical surgeries, sport field facilities, local bar-restaurant, culture facilities 
and police central station are required. The aim is to enable all inhabitants of an urban quarter 
accessing local amenities on foot, especially valuable for those in the community who are not 
highly mobile (Frey et al, 2010), to reduce car dependency and also to enable all inhabitants of 
an urban quarter accessing higher level amenities provided in neighborhood, district, and city 
centre core areas using public transport. Culture facilities into the area are limited, as well as 
there is not health equipment at neighborhood level, there is only access to Catharina Hospital 
located at the end of Montgomery Avenue, at the district center. 

2.2 Accessibility to local services, facilities and public transport 

To establish the walking distances to local amenities and public transport into the existing 
neighborhoods, the analysis is focused on to determinate if the case study meets the target 
values distances and target amenities established in the Table 6.1. This table shows the 
possible standards for accessibility to local services (Barton et al, 2003; Frey, 1999, Frey et al, 
2010). According to the planning criteria, there is a general agreement that the maximum 
walking time to access amenities -at neighborhood level- is 10 minutes (Frey et al, 2010); 
however, there are some discrepancies regarding walking speed. According to Urban Task 
Force, a 5 min walk covers 500 meters (Frey et al, 2010). This walking speed is equivalent to 
a distance of 6km/h. Barton et al. suggest that the average walking speed is 1.4m/seg (Barton 
et al, 2003), which is classified as “easy health walk around the neighborhood”, and 5-minutes 
walks covers 400 meters, a 10 minutes walk 800 meters.    

According with the table 6.1, target uses and maximum walking distances are described in 
relation to local amenities at neighborhood and district level (Frey et al, 2010). Using these 
target values, several of maps were elaborated describing the walking distances to existing 
local amenities and public transport stops in the large unit under study (see annex). This 
analysis by maps was translated in the table 6.3 below, describing the existing quality and 
accessibility to local services and facilities by distance, converted to local survey, average in 
walking distance time estimated. According to the application of this principle of the method, 
the quality of local amenities –mainly shops- is good in De Tempel main Square, however, the 
quality of some facilities located in the industrial area is rather poor, as well as in Vlokhoven. 
The most of them are closed and are not well maintained. The quality of the district center 
Woensel is good concerning to accessibility and infrastructure. Open space and community 
gardens/parks is rather poorly designed and maintained especially in Vlokhoven. Henry 
Dunnant Park, however, has a good quality, with many functions for young and diverse social 
groups of inhabitants, not only at local level, but also city/level. 

The conclusion is that the most of required local services and facilities –according to the 
planning criteria- are present on these urban quarters, as well as they meet the most of target 
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distances to local amenities; some of them are not, however, in Vlokhoven neighborhood. The 
most of the local amenities are located in a core area of Belgium Square in De Tempel, and 
also in the district center of Woensel in T’hool area. Due to this centrality, the accessibility to 
local amenities is good especially by foot and bike in relation to local shops, education 
services, public transport stops, and community center especially in De Tempel urban quarter. 
Accessibility to the district level amenities, such shopping center Woensel and Catherina 
Hospital is good too from the three urban quarters. 

 
Indicator 

 
Existing amenities 

 
Existing values 

 
Value (quantity 
of functions in 

3 neigh) 

 
Access in min 

(to edge) 

 
Score 

 
Environment Quality 

 
Quality of local amenities 
neighborhood level 
 
Quality of local amenities at 
district level 
 
Quality of open 
space/gardens/community 
parks 

   
poor to good 

 
 

good 
 
 

Mostly poor, except 
Henry Dunnant Park  

 
Walking access to local 
services and facilities in 
minutes  

 
Medical surgery  
Playground /Primary schools 
Local shops  
Access to public transport 
stop 
Post office 
community center and square 
(for each quarter) 
Young meeting place/ 
Sport fields 
 
Church 
Secondary school 
Park 
Health center/hospital 
District center/Larger shops 
Integrated public transport 
system 

 
2   
4  
 
8  
6 
 
3 

2 (tempel/t’hool) 
6 

 
 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
 

at city center 
 
 

 
12.01 min 
8.5 min 

 
6.75 min 

5.0 – 6.0 min 
 

9.0 min 
10  min 

 
6.0 – 7.5 min 

 
 

19.5 min 
24.2 min 
18.1 min 
30 min 

23.6 min 
 

67.3 min 
 
 

 
poor 
good 

 
v.good 
good 

 
good 

good (tempel/thool) 
poor(vlokhoven) 

good 
 
 

good   
good   
good 
good  

v.good 
 

v.poor 
 

 
Total average 

 
36 

 
Good 

! 	  

Table 6.3 Operationalization of the planning criteria: access to existing local services and 
facilities in the large urban unit of three urban quarters, describing environment quality and 
walking distance by time estimated -local survey- (author´s elaboration, based on fieldwork 
analysis, cbsinbuurt.nl, Eindhoven.buurtmonitor.nl, Frey et al, 2010; Fret, 2010).	  
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In the figure 6.3 it becomes clear that there is good public transport connection between the 
urban quarters and the city center. Public transport line goes through of the community 
center/square of De Temple, crossing on F. Roosevelt Street, connecting with T’Hool and 
Vlokhoven quarters as well. However, the inside streets in De Tempel are not well designed to 
public transport mobility, considering size and wide. Sometimes is possible to appreciate 
congestions because of autobuses. Despite to this, public transport allows good accessibility 
by bus stops near the main local services and facilities such as Catharina Hospital, Shopping 
center Woensel, local shops in Belgium square in De Tempel, and park Henry Dunnant.	  

Concerning to mobility, there are bicycle lanes networks through the center of the 
neighborhoods that allow a good accessibility and connection with the center of the city and 
with surrounding neighborhoods, as well as with facilities of district level like Shopping 
Woensel, Henri Dunant Park and sport park Woensel. The road structure provides a good 
digestion of smooth traffic management in the neighborhoods of the large unit area 
(Duurzaam Brainport, 2007). Into the neighborhoods is possible to appreciate another level of 
mobility, local streets with sidewalks for pedestrians and bike paths for bike mobility 
connections in the central street of each neighborhood, however internal streets are designated 
also for parking functions and car uses, with hard surfaces on its street. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3 Connectivity by public transport and general mobility in the large urban unit 
selected (author´s drawing, based on Morfologische Atlas Eindhoven, 2005). 
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2.3 Total population, area, and the gross population densities 

In the large urban unit selected, the existing population is 10.632 inhabitants; in which around 
the 50% of the population is belonging to urban quarter De Tempel with 5.028 inhabitants. 
According to the planning criteria, the existing population is short of the target value for three 
urban quarters (Table 6.4). In relation to the table 8.4, and according to the method, the target 
value of total population for an urban quarter around a district core is between 4.000 and 
10.000 inhabitants, in average 7.500 inhabitants; these target values are the optimum to 
support the development of local services and into an urban quarter (Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 
2010; Frey and Bagaeen, 2010). That is, as a target value for the three urban quarters, the 
average of population required for a neighborhood around a district core has to be 21.000 
inhabitants. The analysis in the table describes that the urban quarter De Tempel is the only 
that meets the size optimal for total population, while T’hool and Vlokhoven fail to meet this 
criterion. The existing population of the large unit is 10.632 inhabitants, being short of the 
target value for three urban quarters. According to the planning criteria, neighborhoods of 
T’hool and Vlokhoven are poor areas in terms of gross population, in which are not able to 
support local services and facilities; especially Vlokhoven urban quarter, since T’Hool area is 
dependent to district center Woensel.     

Concerning to existing size and area, the large unit selected has 209 ha, which urban quarter 
De Tempel is the largest area with 119 ha; Vlokhoven has 56 ha, and T’Hool has 34 ha (table 
8.4).  According to the target values established by the planning criteria concerning total area 
(Frey, 1999; Fret et al, 2010), the urban quarters T’hool and Vlokhoven are too small for 2 
urban quarters, but have good size –both together- for 1 urban quarter; while urban quarter De 
Tempel has a good size, close to average and threshold target values. Therefore, with the 
joining of these three urban quarters the large urban unit has a size/area of 209 ha, this size is 
close of the target value –optimum- for three urban quarters. Despite to the existing low 
population number, existing gross population density in the urban quarters of T’hool and 
Vlokhoven is high, close to the average target value, with over 60 gppha. De Tempel urban 
quarter presents a low gross population density, under the threshold value. 

2.4 Net dwelling and population densities, land uses, and dwelling types  

Regarding net population densities and the net dwelling densities of an urban quarter the 
target values for best scenarios are described in the table 6.4. Also, existing values of the large 
unit case study are compared with target values scenario. It is obvious that with growing 
distance edge to centre the total area, the gross area per person and the net area per person of 
an urban quarter grow exponentially. This means that the lower the density more and more 
land is needed, but conversely that less and less land is saved the higher density gets. Barton 
et al, suggest that land savings are not very great because the land-take of other uses such as 
schools and parks goes up in proportion to population. Densities higher than 70 dpha 
(dwellings per hectare) are only beneficial in city, town or district center areas where high 
land values justify the more complex infrastructure costs (Barton et al, 2003, p. 202).  
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The net population and dwelling densities within an urban quarter are likely to vary depending 
on the location of housing closer to the urban quarter’s edge or centre to generate a variety of 
housing types that cater for households with different socio-economic profiles and lifestyles. 
Furthermore, the net population and net dwelling densities of an urban quarter located closer 
to the center of an urban district –as the case of large urban unit selected- are likely to be 
higher than those tabled below for the town/city edge location (Frey et al, 2010).  Graded 
densities in urban quarters are strongly recommended (Frey, 1999). The reason is clear: an 
urban quarter with a continuous density from edge to centre would tend to favour similar 
development forms throughout and might therefore, at least with a conventional design of 
urban blocks and dwelling forms, reduce the variety of dwelling types that are required to 
achieve a socially mixed population. The argument is that both elderly people and young 
professionals generally prefer more central locations in flatted accommodation with higher 
densities and a mixture of uses in order to be closer to services and facilities and live in a 
more vibrant environment. In comparison, young families with small children generally prefer 
edge locations with lower densities in form of family houses in a quieter and greener 
environment. Higher densities around the mixed-use centre of urban quarters also provide the 
opportunity to generate sense of centrality and a focal point (Frey et al, 2010).  

In the analysis elaborated of the table 6.4, the net population density in the urban quarter De 
Tempel is 70 nppha; this existing value is quiet close to the optimal threshold value, however 
it is too low in relation to the target. Urban quarters T’Hool and Vlokhoven have an optimal 
net population density over the threshold optimal value. This means that the number of 
inhabitants into the area is rather low, under the target value according to the key planning 
criteria of sustainability.  

In relation to net dwelling density, the average dwelling density of urban neighborhoods needs 
to reflect local conditions (Frey et al, 2010). In this case the Eindhoven average for instance is 
1.8 pphh. In this sense, according to the key planning criteria for urban quarters, target values 
of net dwelling density is taken from Eindhoven 2010 average, using statistical data from CBS 
(Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek, 2010). In the table 6.4, the analysis establishes that 
Vlokhoven and T’Hool are denser neighborhoods in comparison with De Tempel, in which 
the existing values are over to the average value expected. The potential sustainable 
neighborhood De Tempel is the lowest among them, due to great part of the total area is 
designated to open space; while T’Hool and Vlokhoven present high net dwelling densities.  
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Indicators Existing values neighborhoods Woensel Target values 
 (for 1 urban 

quarter) 

Comments 
 

De Tempel 
 

Vlokhoven 
 

T´Hool 
Total population 
(inhabitants) 

5.028 3.533 2.071 Between 4,000 -
10,000, in average 

7,500  

De Tempel meets the size 
range for total population, 
while population in Vlokhoven 
is short of the target for 1 
urban quarter, being not able 
to support local services and 
facilities. 

Gross population 
density (gppha)  

42 63  61 Target 85 
Average 66 

Threshold 54  

Gross population density in 
Vlokhoven is over the 
threshold, but De Tempel 
presets a low gross 
population density. 

Total area 
 (ha) 

119 56 34 Target 88 
Average 113 

Threshold 140 

De Tempel has a good size, 
close to average and 
threshold target values; 
However Vlokhoven existing 
area is too small for 1 urban 
quarter. 

Net dwelling density  
on estimated housing 
land 
(ndpha) 

36,4 47 47 *Target 67 
Average 50 

Threshold 43 
*dwelling density of 

neighborhoods needs to 
reflect local 

conditions(Eindhoven 
2010) 

 

Dwelling density in De 
Tempel is lightly under 
threshold, but has graded 
density development from 
edge to centre. Contrary, 
Vlokhoven presents 
continuous density from edge 
to centre, tending to favour 
similar development forms 
and therefore having reduced 
variety of dwelling types that 
are required to achieve a 
socially mixed population. 

Net population density  
on estimated housing 
land (nppha) 

70,8 99,2 92,6 Target 141 
Average 110 

Threshold  89 
 

Existing net population 
density in De Tempel meets 
the threshold value; while in 
Vlokhoven is close to the 
optimal average.  

Land use  
(ha) 

Housing 
land 

71 59,7% 35,6 64% 66% 60% De Tempel has consistency 
with the optimal target value, 
having a good balance 
between housing and mixed-
use of land.  

Mixed-use 
land 

48 40,3% 20,4 36% 34% 40% 

Average household size 
(pphh) 
 

2,1 2,0  1,8 – 2.0  
(Eindhoven average) 

In both neighborhoods, 
household size is close to 
Eindhoven average  

Walking 
access to 
local 
amenities 
 (min.) 
 

amenities Value 
(min.) 

score Value 
(min.) 

score Value 
(min.) 

score Target distances (m.) In De Tempel there are all 
required local services and 
facilities, specially located in 
a core/central area at 
Belgium square. Vlokhoven 
lacks of local shops with poor 
access but except for 
schools, local park, church, 
and district facilities. 

Primary 
school 

8,5 good 6,75 good  good 150 - 250 m walk 

Local 
shops 

6,75 good 13,1 poor  very 
good 

300 - 400 m walk 

Public 
transport  

5-6 good 8,37 poor  poor 300 - 400 m walk 

Community 
Park  

8,25 good 9,1 good  good 400 - 600 m walk 

 
Post office 

 
7,50 

 
good 

 
12 

 
poor 

  
good 

 
400 - 600 m walk 

!

Table 6.4 Comparison of built form “planning” characteristics of the large urban unit with 
target values of key planning criteria for sustainable urban quarters: current population, gross 
densities, net population and dwelling densities, land uses, and accessibility (author´s field 
survey, data based on CBS, Frey, 1999, Frey et al, 2010). 
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In relation to land uses, Vlokoven and T’Hool have great land size destined to residential uses, 
while De Tempel have a good balance between housing and non-housing land. Non-housing 
land in this urban quarter has functions destined for parks and local services and facilities. 
According to the key planning criteria, target value for non-residential use of land is 
established by 40% of the total land. This have to include mixed use of land; that is, land for 
green and recreational uses like parks, sport fields, agriculture, also for mobility, local 
amenities, and workplaces. Land for residential uses should be established by 60% of the total 
land. The main reason is not only to reach a degree of self-sufficiency and local economy, but 
also to improve access to local work places and amenities into the urban quarters (Frey, 1999; 
Fret et al, 2010).  

According to the existing values in the urban quarters Vlokhoven and T’Hool, there is a slight 
discrepancy between the existing and target land uses categories, with a percentage of non-
residential use of land under the target values proposed. However, the existing land uses 
values in the potential urban quarter De Tempel have consistency with the optimal values 
established by the criteria. De Tempel meets with 40.3% of land destined to non-housing land, 
and with a 59.7% for housing land uses.  

As a conclusion, T’Hool and Vlokhoven are very compact urban units, presenting a 
continuous density from edge to centre, which both tend to favour similar development forms 
throughout and therefore have a reduced the variety of dwelling types that are required to 
achieve a socially mixed population. According to the method, these both neighborhoods are 
compact and fail to meet required land size for non-housing uses. On the other hand, the 
neighborhood De Tempel has a graded density development, allowing variety of housing 
types; which is higher than T’hool and Vlokhoven urban quarters. 

In relation to dwelling types, the total number of housings into the large urban unit is of 
around 5.015 dwellings, in which De Tempel is made up by 46.6% of the total average, with 
2.330 dwellings. The main features are: they have two or three storey with a hood, in which 
the high of the cover varies. In Vlokhoven there are a large number of multi-family housings, 
being part of a several repetition of “stamps”. In the diagram illustrated in the figure 6.4 it has 
been classified the predominant “stamps” identified in the large urban unit, as examples of 
dwelling types and dwelling densities, which are highly recognized in the study area. In the 
three urban quarters there is a lack of vertical and horizontal mixture of dwelling types, failing 
in meet the key planning criteria; being areas without a great variety of housings and also 
consolidated as a monotonous built environment development.  
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Figure 6.4 Examples of stamps patterns, dwelling types and dwelling densities in the large 
urban unit under study, compared with target values for housing types according to planning 
criteria of Frey´s theory (author´s drawing). 

 

Following the diagram illustrated above, four types of stamps are identified: 

• Type 1 has a typical modern urban design concept of stamp, with terraced housing 
and density of 43 dpha, meeting the threshold value according to key planning 
criteria (Frey et al, 2010). This type of stamp is predominant from the post-war 
period, with dwellings partially built among the 60’s and 70’s. This is the case of 
urban quarter De Tempel and Vlokhoven (Figure 6.5A). 

• Type 2, with terraced housing and density of 24 dpha. As the same as the type 1, this 
stamp is from the modern urban period, with two storeys as the average scale.  This 
kind pattern of single family row-dwellings, typical from the post war period, is 
highly present in De Tempel urban quarter, as well as in the urban quarter 
Vlokhoven.  According to the key planning criteria, in Vlokhoven the absence of 
diversity of housing is an important characteristic (Figure 6.5B).     

• Type 3, a typical multi- family apartment/block, with a density of 77 dpha and an 
average of 48 families per unit. In urban quarters of T’hool and Vlokhoven this type 
of tenement block is appreciated along its boundaries (Figure 6.5C); with four or 
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more storey –such as also in the edge of Henry Dunant Park in De Tempel-, are 
designated as complex housings and apartments.  

• Type 4 -according to Frey, 1999- has a typical suburban layout (single family semi-
detached and detached housing) with a density of 16 dpha, highly below the 
threshold value of 43 dpha, according to the key planning criteria. These kinds of 
stamps are located on the east side in De Tempel neighborhood, in which a variety of 
housings can be appreciated with different pattern development (Figure 6.5D). These 
dwellings were built during the ´90s. Also this type is recognizable in the east side of 
T’hool and also in the “old ribbon” in Vlokhoven. 

 

Figure 6.5 (A) Single family terraced housing; (B) Row-housing development from modern 
urbanism which is highly predominant in the existing built environment of the large urban 
unit; (C) multi-family tenement block mainly present in T’hool and Vlokhoven 
neighborhoods; (D) Single family detached housing development mainly present in De 
Tempel urban quarter (Author´s photograph, 2010).    

 

 

B A 

C D 
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3. Application of Economic Criteria of Sustainable Urban Form 

Key importance regarding economic criteria of sustainability is that an urban quarter’s 
population should be socially inclusive and economically balanced (Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 
2010). Economic sustainability –key economic criteria of Hildebrand Frey theory- of the 
urban quarter’s population expresses itself clearly in two key characteristics: 

• A balanced profile of economically active and inactive people of working age: this 
profile is the result of social characteristics of households (population age profile and 
educational achievements). 

• A balanced range of land and property prices and rent levels 

The economic performance of an urban quarter’s population depends on the social 
characteristics of people and households (Frey et al, 2010). Table 6.5 lists the key economic 
characteristics of the urban quarter. Only Two economic indicators are important at the 
strategic planning stage: the percentage of those economically active and inactive, and the 
range of property prices and rent levels. According to the key economic criteria, in 
Preparation for the Eindhoven urban quarter´s investigations, the target profile for the first 
characteristic has been set at the Netherlands average. However, other recommendations for 
rental levels and property prices could not be found. 

 

Table 6.5 Key economic characteristics of sustainable urban neighborhoods, in relation to 
local conditions of the city of Eindhoven (based on Frey et al, 2010; Frey, 1999; Centraal 
Bureau voor de Statistiek –CBS, 2010). 

 

Indicator 
 

Target value (Key economic criteria) Source/comments 

Economically Active 
(%) 

70% Percentage of economically active and inactive 
people aged 15-65 for Eindhoven. The 
Netherlands average is the target (The 
Netherlands average, 2010). 
 

Economically Inactive 
(%) 

30% 

Average income recipient  
(euro per year) 

18.600 The average disposable income per person  
(euro per year). The national average -The 
Netherlands, 2010- is the target. 
 

Income groups distribution 
(%) 

Characteristic Target value The Netherlands average ( 2010) is the target. 
Low income 40% 
Moderate income 40% 
High income 20% 

Car/van ownership per 
household  
(%) 

Characteristic Target 
value 

Threshold 
value 

Car ownership in the area is indicative for 
employment and income levels (Frey et al, 2010; 
Frey, 1999). The Netherlands average is the 
target, Eindhoven average is the threshold 
(2010). 

Car ownership 45,1% 43,5% 

Non-car 
ownership 

54,9% 56,5% 

!
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3.1 Economic active and inactive population 

It is obvious that the tax and pension fund payments of the economically active support those 
who are economically inactive, the largest percentage of whom are retired people. It is equally 
obvious that the portion of the economically active should far higher that of the economically 
inactive in order to keep tax and pension contributions at a reasonable level (Frey et al, 2010). 
According to analysis summarized in table 8.6, the categorization of economically active and 
inactive population is based over working age population between 15-65 years old. People 
who receive wage out of working activity are classified into economically active group. 
Economically inactive groups include to unemployed and disabled people. The existing 
situation describes that the percentage of the economically active is well below the national 
average -considered to be the target-, while the percentage of economically inactive 
population is pretty high. The reasons for these existing conditions could be as follows: 

• The existing elevated percentage of elderly people living these areas, especially in 
Vlokhoven neighborhood. The presence of elderly care housings in this 
neighborhood could influence over this percentage. 

• These neighborhoods, in general, are dependent on the metropolitan region of 
Eindhoven, especially with respect to work and jobs.      

• The lack of variety or mixture of different tenure and housings types, to support 
social and income mix. 

Corporations do much in the neighborhood and therefore there is not impoverishment. Sale of 
rental accommodation is an option. Positive is the presence of a retirement home in sheltered 
housing, in De Tempel neighborhood. Therefore, efforts need to address not only to attract 
economical active people into the area, but also the implementation of new work/jobs areas 
supporting the local economy, as well as the possibility to offer education, culture and 
training; to improve, thus, the economic profile of the area. 

3.2 Local Income levels 

It is possible to appreciate that there is a good income recipient balance in relation to the 
targets (Table 6.6). In the urban quarters De Tempel and T’hool, the income recipient is so 
close to the national average (Duurzaam Brainport), while the average of Vlokhoven is low. In 
relation to the income distribution groups, the national average establishes that a low-income 
distribution is a disposable annual income of less than 13,900 euros, while a low-income 
average is a disposable income higher or equal to 24,300 euros; establishing averages of 40 
per cent for low income and 20 per cent for high incomes (CBS, 2010). The existing situation 
in the large urban unit describes that there is a low-income domain, especially in Vlokhoven 
neighborhood; in which there is not only a considerable percentage of older inhabitants, but 
also a monotonous development of housing development. In De Tempel is the exception, in 
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which the moderate incomes groups are predominant, with a good balance of incomes groups. 
The great number of rental housings present in the area –around 70%- is straight connected to 
the large low-income group of population. The concept of social rental housing is based on 
governmental sponsoring which is aimed to shelter the lower income population (CBS, 2010). 
However, the middleclass percentage group is more or less equal to higher in relation to the 
national standards, especially in De Tempel.   

3.3 Car ownership per household 
 
The number of car ownership is an indicative to have known about the existing employment 
and income levels situation into a determined area (Frey et al, 2010). For a sustainable urban 
quarter a high percentage of car ownership is not desirable, especially when used in the urban 
quarter, town/district and city. In any case, not owing a car does not always mean having a 
low income (Frey et al, 2010). According to the method, car ownership in T’Hool is relatively 
low, but people living in this part of the city are generally well off as they can afford some 
high property prices in the city. With good local services and facilities and with good public 
transport a car is not really needed. Parking the car in these areas –T’Hool and Vlokhoven 
specially- is a problem as the result of a rather high overall development density and the 
predominance of on-street car parking.  Therefore, there are a quite low percentage of people 
that have and use car into the urban quarters, especially in Vlokhoven and T’Hool. The 
existing low car ownership percentage is indicative of low employment and income levels – as 
well as there is a great dependence to Eindhoven metropolitan area (table 6.6). 

Table 6.6 Application of key economic criteria in the large urban unit: economically active 
and inactive population, average income recipient, income groups’ distribution, and car 
ownership per household (author´s elaboration, data based on Centraal Bureau voor de 
Statistiek –CBS, 2010, Frey 1999, Frey et al, 2010).    

Indicator Existing values neighborhoods Woensel Target value (Key 
economic criteria) Tempel Vlokhoven T´Hool 

Economically Active 
(%) 
 

62% 
 

63% 
 

62% 70% 

Economically Inactive 
(%) 
 

38% 
 

37% 
 

38% 
 

30% 

Average income recipient  
(euro per year) 
 

16.000 
 

15.600 
 

17.800 
 

18.600 

Income groups 
distribution 
(%) 

Low income 41% 47% 43% 40% 

Moderate income 45% 43% 40% 40% 

High income 14% 10% 17% 20% 
Car/van ownership per 
household  
(%) 

Aspect Existing values (%) Target Threshold 

Car ownership 44,9% 39,2% 39,35% 45,1% 43,5% 

Non-car ownership  
55,1% 

 
60,8% 

 
60,65% 

54,9% 56,5% 

!
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4. Application of Social Criteria of Sustainable Urban Form 

Social inclusiveness –or key social criteria- of an urban quarter expresses itself in a 
combination of specific characteristics (Frey et al, 2010): 

• A balanced population age profile: it influences population renewal and the steady 
need for, and support of, services and facilities; 

• A balanced mix of household types and sizes: it prompts the type and size of the 
accommodation required by households; 

• A balanced profile of educational achievements of people of working age: it affects 
employment and income levels, a balance of economically active and inactive 
people, and the steady use of a wide range of services and facilities.  

The analysis of the existing values for social characteristics of the urban quarters De Tempel, 
T’hool and Vlokhoven were compared using target and threshold values that reflect the local 
conditions of the city of Eindhoven, according to key economic criteria of Frey´s theory. 
Table 6.7 lists the key social characteristics for a sustainable urban quarter. 

 

Table 6.7 Key social criteria of sustainable urban neighborhoods in relation to local conditions 
of the city of Eindhoven (based on Frey et al, 2010; Frey, 1999; Centraal Bureau voor de 
Statistiek –CBS, 2010). 

 

Indicator 
 

Target value (key social criteria) Source/comments 

Population age profile 
(%) 

18% of population age 0-14 Target value needs to reflect local 
conditions; based on Eindhoven average 
as target (CBS, 2010) 
 

12% of population age 15-24 
27% of population age 25-44 
28% of population age 45-64 
15% of population age 65+ 

Housing size 
(%) 

Single 45% 

Without children 27,9% 

With children 27,1% 

Mixture of dwelling 
types 
(%) 

Single-family 
housing 
 

47,9% Principal distinction is between single 
family housing (detached and semi-
detached) and multi- family housing 
(including flats). Based on Eindhoven 
2010 (CBS). 
 

Multi-family 
housing 

52,1% 

Rent and sale 
housing 
(%) 

Rent housing 
 

42,3% Target value needs to reflect local 
conditions. Target based on Eindhoven 
average, 2010 (CBS, 2010). 
 

Sale housing 57,7% 

Average housing value 
(Euro) 

€ 229.000 

!
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4.1 Population age profile 

According to the social criteria, two main factors are responsible for the social exclusion in 
residential areas. The first factor is that households with similar socio-economic profiles make 
similar choices in the selection of the place in the city they want to live in. Accordingly, 
similar households tend to cluster in particular locations. The choice of location is a function 
of a household’s age profile, type and size, educational achievement and income level, health, 
and ethnicity, but also of the quality, price and rent levels of dwelling on offer, the quality of 
local facilities and the quality of the surrounding built and natural areas (Frey et al, 2010). The 
second factor is that both the private and public housing agencies tend to provide dwelling 
types as uniform clusters, for example: suburban detached units for young families with 
children; “affordable” family units in less prestigious locations; “private-rented” units in areas 
around the city centre for migrating people; “old people’s homes” in the surrounding 
countryside; etc. Accordingly, not only dwelling types with their different price and rent 
levels are spatially segregated, but also the dwellers and their households are socially and 
spatially segregated according to ethnicity, age, educational achievements, employment and 
income. Therefore, to achieve a socially inclusive city generally requires the transformation of 
its residential areas, specifically social housing estates, into mixed tenure areas (Frey et al, 
2010).  

In the case study approach (Table 6.8), population age profile in the area is characterized by a 
large group of elderly people, mainly living in De Temple and Vlokhoven. According to the 
method, this is because there is a care resident building located in the south part of 
Vlokhoven. Also, this high percentage would mean that in this area many moves can be 
expected in the next years, because many elderly people want to leave in an appropriate 
elderly housing stock. In addition, in De Tempel neighborhood the people aged 15-24 is pretty 
low, in comparison with the average of Eindhoven, that people aged 65+ is high. This again 
shows that the area is made up by typical old neighborhoods extension. In De Tempel, older 
residents are proud of their homes and they want to live there as long as possible, while new 
residents are younger and the connection with the neighborhood is smaller. They form a new 
network in the neighborhood, outside the older people around (Duurzaam Brainport, 2007). In 
the other hand T’hool presents a great number of young people, especially people aged 15-24, 
in comparison with people aged 65+ is rather low. This means that in this neighborhood there 
are many families with children living in. Therefore, in comparison with target values of the 
city of Eindhoven, the people aged 65+ is rather high; people aged 0-14 and 25-64 is low in 
the large unit. However, young people aged 15-24 meets the target value of Eindhoven 
average.  

Concerning population ethnicity profile, the social structure in the large unit area is made up 
by 33.7% of immigrants and with 66.3% of native people, as it is showed in the table 8. The 
most of immigrants living in this area are belonging from non-western countries. Specifically 
in the urban quarter Vlokhoven there are a high number of Moroccan and Turkish residents. 
However in relation with the Eindhoven average values, there is a quite-low percent of native 
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people living in, as well as a quite increase number of immigrants. In general, there is a good 
balance of native and immigrants in the urban quarters –especially in De Tempel 
neighborhood- , with values quite similar to the average value of Eindhoven.  

4.2 Households size and composition 

The household size profile in the three urban quarters is close to the average Eindhoven 
profile, two persons per household as average. This means that there is a low percent of 
families with children living in the area. In relation with the household composition, the 
percentage is pretty close to the average of Eindhoven, except by the large level of families 
without children in De Tempel.  Also, there are a large percentage of single person 
households, especially in the urban quarters of T’hool and Vlokhoven. These areas were built 
during the 60’s and elderly people who moved in during that time still live there on their own. 
Besides elderly people, young professionals move in that type of housing because of the low 
housing price, and high number of rental housing. According to the table 6.8, the low 
percentage of households with children and high percentage of two persons per household, 
given this, these neighborhoods are relatively made up by elderly inhabitants (from 45 years 
to older), especially in De Temple.  

4.3 Dwellings type, and rent and sale housing 

In relation to dwelling types, there is a high percentage of single family housing (detached and 
semi-detached) in the three urban quarters as well as a low number of multi-family housing or 
flats apartments, according to the average of Eindhoven. Concerning to rental and sale 
properties, there is a high percent of rental housing into the large urban unit. Compared with 
the existing values of Eindhoven, there are a high percentage of rented dwellings in the three 
neighborhoods, while the percentage of sale housing is rather low. It is possible to conclude 
that these urban quarters have not a good balance of rental-owner properties, with a low 
percentage of owner occupied dwellings in the existing neighborhoods. Also, there is a very 
low average of houses price in these areas, especially in Vlokhoven and T’hool, compared 
with the existing target values of Eindhoven. With over the 70% housings rented and a low 
cost/price of tenements, there is a lack of mix dwellings types and mixed price/rent levels in 
these areas. For instance, De Tempel was developed after 1965 and has mainly low-rise 
rentals. The buildings of the area consist of rental properties in the majority and owner-
occupied properties. The houses are partly built among 1960-1969 and after 1970, then the 
variation of housings is hard to find. On the east side of this neighborhood is located the hub 
called Zwin, built up in the late of 90’s, with the more expensive properties in the sector; 
property for sale in the area can be found on the edges along park Henry Dunant only. There 
is no impoverishment in the neighborhood (Duurzaam Brainport, 2007). In general, the 
potential urban quarter De Tempel, T’hool and Vlokhoven areas are characterized by a lack of 
home ownership, as well as with a lack of variety of dwelling types (Table 6.8). 
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Indicator Existing values large urban unit in 
Woensel 

Target value 
(key social 

criteria) 

Source/comments 

Tempel T´Hool Vlokhoven 

Population 
age profile 
(%) 

population 
age 0-14 

15% 14% 16% 18% In comparison with target 
values, in the large urban unit 
the people aged 65+ is rather 
high, with low percentage of 
people aged 0-14. The 
average of young people aged 
15-24 meets the target value 
of Eindhoven average 

population 
age 15-24 

9% 15% 13% 12% 

population 
age 25-44 

22% 29% 25% 27% 

population 
age 45-64 

26% 23% 22% 28% 

population 
age 65+ 

27% 19% 25% 15% 

Housing 
size 
(%) 

Single 33% 45% 44% 45% The household size profile in 
Vlokhoven and T´hool is very 
close to the target value of 
Eindhoven average 2010. 

Without 
children 

38% 29% 28% 27,9% 

With children 29% 26% 28% 27,1% 

Mixture of 
dwelling 
types 
(%) 

Single-family 
housing 
 

86,2% 52% 63,1% 47,9% In general, the three urban 
quarters are characterized by 
a lack of home ownership, as 
well as a lack of variety of 
dwelling types.  

Multi-family 
housing 

13,8% 48% 36,9% 52,1% 

Rent and 
sale 
housing 
(%) 

Rent housing 
 

74% 72% 75% 42,3% 

Sale housing 26% 28% 25% 57,7% 

Average housing value 
(thousands of euro) 

€ 190.000 € 178.000 € 170.000 € 229.000 

Population 
ethnicity 
profile 
(Number of 
population/ 
%) 
 

Natives 
(Dutch) 

3.699 74% 1.317 64% 2.176 62% 72% In general, there is a good 
balance of native and 
immigrants in the urban 
quarters –especially in De 
Tempel- , with values close to 
the target value. 

Immigrants 
(western + 
non-western 
immigrants) 

1.399 26% 754 36% 1.357 38% 28% 

!
Table 6.8 Comparison of social characteristics of the large urban unit with target values of key 
social criteria for sustainable urban quarters: population age and ethnicity profile, housing 
size, dwelling types, rent and sale housing, and average of housing value (author´s 
elaboration, data based on Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek –CBS, 2010, Frey 1999, Frey et 
al, 2010). 

 

5. Application of Environmental Criteria of Sustainable Urban Form 

The key environmental criteria for sustainable urban quarters express itself in a number of 
ecological concepts: 

• Landscaping/ environment biodiversity 

• Ecological traffic/mobility 
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• Energy use and conservation 

• Water management and waste recycling 

Due to the lack of more detailed information about Woensel –especially concerning to energy 
and water management-, the following investigation is focused on environment criteria 
including characteristics for landscaping and biodiversity, ecological traffic and mobility, and 
waste management – as it is explained in depth in chapter four. The ecological characteristics 
tested on the case study are summarized next. 

5.1 Landscaping and biodiversity 

Woensel district meets this concept expressed within the environment criteria for 
sustainability. Accordingly, Woensel has several green areas especially on edges. Into the 
large urban unit, there are important green open spaces such as parks and open spaces with 
variety of vegetation species and natural sources of water. For instance, in De Tempel is 
located one of the most important green open spaces for the community and city: Park Henry 
Dunant. This park acts as main nature conservation area and recreational space for De Temple 
and the district Woensel. The park keeps local flora and fauna conservation (Figure 6.6A). In 
addition, the park is well equipped, with several vegetation species connected by recreational 
paths and areas for recreational activities such as sports, camping, and playgrounds for whole 
community. 

Besides park Henri Dunant, other public open spaces are located in the residential areas of 
Vlokhoven and T’Hool, as small spaces for recreation used for sport activities, playgrounds 
and contemplation; however these places lack of biodiversity conservation. Vlokhoven has a 
green open space at the north of the neighborhood. Its maintenance could be better. According 
to the method, this green space looks so neglected that the neighborhood has no positive 
image out.  

5.2 Ecological traffic/mobility 

Main green corridors are ecological structures next to the city main roads, constituting an 
ecological traffic. Trees are planted near structures that appear to be contained in the green 
identity of the city. Green structures cover main avenues. This structure is built up mainly by 
trees connections over the routes. One of the key goals in the key planning criteria was the 
drastic reduction of vehicular traffic in the area, to reduce pollution and give street spaces 
back to the people (Frey et al, 2010). According to this, in the large urban unit is possible to 
appreciate the main green structure along streets and avenues, especially the green corridor 
along of J. Kennedy Avenue in the east-side. The presence of large and leafy green corridors 
on the east urban edge of Vlokhoven play an important role as ecological barrier, to neutralize 
the noise arising from the J. Kennedy Avenue and to create a better urban landscape. Into the 
neighborhoods, the presence of large trees over streets creates a good functionality, especially 
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in De Tempel for instance, in which streets are “landscaped” at the periphery of the urban 
quarter (Figure 6.6B).  

However, these urban quarters of Woensel fail in meeting some concepts of the criteria; 
mainly focused on to reduce car usage into the urban quarters. According to the method, 
streets and other public spaces are playgrounds for children and places for social interaction; 
also, no parking in front of the house or on private property for large parts of the residential 
areas; a 30 km/h speed limit on main access roads, a 5km/h speed limit in residential areas 
(Frey et al, 2010). As stated by, De Tempel and Vlokhoven urban quarters lacks in meeting 
these concepts, with parking in front of the house along internal residential streets, being areas 
with no car-free living. If it is true that bicycle line networks are connecting internal streets, 
internal streets are public spaces that do not generate places for social interaction, especially 
in Vlokhoven (Figure 6.6C). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.6 (A) Biodiversity conservation of flora and fauna in park Henry Dunant; (B) 
Landscaping of residential streets and networks of bicycle routes along edges at De Tempel; 
(C) Cars park in residential streets at Vlokhoven and Tempel; streets are poor places for social 
interaction. (Photo B adapted from Google map 2010, Photo A and C by author 2010).  
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5.3 Waste recycling system 

Woensel meets the concepts of waste recycling and management in residential areas, 
according to the key environmental criteria for sustainability. In regard with, the city has a 
system for household’s collection of waste separately. The system consists in to separate the 
collection of residential solid waste by underground containers having, thus, a positive effect 
on public space: recycling saves resources and energy. The National Waste Management Plan 
(LAP) establishes the framework within which the city of Eindhoven must manage the waste 
(Milieuvisie Plan, Gemeente Eindhoven, 2005). The main concepts are as follows: 

• Prevention 

• Product Recycling 

• Material Reuse 

• Recovery 

• Removal of conversion into energy 

• Disposal other than landfill  

• Deposit 

The waste disposal system, in households, consists in containers located at the public space. 
These containers are placed underground, mini containers are emptied efficiently so the risk of 
contaminating the public space is minimal. Containers receive the organic waste, needing of 
roughly two meters wide, two meters long and three meters deep. Waste disposal system is in 
line with the aspirations of citizens (Milieuvisie Plan Eindhoven, 2005). The collection of 
waste is fully mechanized and organized as one of the normal works into the city. Besides, 
high-tech modes of transport are used to collect waste and transport.  Following environment 
criteria for sustainability, it is possible to conclude as follows: 

• Presently, the collection of household waste is fully mechanized and optimized in the 
neighborhoods of Woensel (especially De Tempel, Vlokhoven and T´hool). 

• In regard with household, waste recycling takes place at minimum cost maximum. 

• The amount of household waste has been reduced to 10% of the amount in 2000 
(Boumans, 2005, Milieuvisie Plan, Gemeente Eindhoven, 2005). 

• The inhabitants of Eindhoven are aware of the consequences of their consumption; 
they buy products with less or no harmful substances. 
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5.4 Energy use and conservation 

The key goal with regard to energy concept in the environment criteria for sustainable 
neighborhoods (Frey, 2010) is an effective reduction of the energy requirements of all 
residential buildings. According to the method, buildings in these neighborhoods do not 
employ clean renewable energy consumption; the production of electricity and heating is 
mainly based on coal and gas power plants (ECN, 2009). For households, the ECN –Energy 
Centre of the Netherlands- observes that households primarily consume gas and electricity. 
The electricity network in Woensel is a conventional electricity grid (Brouwners, 2010). 
Energy conservation by using renewable energy sources are part of the agreements with 
developers and housing associations. The starting point is that renewable energy is generated 
in the city itself. The opportunities for this lie in developments such as new construction and 
renovation of households, offices and schools (Milieuvisie Plan Eindhoven, 2005). In regard 
with different alternatives and concepts, to achieve this, will be considered and then put into 
practice: 

 
• “Smart grid”; a smart grid is an electricity network that can cost efficiently integrate 

the behavior and actions of all users connected to it –generators, consumers and those 
that do both- in order to ensure economically efficient, sustainable power system 
with low losses and high levels of quality and security of supply and safety” 
(ERGEG, 2009). From sustainability perspective the smart grid is expected to 
stimulate consumers to be more economical. Smart technology should also allow 
more efficient grid operation so less energy is lost in transportation and distribution. 
(Brouwners, 2010). 

• The energy consumed in Eindhoven for 2020 will be 25% generated by renewable 
energy; in 2004 sustainable electricity contributed 4% to the national electricity 
production. In 2009 this has grown 9% to the total national electricity production 
(CBS, 2009). It is expected this percentage will continue to increase due to policy 
aimed at achieving the EU goal for the national energy production to be 20% 
sustainable by 2020. 

• Electrical cars; the introduction of electricity vehicles (EV) with home charging will 
increase the total use of electricity in households. It shifts energy transport away 
from the petrol distribution system towards the electricity distribution networks. 
ECN predicts the amount of electrical cars to be 250,000 by 2020 and rise to a total 
of 900,000 by 2040. They additionally forensee a total of 2,400,000 Plug in hybrid 
electric cars to be in use by 2040. In total electrical transport would represent 35% of 
the total car transport effort (ECN, 2009).    

• “Trias Energetica”; this concept helps residents in the city to save energy, reducing 
our dependency on fossil fuels, and save environment. The concept stands three main 
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elements: 1) Reduce the demand for energy (energy saving); 2) to demand the 
maximum use of renewable energy sources (sustainable energy); 3) Use fossil fuels 
as efficiently as possible (efficient conversion) (Milieuvisie Plan Eindhoven, 2005). 

 

6. Conclusion: Diagnosis by Application of SWOT-TOWS model analysis  

As conclusion, a logical SWOT-TOWS model is applied as a method to the case study 
diagnosis of urban unit’s analysis under Frey´s criteria of sustainable urban quarters. This 
method is used to evaluate the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats involved in the 
study area. SWOT method can provide a good basis for successful strategy formulation. 
Strengths are characteristics that give it an advantage or potential; Weaknesses are 
characteristics that place the disadvantages of the current performance; Opportunities are 
external chances to make greater profits or investments in the environment; and Threats are 
external or internal elements in the environment that could cause troubles for the future 
(Dyson, 2004).   

The SWOT analysis is an established method for assisting the formulation of strategy, aiming 
to identify the strengths and weaknesses of a project as well as the opportunities and threats. 
In the evaluation and identification of the factors analyzed by the SWOT, often one builds the 
strategies on the strengths, eliminating the weaknesses, exploiting the opportunities and 
countering the threats. Also, the strengths and weaknesses are identified by internal 
assessments while the opportunities and threats by external assessments.  

However, having identified these factors is possible to convert this linear process of 
elaboration of strategies in an interactive process of relations between the factors considered 
for the formulation of strategies within design process. A variation of SWOT analysis is the 
TOWS matrix (Dyson, 2004). In the TOWS matrix the various factors identified are paired 
and overlapped; for example the balancing of an opportunity with a strength, with the 
intention of simulating a new strategic initiative (Dyson, 2004); or an opportunity with a 
weakness with the target to transform a weakness factor in an opportunity strategy, as well as 
to lay down “strong threats” and “weak threats” factors. In other words, the advantage of 
SWOT analysis or TOWS matrix as a tool is its attempt to link internal and external factors to 
encourage the generation of new strategies (Table 6.9).  

To identify new strategies, the strengths and opportunities (SO) refers to a “maxi-maxi” 
strategy in which here strategies use strengths to maximize opportunities; in other words, how 
strengths could take advantage of the opportunities. The strengths and threats (ST) refers to a 
“maxi-mini” strategy, in which strategies use strengths to minimize threats: how taking 
advantages from the strengths is possible to avoid potential threats. Weaknesses and 
opportunities (WO) are a “mini-maxi” strategy, referring to strategies that minimize 
weaknesses by taking advantage of opportunities. And finally, the matrix weaknesses and 
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threats (WT) are “mini-mini” strategies or defensive strategies, referring to how strategies 
might minimize weaknesses and avoid threats.    

Layering-overlap relations of analysis components  

 

Table 6.9 The TOWS matrix for formulation of strategies (based on Dyson, 2004). 

 

Diagnosis of key environment criteria by SWOT 

 

Table 6.10 Diagnosis of key environment criteria by SWOT-TOWS model. 

Towns Matrix model (Dyson, 
2004) 

Strengths 
 

Weaknesses 
 
 

Opportunities 
 
 

SO strategies WO 

Threats 
 
 

ST WT 

Scenario driven Strengths 
• The collection of household waste 

is fully mechanized and optimized. 
• Consolidated green structure and 

parks to support biodiversity by 
conservation of flora and fauna  
 

Weaknesses: 
• Heating is mainly based on coal 

and gas power plants in 
Households, No renewable energy 
use.  

• Poor quality of public and green 
spaces mainly in Vlokhoven and 
T´hool 

• There is not waste collection 
system at public spaces 

Opportunities: 
• The city-framework “trias 

energetic” aims a sustainable 
Eindhoven for 2030 by six 
concepts: waste, soil, noise, air, 
climate and outdoor security. 

• The 20% of energy consumption 
wll come from renewable energy 
in 2020. 

SO strategies: 
• Increase natural parks into the 

neighborhoods. 
• Promotion of low energy house 

standard 
 

WO: 
• Promotion of a “smart grid”  
• To improve waste system 

collection by separation and re-use 
of materials in public spaces. 

• To implement a “tree plan” on 
streets, avenues and public spaces. 

Threats: 
• Gas and coal consumption in 

households emits CO2, declining 
air and local environment.  

• The presence of high traffic on the 
edges roads of Vlokhoven and 
Tempel create a negative impact of 
mobility and acoustic quality with 
CO2 emissions and noise 
pollution. 

• Green spaces in Vlokhoven look 
neglected, so the neighborhood has 
no positive image out. 

ST: 
• To reduce car usage in urban 

quarters: car-free living 
• Increase trees on streets and edges 
• Promotion of electrical cars 

 

WT: 
• Improving the design quality of 

public spaces and local parks in 
T’hool and Vlokhoven 
 

!
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Diagnosis of key planning criteria by SWOT 

Scenario driven 
 

Strengths 
 

• The area has most required local 
amenities, especially gathered in 
its own local center at Tempel 
neighborhood and Woensel center; 
in which accessibility is good by 
walk, bike and public transport.  

• Tempel meets size and total 
population with 5.028 inhabitants, 
to support local services and 
facilities.  

• Tempel has a positive balance 
between housing land and mixed 
use of land by 59,7% and 40,3% 
respectively. 

• Tempel has a graded density 
development, allowing variety of 
housing types. 

Weaknesses: 
• Lack of vertical and horizontal 

mixture of dwelling types, being 
areas without a variety of housings  

• T’hool and Vlokhoven are too 
short to be 1 urban quarter in terms 
of population and size. 

• With parking in front of the house 
along internal residential streets, 
these areas are no car-free living. 
Streets are public spaces that do 
not generate places for social 
interaction 

• Existing land use profile in 
Vlokhoven and T´hool diverges by 
36% and 34% respectively. 

• Low gross population and net 
dwelling densities in Tempel   

Opportunities: 
• The good balance of land uses in 

the three urban quarters would 
allow not only to reach a degree of 
self-sufficiency and local 
economy, but also to improve the 
access to local work places and 
amenities.  

 

SO strategies: 
• By developing disused plots and 

units, number of residents in 
Tempel should be increased by 
2.472 inhabitants to achieve target 
value. 

• Remodeling should focus on 
providing core areas in central 
locations to improve local access, 
mixed uses and generate focal 
point. 

WO: 
• Joining of Vlokhoven and T’hool 

will correct size and area by 56 ha 
to 90 ha 

• Improving design quality of public 
spaces specifically local parks in 
Vlokhoven and T´hool to balance   
non residential uses and achieving 
target radio 

• Promotion of multi-storey car park 
at edge of residential area, to  
become streets attractive for social 
gathering and communal spaces 
 

Threats: 
• Industrial areas in Tempel and 

Vlokhoven have a poor quality and 
are being neglected. This declining 
could generate a negative image 
out of the neighborhoods. 

• The reduced variety of dwelling 
types -vertical and horizontal 
mixture- in the area is a negative 
situation to achieve a socially 
mixed population. 

ST: 
• Developing disused/underused 

industrial areas to relocate existing 
facilities and create a new core 
area to become attractive mixed-
use communal spaces  

• Replacing unoccupied dwellings 
by new units with high design 
quality, will increase net dwelling 
densities 

• By increasing net dwelling 
density, regeneration needs to 
provide a large of dwelling types 
to attract larger families 

 

WT: 
• Developing and revitalizing 

industrial area in a mixed use land 
houses services & facilities on 
ground level and flats above. This 
raises the housing land and 
increase net dwelling densities. 

• New mixed use land houses 
services & facilities on ground 
level and flats above, in a core 
area to increase vertical and 
horizontal mixture of housing 
types, becoming attractive for 
different population profiles. 
 

!
 

Table 6.11 Diagnosis of key planning criteria by SWOT-TOWS model. 
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Diagnosis of key economic criteria by SWOT 

Scenario driven Strengths: 
• Good balance income groups in 

Tempel meeting Dutch average as 
target 

• Presence of local economies in 
Tempel: restaurants, shops, 
hairdressers, etc. 

• T´hool car ownership is rather 
low, due good access by walking 
to local services and facilities. 

Weaknesses: 
• Low income and employment 

ranks in Vlokhoven  
• High levels of rental housing by 

70%  is straight connected to the 
large low income group  ranks in 
the area 

• The percentage of economically 
active is below the Dutch average, 
considered to be target. 
 
 

Opportunities: 
• Middle incomes groups, highly 

present in Tempel, is a positive 
impetus to increase local jobs and 
attract economic active population 

• The presence of private 
corporations and business in 
Tempel is an opportunity to attract 
economically active people with 
higher educational achievements 
would help improving ranks of 
income and employment. 
 

SO strategies: 
• Maintaining small local economies 

and developing new potential 
economies related with training 
and education packages, are 
needed for those not economically 
active.  
 

WO: 
• To achieve the target of 3,117 

economically active people would 
require an increase of that 
population group by 3,519.   

• Increasing variety of housing 
quality, size and type would 
promote diversity of dwelling 
types and fix values of price/rent 
levels  

Threats: 
• A high level of economically 

inactive people in the areas due 
increased percentage of elderly 
people makes the area less 
attractive for large families. 

• Dull image that makes the 
neighborhood attractive for people 
with few opportunities in the 
housing market, creating just one-
sided for the population 
composition. 

 

ST: 
• Renovation of housings types (by 

demolition or rehabilitiation) to 
promote the housing variation and 
thus attract economically active 
people (young professionals) as 
well as fixing income ranks 
according to the Dutch average as 
target. 

• Business renovation, so there will 
be more opportunities for jobs and 
also rental sites might increase. 

 

WT: 
• Implement more local jobs for 

attracting economically active 
people, especially with higher 
educational achievements, that 
would help improving rank of 
income and balance social profiles.    

!
 

Table 6.12 Diagnosis of key economic criteria by SWOT-TOWS model.	  
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Diagnosis of key social criteria by SWOT 

Scenario driven Strengths: 
• High group of younger residents 

aged 15-25 in T’hool, mainly 
families with children living in, 
due closeness to local services and 
facilities. 

• Variety of organization and 
community groups in the three 
urban quarters 

• Good balance of native and 
immigrants in the area, meeting 
average values of Eindhoven as 
target 

 

Weaknesses: 
• Unbalance social mix age profiles, 

by people aged 15-25 is rather 
low, and high aged +65    

• Very low percentage households a 
family with children and high 
household size is pretty under 
Eindhoven average as target.  

• With an average 73% of housing 
rental and low cost/price of 
tenements, urban quarters are 
characterized by a lack of home 
ownership, as well as a lack of 
variety of dwelling types.  
 

Opportunities: 
• The variety of local organizations 

and the existence of community 
centers is a good impetus for 
generating social participation. 

SO strategies: 
• Maintaining social mix in T´hool 

to increase owner-occuped 
housing to impulse social 
participation in Tempel. 

• Households size profile in 
Vlokhoven and T´hool meets 
Eindhoven averages as targets by 
attracting young families for 
population renewal  

WO: 
• A transformation of residential 

areas, specifically social housing 
estates into mixed tenure areas, to 
contribute for achieving a socially 
inclusive urban quarters 
 

Threats: 
• There is a dominance of elderly 

people and a lack of young 
residents with children living in 
the Tempel and Vlokhoven. Due 
this inflexible social mix age 
profile, neighborhoods are going 
to decline in the future.   

ST: 
• Regenerate households types and 

size –especially social housing 
estates in Tempel- to attract young 
families with| children for 
achieving a social inclusive area. 

WT: 
• Increasing owner-occuped units by 

30,7% as average, to achieve the 
targets for a balance rental/sale 
properties.  

• Population renewal: achieving 
target value profile requires 150 
add people aged 15-24; 251 add 
people aged 25-44. With 401 
additional people of these age 
groups the achievable people 
meets the target. 
 

!
 

Table 6.13 Diagnosis of key social criteria by SWOT-TOWS model.	  
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7 
CASE STUDIES AS EXAMPLES: APPLICATION OF THE CRITERIA OF 

SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN SELECTED LARGE URBAN 
AREAS IN AMSTELVEEN 

 

1. Introduction: Identification of One Large Urban Unit and Application of Frey´s 
Criteria of Sustainable Urban Form 

This chapter aims is to determinate which levels of sustainability of urban areas can be 
assessed on the basis of threshold, average, and target values of sustainable urban form. There 
are three categories of sustainability indicators for which “threshold (minimum), “target” 
(optimum), and “average” values are formulated (Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010); gathered 
according to the criteria of built form-planning, social, economic, and environment for 
sustainable urban quarters.  The large urban unit of neighborhoods selected is made up by 
three urban quarters: Kostverloren, Bankras and Buitengebied noord; being this last one the 
most non-potential sustainable areas of Amstelveen according to the evaluation executed in 
the chapter seven of the research. 

 

2. Application of Planning Criteria of Sustainable Urban Form 

2.1 Local services and facilities  

Due Amstelveen have a hierarchical structure consisting of a model based on distribution 
planning, urban quarters of Amstelveen are self-supported by own local facilities and services. 
Although the number of shopping precincts that make an area self-sufficient has decreased, 
there are still 23 larger and smaller areas where shops are located, in which Kostverloren and 
Bankras urban quarters are not the exception. These urban quarters have their own facilities, 
consisting of at least several local shops with daily sold products. Their local centers are 
recognizable by two observable factors: first, local center makes difference with built 
environment context by tall buildings as different scale; and second through of the 
identification of varied functions, such as post offices, diversity of local shops, primary and 
secondary schools. Kostverloren center is located at shopping center Kostverloren gatheriong 
the most of the local services and facilities, as same as Bankras shopping center -Bankrashof- 
located in the south side (Gemeente op maat Amstelveen, 2009). 

Kostverloren shopping center is made up by diverse local amenities: supermarkets, boutiques, 
hairdressers, pharmacies, Chinese and Greek restaurants, post offices, and a variety of local 
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shops and trade facilities (Figure 7.1A and 7.1B). Buitengebied-noord has a lack of local 
services and trade facilities. However in the south of and along the Amstel River, many 
restaurants and some trade facilities are located. Concerning to educational services, there are 
a variety of educational establishments located in Kostverloren and Bankras: playgrounds, one 
Martin Luther King primary school, one catholic basic school, one especial basic school, and 
one secondary school (Figure 7.1C); their location allow good access by walking distance to 
all inhabitants of these neighborhoods. In relation to recreational facilities, there are varied 
facilities mainly for young people. For example, Buitengebied noord has a variety of leisure 
facilities such as sport fields, fitness center, and diversity of parks and green open spaces 
(Figure 7.1D). 

Therefore, urban quarters Bankras and Kostverloren meet the planning criteria concerning to 
services and facilities, having mostly all required local amenities. Primary and secondary 
schools are located in a core area of the urban quarters in a central high internal street, so it 
becomes easy to access. Also, the presence of medical surgeries and centers at neighborhood 
level, as well as sport fields and young meeting places, are a good connected by walking 
distance. According to the key planning criteria, the main reason is to enable all inhabitants of 
an urban quarter accessing local amenities on foot, especially valuable for those in the 
community who are not highly mobile; to reduce car dependency, and also to enable all 
inhabitants of an urban quarter accessing higher level amenities provided in neighborhoods, 
town and city center core areas using public transport (Frey et al, 2010).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.1 (A) local shopping center in Kostverloren; diverse local shops at Bankrashof 
commercial center in Bankras; (C) School for special education in Kostverloren; (D) 
Recreational facilities at Buitengebied noord. Author´s photograph, 2010.   

A B 

C D 
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2.2 Accessibility to local services, facilities and public transport 

To establish the walking distances to local amenities as well as accesses to public transport in 
the existing neighborhoods, the analysis was focused on standards or approaches as target 
distances and target amenities (Table 7.1).  In order to evaluate if this existing areas are 
sustainable urban quarters, they ought to have the amenities and the supporting target 
population. The table 1 shows the possible standards for accessibility to local services 
(Barton, 2000; Barton et al, 2003; Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010). These standards are used as 
target values on the analysis of the large urban unit selected.   

Target uses and maximum walking distances are described in relation to local amenities at 
neighborhood and district level (Barton et al, 2003; Frey, 2010). Using these target values as 
optimal, several maps were elaborated describing the walking distances to existing local 
amenities and public transport stops in the large unit under study. These maps were translated 
in the table 7.1, describing existing quality as well as accessibility to local services and 
facilities in distance by walking, converted to local survey, average in time estimated; it was 
used an average walking speed equivalent to a distance of 4 km/h. The quality of local 
amenities –mainly shops- is good in Kostverloren and Bankras urban quarters. Parks and open 
green space quality is very good, well designed and maintained.  

According to the planning criteria, the conclusion is that Kostverlkoren and Bankras quarters 
have the most of required local services and facilities, meeting all target distances to local 
facilities. The most of the amenities are located in the core area of Kostverloren shopping 
center and Bankrashof center. The accessibility is therefore very good, except for integrated 
public transport that is located only in Amsterdam Zuid station. In this sense, an integrated 
public transport node is required in Amstelveen –at town level. Existing residential areas in 
Buitengebied noord quarter do not have access to public transport, even to the few local 
amenities. The quality of local shops is good, especially in Kostverloren. Many medical 
surgeries –such as dentist, therapy and physiotherapy- are located in these neighborhoods. The 
access by foot is very good in relation to local shops, education services, public transport 
stops, and parks and leisure spaces in Kostverloren and Bankras. 
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Indicator 

 
Existing amenities 

 
Existing values 

 
Value (quantity 
of functions in 

3 neigh) 

 
Access time in 

min by walk 
(from amenity to 

quarter edge) 

 
Score 

 
Environment Quality 

 
Quality of local amenities 
neighborhood level 
 
Quality of local amenities at 
town level 
 
Quality of open 
space/gardens/community 
parks 

   
good 

 
 

very good 
 
 

very good  

 
Walking access to local 
services and facilities in 
minutes  

 
Medical surgery  
Playground /Primary schools 
Local shops  
Access to public transport 
stops 
Post office 
community center and square 
(for each quarter) 
Young meeting place/ 
Sport fields-parks 
 
Church 
Secondary school 
Park 
Health center 
Integrated public transport 
system(station) 

 
7   
5  

           18  
13 

 
2 
2  
 

10 
 
 

2 
1 
4 
2 

 (Amsterdam 
south) 

 
4.5 min 
7.5 min 

       6.75 min 
5 min 

 
9 min 

10.5 min 
 

9.7 min 
 

 
9 min 

18 min 
12 min 

13.5 min 
45 min (by walk) 

 
 
 

 
very good 
very good 

             very good 
very good 

 
good 
good 

 
good 

 
 

very good   
good   
good 
good  
poor 

 
 

 
Total average 

 
66 

 
Very good 

!
 

Table 7.1 Access to existing local services and facilities, describing environmental quality and 
walking distance by time estimated (local survey). Based on fieldwork analysis, CBS, 2010, 
Amstelveen.buurtmonitor.nl, Frey et al, 2010; Fret, 2010. 

 

In relation to mobility, there are bicycle lines networks along the urban quarters allowing 
good accessibility and connection with the center of Amstelveen and with the urban quarters 
around, as well as with other important local amenties at district/town level like Amstelveen 
Stadplein, Cobra museum, park Amsterdamse Bos, Amstel river, among others large facilities. 
In the map in the figure 7.2, it becomes clear that there is a very good transport stop 
connection by tram and bus to the city of Amsterdam, and also with the rest of urban quarters 
and the city center of Amstelveen. The public transport line goes through around Kostverloren 
and Bankras urban quarters, along Benelux and Olympiade avenues, generating good 
connections by bus and tram stops in these areas, even both avenues with good design for 
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public transport mobility considering size and wide.  Nevertheless there is no public transport 
connection to Buitengebied noord area. Despite to this, public transport system allows good 
accessibility to main shopping centers of the neighborhoods by tram and bus, as well as with 
other main amenities around, such as for instance to Sport areas, park Middelpolder, 
Amsterdamsche cricket club, etc.    

There are two main roads to the center of Amstelveen –Benelux Avenue and Oranjebaan. The 
district access roads allow a good connection with other location into the province. For 
instance, the Benelux Avenue, located along the west-edges of the urban quarters 
Kostverloren and Bankras, is the city access road and has a top regional function, ensuring an 
easy access to the other urban quarters of Amstelveen. This road has three different types of 
transport mobility: bike, tram and car. In the south-edge of Bankras the highway A9 is located 
above the urban quarters allowing regional and national connection. This situation could 
generate noise pollution and discomfort because of the great noise generated by traffic and car 
velocity. Therefore the existing road structure provides a good digestion of smooth traffic 
management, in the urban quarters of the large unit. Into the neighborhoods is possible to 
appreciate another level of mobility, with local streets –hub level- with different texture on 
street surfaces for pedestrians, car and bike mobility.  

2.3 Total Population, area, and gross population densities 

The existing population in the large urban unit of neighborhoods is 9.985 inhabitants, in which 
around the 93% of the total population is located in the urban quarters of Kostverloren and 
Bankras, with 4.345 and 4.870 inhabitants respectively. According to the planning criteria, the 
average of population required for a “NBH” around a district core has to be 21.000 inhabitants 
(Frey, 2010). However, due Buitengebied noord is a rural area in the city, it is taken as target 
the average of population of 14.000 inhabitants for two urban quarters. In other words, the 
existing location of the urban quarters is around to the district/town core of Amstelveen. In 
this way, it is used as threshold target values around 7.000 and 14.000 inhabitants for the three 
urban units together. The analysis in the table 7.2 describes that urban quarters Kostverloren 
and Bankras are closed to the threshold value of total population number, while Buitengebied 
urban quarter has a very low number of inhabitants pretty far under the threshold. This is 
because this urban quarter has a semi rural character in Amstelveen. According to the 
planning criteria, Kostverloren and Bankras meet the size optimal for total population, while 
Buitengebied fail to meet this criterion. In overage, the existing population of these areas is 
9.985 inhabitants, being quite short of the target value for two urban quarters. 
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Figure 7.2 Public transport system, infrastructure characteristics and uses in the large unit 
selected (based on CBS, 2010; author´s field survey). 

 

In terms of existing size and area, Kostverloren and Bankras have a total area of 78 and 87 ha 
respectively, being areas which are pretty close to the target value established by the key 
planning criteria (Frey, 1999; Frey et al, 2010). According to the criteria, these both urban 
quarters have a good size and area respectively to support the development of local services 
and facilities. Concerning to gross population density, both urban quarters are under the target, 
but meeting the threshold with 56 gppha. This means that the existing areas of Kostverloren 
and Bankras have a good size to be 1 urban quarter each one, while Buitengebied size area is 
over the average size area to be 1 urban quarter and its gross population density is rather low 
in relation to the minimum values. Therefore, the existing gross population density in 
Kostverloren and Bankras is 56 gppha each one respectively, this value is over the threshold 
and quite close to the average established by key planning criteria of sustainability; a good 
scenario to support the development of local amenities into these urban quarters. Buitengebied 
noord presents a low gross population density, with poorly 2 gppha –according to the key 
planning criteria-, caused mainly to be an open land with rural character and wetlands 
development. 
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2.4 Net dwelling and population densities, land uses, and dwelling types  

Regarding net population densities and the net dwelling densities of an urban quarter the 
target values for best scenarios are described in the table 7.2.  In the table, existing values of 
the three urban quarters are compared with target values of optimum scenarios established by 
the key planning criteria of Frey´s theory. Within the analysis, the net population density of 
Kostverloren and Bankras urban quarters is 170 nppha and 162 nppha respectively. According 
to the key planning criteria, these existing values of population over housing land are too high 
in relation with the threshold values and average values as targets. Buitengebied noord has a 
net population density too low in relation with the target values estimated by the criteria. This 
means that the land designated to residential uses of these urban quarters –Kostverloren and 
Bankras- is rather low, while in Buitengebied noord the existing low net population density 
means, obviously, that the number of population over housing land is rather low.   

Concerning to net dwelling density, the average net dwelling density of urban quarters needs 
to reflect local conditions (Frey et al, 2010), in which target, average and threshold have to be 
related with the average of size of household. In this case, the values are defined according to 
Amstelveen average: 2 persons per household (pphh). In this sense, according to key planning 
criteria, the “target” value of net dwelling density is taken from Amstelveen 2010 average, 
using statistical data from CBS (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2010). In the table 7.2, 
according to the key planning criteria of sustainability, the analysis establishes that 
Kostverloren and Bankras are denser neighborhoods than Buitengebied noord, in which 
existing values are over Amstelveen average. Kostverloren and Bankras present very low net 
dwelling densities in relation to the targets, in which the existing number of dwellings over 
land is quite close to the threshold optimal value. The reason is because these both urban 
quarters have great presence of land uses destined to the development of green open areas, 
such as parks, public gardens, canals, and green development.  

In relation to land uses, kostverloren, Bankras and Buitengebied noord have a great size of 
land destined to non-residential uses, with functions mainly oriented to green spaces. 
According to the planning criteria, Bankras and Kostverloren have an unbalanced relationship 
of land uses, with open space used as parks, water corridors, parking, and squares, as well as 
land assigned for local amenities for the local community: local shop, educational facilities, 
and business private companies; with low percentage of destined to residential uses. In the 
table 2 are described the percentages of existing land uses of the three urban quarters 
compared with the target values established by the key planning criteria of sustainability. 
Regarding with the operationalization of the planning criteria in the urban quarters of 
Amstelveen, Kostverloren, fails to meet the criteria with 44 % for residential land uses. The 
non-residential land in this neighborhood is used mainly for open space. Bankras 
neighborhood has a considerable 64% of total land destined to non-residential uses, failing to 
meet the criteria as well as Kostverloren (Figure 7.3). The figure 7.3 shows graphically the 
slight discrepancy between non-residential with residential land uses.      
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Indicators Existing values neighborhoods Amstelveen Target values 
 (for 1 urban 

quarter) 

Comments 
 

Kostverloren 
 

Bankras 
 
Buitengebied N 

Total population 
(inhabitants) 

4.345 4.870 770 Between 4,000 -
10,000, in 

average 7,500  

Kostverloren and Bankras 
meet the size optimal for total 
population, while Buitengebied 
fail to meet this criterion. The 
existing total population of 
these three areas is 9.985 
inhabitants, being quite short 
of the target value for two 
urban quarters. 

 Gross population 
density (gppha)  

56 56  2 Target 85 
Average 66 

Threshold 54  

Kostverloren and Bankras are 
under the target, but meeting 
the threshold with 56 gppha. 
This means that these areas 
have a good size to be 1 
urban quarter each one, a 
good scenario to support the 
development of local 
amenities. 

Total area 
 (ha) 

78 87 436 Target 88 
Average 113 

Threshold 140 

Bankras has a good size and 
area to support the 
development of local services 
and facilities. 

Net dwelling density  
on estimated housing land 
(ndpha) 

27,1 27,6 0,8 *Target 76 
Average 58 

Threshold 49 
*dwelling density of 

neighborhoods 
needs to reflect 
local conditions 

(Amstelveen 2010) 

Net dwelling densities in 
Kostverloren and Bankras are 
very low in relation to the 
targets and threshold optimal 
values according to the key 
planning criteria of 
sustainability.! 

Net population density  
on estimated housing land 
(nppha) 

170,4 162,3 60,6 Target 141 
Average 110 

Threshold  89 
 

Net population densities in 
Kostverloren and Bankras 
urban quarters are too high in 
relation target values as 
optimal. This means that the 
land designated to residential 
uses of these urban quarters 
is rather low. 

Land use  
(ha) 

Housing 
land 

34,11 44% 31 36% 12,7 2,9% 60% An unbalanced relationship of 
land uses presents 
Kostverloren and Bankras 
neighborhoods, failing to meet 
the target values of land uses.  

Non-
housing 
land 

43,89 56% 56 64% 423,3 97,1% 40% 

Average household size 
(pphh) 
 

2,1 1,9 2,5 2.0  
(Amstelveen 

average) 

In Kostverloren and Bankras, 
household size is close to 
Amstelveen average  

Walking 
access to 
local 
amenities 
 (min.) 
 

amenities Value 
(min.) 

score Value 
(min.) 

score Value 
(min.) 

score Target distances 
(m.) 

In Kostverloren and Bankras 
there are all required 
amenities located in a 
core/central area. Except for 
Buitengebied noord, access by 
walking and public transport to 
local services is good to very 
good. 

Primary 
school 

7 Very 
good 

8 good - Very 
poor 

150 - 250 m walk 

Local 
shops 

6,5 Very 
good 

6,75 Very 
poor 

- very 
poor 

300 - 400 m walk 

Public 
transport  

4,5 Very 
good 

6 good - Very 
poor 

300 - 400 m walk 

Community 
Park  

10,5 good 10,5 good 20-25 poor 400 - 600 m walk 

Post office 9 good 9 good - Very 
poor 

400 - 600 m walk 

!  

Table 7.2 Comparison of built form “planning” characteristics of the large urban unit with 
target values of key planning criteria for sustainable urban quarters: current population, gross 
densities, net population and dwelling densities, land uses, and accessibility (author´s field 
survey, data based on CBS, Frey, 1999, Frey et al, 2010). 
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Figure 7.3 Existing total sizes of residential and non-residential land categories in the large 
urban unit in Amstelveen (based on Gemeente Amstelveen, 2010; CBS, 2010). 

 

In relation to dwelling types, Amstelveen is almost entirely a residential town in which the 
citizens are not attached to their homes; in fact, four in ten Amstelveen citizens live at the 
same address for less than 5 years, and 18% lives at the same address for twenty years or more 
(Gemeente Op Maat Amstelveen, 2009). The total number of housings into the large urban 
unit is around 4.845 dwellings, in which Bankras is made up by 50% of the total of housings 
in the area, with 2.400 dwellings. The figure 7.4 describes the most predominant “stamps” 
identified in the urban quarters. Four types of stamps and densities are identified: 

• Type 1 is the main stamp of Kostverloren and Bankras urban quarters.  This stamp is 
made up by terraced housing with densities of 49,2 dpha (dwellings per hectare), 
meeting the threshold value scenario according to key planning criteria (Frey et al, 
2010). Dwelling types are characterized to be mainly row housing pattern typical 
from the second half of the twenty-century (‘60s and 70s’), with variety of horizontal 
mixture especially in Kostverloren urban quarter (Figure 7.4A). 

• Type 2 is the typical modern urban design concept of stamp with terraced housing 
and density of 41 dpha, under the threshold value according to the planning criteria 
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(Frey et al, 2010). Dwellings are partially built among 1960 and 1970. Also, the 
absence of diversity of mixture of housing types, in this kind of stamp, is the most 
important feature (Figure 7.4B). 

• Type 3, multi-family block. This stamp has a density of 124 dpha and an average of 
30 families per block unit, located along the boundaries of Kostverloren and Bankras 
urban quarters (Figure 7.4C). In general, dwelling types in Kostverloren and Bankras 
are designed as high building of apartments along edges; while in the central area are 
dwelling developments of two and three storey as average.     

• Type 4 concentrates low-density development, with 13 dpha, highly below the 
threshold value of 43 dpha established by Frey´s planning criteria. In Kostverloren, 
diverse types of housings can be appreciated with different design patterns developed 
during the 90’s (Figure 7.4D).  

 

Figure 7.4 (A) Horizontal mixture of dwelling types, Kostverloren; (B) Terraced housing 
development in Bankras; (C) Multi-family blocks along edges in Kostverloren and Bankras; 
(D) Variety of single family detached housing types in Kostverloren. (Author´s photograph, 
2010). 
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3. Application of Economic Criteria of Sustainable Urban Form 

3.1 Economic active and inactive population 

According to the key economic criteria (Table 7.3), the categorization of economically active 
and inactive population is based over working age population between 15-65 years old. People 
who receive wage out of working activity are classified into economically active group. 
Economically inactive groups include to unemployed and disabled people. In the application 
to Amstelveen, due to the current recession, unemployment has however increased during last 
years. The greatest increase in Amstelveen was felt among the age group of 25-44. Higher 
educated people have appeared to be hit by unemployment more than persons with lower 
education (Gemeente Op Maat Amstelveen, 2009). The situation in in Kostverloren and 
Buitengebied noord describes that the percentages of the economically active and inactive 
citizens are similar to the national average -considered to be the threshold target; Bankras has 
a little low percent of economically active people, in relation to the national averages.  

One of the reasons for this existing condition could be the existing elevated percentage of 
elderly people living in Bankras neighborhood. The presence of elderly people in this 
neighborhood could influence over this percentage. Besides, these neighborhoods in general, 
are dependent on the metropolitan region of Amsterdam and Schiphol, especially with respect 
to work and jobs. However, there is a good presence of local jobs and work in the area, with 
many companies established in Amstelveen being part of the international network, as well as 
with local services and facilities established in each urban quarter that allow good 
opportunities for jobs. One of the richest areas is Buitengebied noord. This situation is 
expressed clearly in the high percent of economically active people, with averages over the 
national values. This means this area has a lack of social mix of population, and consequently, 
fails in meet the economic criteria of sustainability.  

3.2 Local income levels 

According to key economic criteria, income levels have to reflect local conditions (Frey et al, 
2010). In relation to this, the average disposable income in Amstelveen is 22% above the 
national average in 2007 (CBS, 2010), being this town one of the areas with the highest 
average incomes in The Netherlands. According to the table 7.3, it is possible to appreciate 
that there is a high-income recipient over the national income average in the three urban 
quarters under study. For example Buitengebied noord has the highest income average in 
Amstelveen. The existing situation in Kostverloren and Bankras reflect that there is a medium 
income level domain, with a very low percentage of low incomes that are under the national 
average and high incomes level in both neighborhoods are over the national average. In 
general, the low percentage of rental housings present in the neighborhood Buitengebied –
around 27%- is straight connected to the large high-income group of population. In the three 
neighborhoods high income levels are above the national average, and low incomes levels 
averages are low the national values. Thus, it is pretty clear the existence of predominance 
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economically active people in the neighborhoods and the existence of work places in the area 
help to raise the levels of higher incomes as well as to decrease the levels of low incomes.  

3.3 Car ownership per household 

The number of car ownership is an indicative about the existing employment and income 
levels situation into a determined area (Frey, 2010). The table 7.3 describes the existing 
situation compared with the national and city average levels used as a target values. 
According to the analysis described in the table, it is possible to distinguish that there is a low 
percentage of persons that have and use car especially in the urban quarters of Kostverloren 
and Bankras, being these values very close to the Amstelveen averages. The number of cars 
ownership, in the three quarters in general, is high. Indicators in Buitengebied noord establish 
that there is high number of ownership cars, over to the target of the national and city 
averages. This situation could be possible because of the dominant existence of high-class 
incomes groups into this area, being consequence of an absent of social mix, as well as the 
large distances to the local amenities and work places. Therefore, the existing low car 
ownership is indicative for low employment and income levels. By the contrary in 
Buitengebied noord, the economic situation is completely unbalance in relation with 
Kostverloren and Bankras, with an absent of social incomes mix.  

 

Indicator Existing values neighborhoods Amstelveen Key economic 
criteria  

(Amstelveen 
averages as target) 

 

Kostverloren Bankras Buitengebied noord 

Economically Active 
(%) 

70% 
 

68% 
 

71% 70% 

Economically Inactive 
(%) 

30% 
 

32% 
 

29% 
 

30% 

Average income recipient  
(euro per year) 

23.200 
 

21.000 
 

29.600 
 

18.600 

Income groups 
distribution 
(%) 

Low income 31% 32% 36% 40% 

Moderate income 37% 42% 28% 40% 

High income 32% 26% 36% 20% 
Car/van ownership per 
household  
(%) 

Aspect Existing values (%) Target Threshold 

Car ownership 42,5% 39% 98% 45,1% 41,4% 

Non-car ownership               57,5%        61% 2% 54,9% 58,6% 

!
Table 7.3 Key economic characteristics of sustainable urban neighborhoods, in relation to 
local conditions of Amstelveen (based on Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek, 2010; Frey et al, 
2010). 
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4. Application of Social Criteria of Sustainable Urban Form 

4.1 Population age profile 

According to H. Frey, two main factors are responsible for the social exclusion in residential 
areas: 

• Households with similar socio-economic profiles make similar choices in the 
selection of the place in the city they want to live in. Accordingly, similar 
household’s age profile, type and size, educational achievement and income level, 
health and ethnicity, but also of the quality, price and rent levels of dwelling on offer, 
the quality of local facilities and the quality of the surrounding built and natural 
areas. 

•  Both, the private and public housing agencies, tend to provide dwelling types as 
uniform clusters. Accordingly, not only dwelling types with their different price and 
rent levels are spatially segregated, but also the dwellers and their households are 
socially and spatially segregated according to ethnicity, age, educational 
achievements, employment and income. 

According to the social criteria of sustainability, to achieve a socially inclusive city generally 
requires the transformation of its residential areas, specifically social housing estates, into 
mixed tenure areas (Frey et al, 2010).  

Concerning to population age profile, this area have a balanced group of people between 25-
65 years, mainly living in the urban quarters of Kostverloren and Bankras (Table 9.4); this is 
because the number of persons belonging to ‘productive age group’ aged between 20 and 64 
had gradually increased after 2005 (Gemeente Op Maat Amstelveen, 2009). In addition, 
Bankras has good balance of productive age group, however the people aged 15-24 is rather 
low in relation with Amstelveen values, but people aged between 0-15 is rather high 
especially in the quarter Buitengebied Noord. This again shows that Bankras is balanced but –
in relation with the other groups- with high number of elderly people, aged 65 years and older, 
in comparison with the Amstelveen average that is rather low. In Buitengebied noord, there is 
a great percentage of young families with children living in. Therefore, according to the social 
criteria, and in comparison with the target values of Amstelveen, the people aged 65+ and 0-
15 is high, while group of people aged 15-25 is low.  

Concerning to population ethnicity profile, Amstelveen is home of the most international 
community in the Netherlands (Gemeente Amstelveen, 2010), with 32% of the total 
population of Amstelveen is non-Dutch nationality. The social structure in these urban 
quarters is by 30% of immigrants and 70% of Dutch inhabitants, very close to Amstelveen 
average as target. There is good balance of western and non-western immigrants.  
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In general, the number of Dutch inhabitants and immigrants in the three urban quarters, 
especially in Kostverloren and Bankras, is similar with the average of the city of Amstelveen, 
as it is showed in the table 9.4; a good scenario for a balanced social profile according to the 
key social criteria of sustainability.   

4.2 Households composition 

Household size profile in the three urban quarters meets the average Amstelveen profile –as 
target: two persons per household as average. In Amstelveen there are households with single 
and two persons as average. The traditional household composition in Amstelveen consists of 
a family with one and two children (CBS, 2010). 

In regard with household composition, values in Bankras and Kostverloren are pretty close to 
the average of Amstelveen. Also, especially in Bankras neighborhood, a high percentage of 
single person per household is appreciated (Figure 7.4). Amstelveen is mainly characterized to 
have citizens not attached to their homes. Accordingly, four in ten Amstelveen citizens live at 
the same address for less than five years, and 18% lives at the same address for 20 years or 
more (CBS, 2010).  

4.3 Dwellings type, rent and sale housing 

In relation to dwelling types, high levels of single family housing (detached and semi-
detached) are appreciated in Kostverloren and Buitengebied noord urban quarters. Bankras 
has a high percentage of multi-family housings, over Amstelveen´s average, having –
according to key social criteria- a low variety of housing types.  

Concerning to rental and sale properties, there is a high percent of rental housing in Bankras, 
compared with Kostverloren that has a balanced relationship between rent and sale properties, 
meeting the city average –according to the social criteria. Therefore, with over 70% social 
rented there is a lack of a mix of dwelling types and of price and rent levels, mainly in 
Bankras and Buitengebied urban quarters. This means that these areas offer lack opportunities 
for housing choice, essential for achieving a mix of social profile.  In regard with, these urban 
quarters have a high average of houses price, especially in Buitengebied noord that is over the 
Amstelveen average. Buildings consist of rental properties in the majority, but having a good 
balance with sale housing properties. Both neighborhoods (Kostverloren-Bankras) were partly 
built among 1960-1970 and after 1970, then the variation of housings is hard to find. However 
the context in which they are inserted makes these housings attractive. On the east side of 
these neighborhood is located an area built up in the late of 90’s with the more expensive 
properties in the area.  
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Indicator for key social 
criteria of sustainability (Frey 

1999, Frey et al, 2010) 

Existing values large urban unit in 
Amstelveen 

Target value  
(Amstelveen 

average, 2010) 

Source/comments 

Kostverloren Bankras Buitengebied 
noord 

Population 
age profile 
(%) 

population age 
0-15 

18% 14% 22%                 17% In comparison with target values, 
there is a balanced group of 
people between 45-65 years, 
mainly living in the urban quarters 
of Kostverloren and Bankras, that 
is because the number of persons 
in the ‘productive age group’ aged 
between 20 and 64 had gradually 
increased after 2005. 

population age 
15-25 

9% 8% 9% 11% 

population age 
25-45 

24% 26% 23% 27% 

population age 
45-65 

29% 26% 28% 27% 

population age 
65+ 

20% 26% 18% 19% 

Housing 
size 
(%) 

Single 40% 47% 29% 44% Household size composition is 
varied:  Kostverloren and Bankras 
have a high percentage of 
households with single person 
composition, while in Buitengebied 
there is a high percentage of a 
household of families with 
children. 
 

Without 
children 

28% 27% 29% 26% 

With children 32% 26% 41% 30% 

Mixture of 
dwelling 
types 
(%) 

Single-family 
housing 
 

52% 34% 91% 48% There is an imbalance relationship 
of hosing types mainly in Bankras 
an Buitengebied urban quarters, 
essential for achieving a social mix 
of population according to the 
social criteria of sustainability. 

Multi-family 
housing 

48% 66% 9% 43% 

Rent and 
sale 
housing 
(%) 

Rent housing 
 

55% 70% 27% 54% 

Sale housing 45% 30% 73% 46% 

Average housing value 
(thousands of euro) 

€ 255.000 €216.000 € 540.000 € 266.000 

Population 
ethnicity 
profile 
(Number of 
population/ 
%) 
 

Natives 
(Dutch) 

63% 63% 84% 68% In general, there is a good balance 
of native and immigrants in the 
urban quarters –especially in 
Kostverloren and Bankras- , with 
values close to the target 
estimated. 

Immigrants 
(western + 
non-western 
immigrants) 

37% 37% 16% 32% 

!  

Table 7.4 Key social characteristics of sustainable urban neighborhoods, in regard with local 
conditions of Amstelveen according to Frey´s criteria (data based on CBS, 2010). 

 

5. Application of key Environment Criteria of sustainable urban form 

The environmental and ecological sustainability of the urban quarter expresses itself in a 
number of ecological concepts (Frey et al, 2010): 
 

• Landscaping and biodiversity 
• Ecological traffic and mobility 
• Energy conservation 
• Water management 
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5.1 Landscaping and biodiversity 

Amstelveen has the ambition to be the “greenest” city into the Randstad (Ontwerp 
Structuurvisie Amstelveen 2025, 2011). Many efforts are focused on this goal. Among the 
population it is the interest and involvement in greening. Following the key environmental 
criteria of sustainability, one of the strongest design features at Amstelveen is the landscaping 
of the residential streets and alleys; the openness of the spatial structure comes into its own. 
The very beautiful landscape of the surrounding countryside flows into the settlement and 
brings with it a sense of time as well as a strong ecological integration (Figure 7.5A). In this 
ecological integration, trees play an important role into the city; they are part of the main 
urban composition, structuring and connecting elements. They contribute to the desired 
neighborhood character, providing a green park-like setting contributing to the desired 
designed exterior. In this way, Amstelveen continues maintaining its green image and further 
propagating it (Bomenplan Amstelveen, 2008).   

Kostverloren and Bankras are “landscaped urban quarters”; they have important areas such as 
parks, water canals that hold a variety of vegetation species and natural sources, promoting 
biodiversity. Each park has its own identity. Kostverloren and Bankras have an important 
green open space: Park Bankras/Kostverloren heuvel, located in between of these both 
quarters. This park is an important local reserve of biodiversity, as well as an important space 
for the community; the Carmelite Monastery stands at the heart of this park, being and 
important place for the local community. Besides, the presence of this park in the area is good 
for the local flora, being well equipped with a main place of recreation ecology with 
recreational paths, many unusual trees and shrubs such as pines, rhododendrons, among 
others. Another park called De Groene Schakel, located at the east side of Bankras Park, was 
developed in 2003. In Buitengebied noord, long extension of wetlands, open pastures, 
woodlots, and ditches widened are important flora elements that constitute the biodiversity of 
the neighborhood. In the other hand, there are “park zones” or “ecological ribbons” into the 
built environment of the neighborhoods. The old mining pattern of the formed landscape 
polder manifests itself alongside the roads and into the residential areas with a consistent 
pattern of green and “blue”- water- ribbons. These ribbons are a functional and spatial 
connection between the urban quarters. The interior of these ribbons often has a “park’’ 
atmosphere character which is particularly adjusted to the urban quarters where they cross 
(Figures 7.5B). These green ribbons are very densely planted, being a unit that reflects a 
recognizable green network created at district level. The characteristics of the strips is the 
strong separation of functions and thus to impose a strong use of space.  
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Figure 7.5 (A) landscaped urban quarters of Kostverloren and Bankras; (B) ecological zones 
integrated to the built environment of Bankras and Kostverloren neighborhoods (author´s 
photograph, 2010). 

 

5.2 Ecological traffic and mobility 

Two important concepts can be identified: first, Amstelveen has a clear concept of major 
green corridors that are ecological structures next to the city main roads, creating an 
ecological traffic. In Kostverloren and Bankras, park-like look green with high emphasis are 
appreciated and intimate streets with smaller so-called “second order” trees as well. Structural 
barriers or “tree barrier structures” are elements at urban level, being an important image for 
the urban structure of the city. Amstelveen can be divided into the following structure 
supports: the A9 (highway) and the Benelux avenue. These both roads are the main edges of 
Kostverloren and Bankras neighborhoods. Both, the A9 and Benelux Avenue, have an 
introverted character in the city. They are planted near structures that appear to be contained 
in the green identity of the city. Only at intersections with other roads or structures will find a 
place discoloration. These barrier structures also play an important role as ecological corridor. 
Mainly trees build up this structure with their own colors over the routes and public gardens 
(Figure 7.6A). The A9 and Benelux Avenue have a minor nature and should remain so; 
densely planted with intersections of main roads to resume their own character. 

Second, public streets are “landscaped” into the urban quarters. Landscape of the surrounding 
countryside flows into the settlements, in which the city´s extensive networks of bicycle 
routes and pedestrian walkways –as part of the integrated transport system of the city- are 
extended throughout the urban quarters connecting with countryside (Figure 7.6B). Due to the 
traffic-calming concept into Amstelveen urban quarters, residential streets and alleys of the 
urban quarters have pedestrian priority, being places for social gathering and children to play 
(Figure 7.7); however, cars can load and park over there. 

A B 
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Figure 7.6 (A) Integrated ecological traffic structure along Amstelveen; (B) landscaping of 
residential streets and network of bicycle routes of the urban quarters (Author´s photograph, 
2010).    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.7 Residential street at Amstelveen: a place for gatherings and children to play 
(Authors´s photograph, 2010). 
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5.3 Energy conservation 

The key goal with regard to energy concept in the environment criteria for sustainable 
neighborhoods (Frey, 2010) is an effective reduction of the energy requirements of all 
residential buildings. Amstelveen has the ambition to be an energy neutral town in 2020. This 
would be including the carbon dioxide emissions reduction too (Energiebeleidsplan 
Amstelveen 2009-2010). The rational use of energy as part of an overall energy policy is now 
a pressing problem, especially as a means to combating the green house effect. A wide range 
of options is available – and in development, ranging from recycling of non-fuel materials to 
the avoidance of competition between various sources such as coal, gas and oil.    Therefore, 
two main concepts are developed at local level. 

• Smart grids. The current district heating brings heat from the power station to 
Amstelveen North. The capabilities of the network are still not fully utilized, mainly 
because it has no loop. In the field of heat and electricity supply, there are small 
sustainable and intelligent networks in development; which is much more effective 
and efficient in terms of cost and energy than the current large-scale systems. The 
network can be connected to renewable resources and connected with heat and cold 
storage. It is expected a shift in energy demand. The development of electric vehicles 
will lead to greater use of the electrical lead, which adjustments are necessary. 
Simultaneously, by increases in distributed generation (among other by solar panels, 
heat and power) created a surplus of electricity that must be locally exploited. In 
planning the capacity of the grid for the future must take this into account. 

• Waste recycling system.  Presently, the waste collection in Amstelveen is worth 
approximately 500 kg of waste; all waste collected do not end up in a heap, but there 
is a great recycling system. Recycling system works by separating waste materials 
such as glass, paper, plastic and metal. There are waste containers in every public 
spaces of each neighborhood and also all households have access to a container for 
residual waste and container for organic waste. At households, the current containers 
in the concrete enclosure and indoor containers are going to disappear. This new 
system consists in to use underground containers for waste disposal. The locations 
where the new containers will be hidden are determined by some criteria: First, it is 
important that containers are easily accessible for residents; second, containers 
dimensions are calculated according to how many wastes one person produces, and 
also according to how often the municipality passes in each area collecting the 
residual during the week. Containers need roughly two meters wide, two meters long, 
and three meters deep. At the beginning of 2009, all locations in Amstelveen have 
underground containers. Various locations for collecting glass and paper into the 
quarters, as well as one location in each main center neighborhood for textiles, glass 
and paper, are located along public spaces. The waste disposal center is located in 
urban quarter Legmeer, in the south area of Amstelveen. 
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5.4 Water management  

To meet the environment key criteria, with regard to water management, two key goals have 
to be accomplished: Implementation of rainwater collection and infiltration system into the 
ground, and a system to reuse grey water and recycling of waste water (Frey et al, 2010). 
According to this, a water management was investigated in the case study. Amstelveen meets 
the criteria of sustainability by following two concepts: 

• Rainwater collection system.  Amstelveen has approximately 90km gravity-rainwater 
system available (Gemeentelijk Rioleringsplan 2010-2014). The rainwater system 
consists largely of plastic pipes with a 90% of the total system, while the rest 10% of 
the system is by concrete material. This system helps to drainage of rainwater into 
the ground of streets and open spaces of the neighborhoods. The performance of the 
drainage system is achieved by monitoring of the groundwater network. In fact, this 
is because in several neighborhoods in Amstelveen –like Buitengebied noord, 
Kostverloren and Bankras- there is groundwater flooding. 

• Waste water system. Concerning to sewer water management, Amstelveen has 
seventeen mechanical sewer systems available managed by the municipality; in 
which into the urban quarters under study is possible the identification of two 
mechanical sewer systems: Bankras and Kostverloren have one each one 
respectively. The first one is named “kostverlorenweg” located in kostverlorenkade; 
and the second one is named “bankrasweg”located in machineweg M.P.; both in the 
area of Buitengebied noord. 

Amstelveen for a large part meets the target about this issue but not complete yet at all. The 
first goal related to the prevention of flooding is nearly achieved in practice because there are 
few complaints of flooding, but does not in all location is achieved. The second goal, the 
maintaining a state of land-use of land that does not interfere is partially met. The past 
planning periods are taken for flooding and soil under load to solve, and it is a measurement 
program that was started to monitor the groundwater. The third objective, the efficient 
collection of wastewater generated within Amstelveen area, is entirely apart from 1910 
Amstelveen homes reached. For the fourth goal, the efficient collection of rainwater that may 
or may not be used on the land on which it falls, so it is the same as for the third goal. For the 
fifth goal, transporting the collected water to a suitable discharge point, spurious emissions to 
surface water, soil and groundwater to prevent and minimize disturbance to the environment is 
caused (in the broadest sense) is still not met the basic effort and water rail. To achieve this 
remains a major effort. For the sixth goal, an efficient management and a good use of the 
sewer, is that this works to the existing sewer system, but it can be improved for the drainage 
system and that there are gains can be achieved through differentiated service. 
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6. Conclusion: Diagnosis by Application of SWOT-TOWS model analysis  

As conclusion, the SWOT-TOWS logical model is applied as a method for the diagnosis of 
urban unit’s analysis under Frey´s criteria of sustainable urban quarters, making an evaluation 
over each criteria of sustainability in the city: social, economic, environment, and built form-
planning (Frey et al, 2010). 

 

Diagnosis of key environment criteria by SWOT 

Towns Matrix model (Dyson, 2004) Strengths 
• Ecological integration of the city, 

by landscaping of residential street 
and alleys.  

• With parks, wetlands, and water 
canals urban quarters hold a 
variety of vegetation species and 
natural sources, promoting 
biodiversity. 

• Residential streets and alleys have 
pedestrian priority, being places 
for social gathering and children to 
play. 

• Constantly improving waste 
collection method and water 
management at households and 
public spaces. 

 

Weaknesses 
• High traffic preassures along 

Benelux avenue in Bankras and 
Kostverloren provides 
approaching to critical limits in 
terms of air quality for residents 

Opportunities 
• Amstelveen has the ambition to be 

the greenest city into the Randstad. 
• Opportunities in terms of potential 

resources for local water system 
supply and storage, located at 
buitengebied urban quarter.  

• Amstelveen continues maintaining 
its green image and further 
propagating at national and 
international level. 

SO: 
• To increase and maintain natural 

parks to support biodiversity into 
neighborhoods. 

• Improving design quality of public 
spaces, promoting soft surfaces 
and pavements into the urban hubs 
for rain water collection at public 
spaces. 

• To promote urban agriculture in 
terms to include landscape in the 
city as a resource. 
 

WO: 
• To expand the ecological structure 

by the implementation of 
recreational routes. 

Threats 
• Much car use by residents creates 

not only noise pollution, but also 
increase the CO2 production. 

ST: 
• To reduce car usage: “car-free 

living” into the large urban units. 

WT: 
• To implement more green density 

on nodes streets and attached to 
the highway. 

 
 

!
 

Table 7.5 Diagnosis of key environment criteria by SWOT-TOWS model applied in 
Amstelveen.	  
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Diagnosis of key planning criteria by SWOT 

 
Towns Matrix model (Dyson, 2004) Strengths 

• Bankras has a good size and area 
to support the development of 
local services and facilities with 87 
ha. 

• Kostverloren and Bankras there 
are all required local services and 
facilities located in a core/central 
area, with very good access by 
walking and public transport.  

• Kostverloren and Bankras meet 
size optimal for total population, 
meeting the threshold of gross 
population density with 56gppha; 
being areas with good size to be 1 
urban quarter and support the 
development of local amenities.  

 
 

Weaknesses 
• Existing connectivity to 

Buitengebied noord is rather poor 
especially by public transport. 

• Current net dwelling density is 
below target and threshold, with 
27,6 ndpha 

• Net population density is 
considerably higher than the 
target, with 170 nppha at 
Kostverloren, and 162 nppha at 
Bankras. 

• The existing land use profile 
considerably diverges from 
suggested profile, failing to meet 
target values with 44% for housing 
land and 56% for mixed-use land. 

 

Opportunities 
• The land for non-residential uses 

in the area is high, giving the 
opportunity to reach a degree of 
self-sufficiency by developing 
local economy, improving 
accessibility to work places and 
local amenities.  

• The modest redevelopment of 
Bankras shopping center offers an 
opportunity to improve design 
quality of the area up and 
including Oranjebaan 

 

SO: 
• Upgrading the Bankras core area 

and Kostverloren to become 
attractive mixed-use communal 
space. 
 

WO: 
• By increasing population land for 

residential uses by 5 ha, will 
correct net population and 
dwelling densities. 

• Excluding more extensive 
restructuring, an increase of the 
total population may help to 
balance land uses and achieve 
target values in Bankras and 
Kostverloren.  

Threats 
• Shopping areas are under pressure 

from scaling. In the future, not all 
local shops concentration will 
remain: the smallest centers with 
the less support will be the first to 
get out. 

ST: 
• Keeping and increasing total 

population will help to support the 
development of the shopping core 
areas in Bankras and Kostverloren.  
 

WT: 
• To extend public transport 

connections by Buitengebied 
noord, to allow an ease access for 
local residents, especially for 
aging population, and get 
connected to the rest of the city. 
 

!

Table 7.6 Diagnosis of key planning criteria by SWOT-TOWS model applied in Amstelveen. 
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Diagnosis of key social criteria by SWOT 

 
Towns Matrix model (Dyson, 2004) Strengths 

• Balanced group of people between 
45-65 years in Kostverloren and 
Bankras, a good balance of 
productive age group profile. 

• There is a good balance of 
immigrants and natives, with 
values meeting Amstelveen 
average as target. 

• Household size composition is 
close to meet Amstelveen average 
as target. 

• Kostverloren has a good horizontal 
mix of dwelling types, being an 
area with good variety of 
housings. 

 

Weaknesses 
• Unbalanced social mix age profile, 

with people aged +65 higher than 
Amstelveen average as target, in 
Kostverloren and Bankras. 

• Very low percentage of household 
family with children living at 
Bankras, under the target. 

• With over 70% social rented there 
is a lack of mix (horizontal and 
vertical mixture) of dwelling types 
and a lack of ownership household 
in Bankras. 

Opportunities 
• Amstelveen is home of the most 

international community in the 
Netherlands with around the 32% 
of the total population of the city is 
non-dutch nationality, an 
opportunity to attract young 
families to the area. 

SO: 
• Maintaining variety of housing 

types in Kostverloren, to impulse 
the development of a social mix of 
population. 

 

WO: 
• To achieve the target value profile 

in Bankras requires: 146 add 
people aged 15-25; 146 add people 
aged 1-15. With 292 additional 
people of these age groups the 
achievable people meets the target. 

• Increasing owner-occuped 
households by 16% as average, to 
achieve the targets for balancing 
rental/sale properties in Bankras. 
 

Threats 
• In Amstelveen citizens are not 

attached to their homes. This could 
be a risk for achieving a varied 
social mix of population and a 
sense of community. 

• The high price of properties in 
Buitengebied and Kostverloren, 
over Amstelveen average as 
threshold, makes similar choices in 
the selection of the place in the 
city, a negative impetus for 
achieving a social inclusive city. 

 

ST: 
• A transformation of residential 

areas in Bankras, specifically 
social housing estates into mixed 
tenure areas, to contribute for 
achieving a socially inclusive 
urban quarters. 
 

 

WT: 
• The increase of the population 

generates, however, a real chance 
to achieve a better balance of 
economic activity and inactive 
people close to the target profile, 
and this would have a considerable 
impact on the quality and image of 
the area as well as the support of 
local amenities. 
 

!

Table 7.7 Diagnosis of key social criteria by SWOT-TOWS model applied in Amstelveen. 
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Diagnosis of key economic criteria by SWOT 

Towns Matrix model (Dyson, 2004) Strengths.  
• The percentage of economically 

active population meets the Dutch 
average considered to be the 
target. 

• Presence of local economies:  
restaurants, shops, Kostverloren 
Spring market, etc. 

• Percentages of car ownership meet 
the threshold in Kostverloren, 
indicative of a balanced 
employment and income levels. 

 

Weaknesses 
• Low percentage of rental housing 

in Buitengebied noord is straight 
connected to the high percentage 
of income group of population 

• Bankras has pretty low percentage 
of economically active population, 
due the high levels of elderly 
people living in. 

 
 

Opportunities 
• The presence of companies being 

part of the international network, 
especially in Bankras and 
Kostverloren, allows good job 
opportunities for local residents.    

SO: 
• Maintaining small local economies 

and developing new potential 
economies related with training 
and education packages (such 
agriculture for instance), are 
needed for those not economically 
active people. 

WO: 
• To achieve the target of the 

economically active would require 
an increase of that population 
group by 3,409.  

 

Threats  
• Very high income and 

employment rank, over the 
national targets, could be a threat 
to achieve a social mix of 
population and an inclusive city. 
Existing housings prices is an 
important issue in terms of 
accessibility for low income 
groups.    

ST: 
• Efforts could be addressed to 

promote space for local production 
of agriculture in buitengebied 
noord. This situation could create 
opportunities for local markets and 
self –sufficiency, and less 
dependency on international 
markets. 
 

 

WT: 
• Increasing variety of housing sizes 

and types would promote diversity 
of dwelling types and fix values of 
price/rent levels    
 

!

Table 7.8 Diagnosis of key economic criteria by SWOT-TOWS model applied in Amstelveen. 
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8 
TRANSFORMATION PLAN FOR FUTURE CITY 

 

1. Introduction: Redesign as a Reflective Process  

1.1 Research through design 

The rediscovery and newly found appreciation of space as resource and driver of urban 
development requires a broadening and deepening of the current role of design, which implies 
more than drawing up a set of functional requirements or imagining artistic inspirations. 

Research by design is used to formulate targeted spatial interventions. The process is initiated 
by penetrating reading of the site, in which its history, characteristics, the structural grounding 
of the site in the urban morphology and the problems and opportunities of the given urban 
site. The research by design goes hand in hand with shaping the outlines of a spatial vision 
and outlining the initial spatial concepts and scenarios. This provides input for “negotiation by 
design”, which helps to boost the quality of and support the design, as a result of an intensive 
interaction with a number of participants. Design as a medium of reflection and negotiation is 
not passive, but serves as an active and evolving instrument through which suggestions are 
absorbed, processed and incorporated, alternatives generated, and conflicts resolved (De 
Meulder, et al, 2004).   

1.2 Methods for redesign existing city 

Transformation plan means to develop a frame of the city of the future; that means, to give 
and frame global visions or concepts for the future city, the city beyond sustainability. In other 
words, outlines of spatial vision and outlining the initial spatial concepts and scenarios. Our 
interpretation by states –methodology for redesign- is as follows: 

I. Remodeling of the city: remapping 

1- Analysis based on Frey´s theory of modularity 

2- Remodeling and remapping of the city. 

II- Urban analysis and SWOT-TOWS 

3- Reading of the site. 

4- Problems and opportunities given from the urban site. 
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III- Transformation Plan 

5- Initial spatial concepts 

6- Creating scenarios or storylines 

IV- Transformation Plan (Hybrid forum redesign) 

7- Input of negotiation: Hybrid forum. The role of design: design as a medium; medium of 
reflection and negotiation. This forum helps to boost the quality and support for the design, as 
a result of an intensive interaction with a number of stakeholders. 

8- Realization.   

This is the outlined methodology of redesign process of the city, in preparing for the next 
period or future city. The analytical approach is the first step in the redesign process (as it is 
showed in the urban analysis and SWOT in chapters 5, 6 and 7); next step is to create a 
transformation plan: a conceptual modeling of the city. This redesign process is not linear; 
rather, it is a dialectic process, articulated by pragmatic thinking. Therefore, for future city, 
the urban project is not sufficient, it is rather “exclusive”; we need roles and methods, to 
include “individuals –or actors- in urbanism (Viganò, 2011). Redesign existing city means 
that it is necessary to see the city as a “renewable resource”. The city growing by the ring is 
over; models are over. The city needs a new “spatial structure”; that is, to reinvent the city, to 
re invent urbanism, in which practical approach is also reflective. The diagrams below 
summarize the method of redesign process (Figures 8.1 and 8.2).  

This redesign process involves a backcasting, by defining a desired future and working 
backwards to identify the steps needed to attain it; it is easier to achieve a transition. By 
backcasting it is possible defining one or more future scenarios for sustainable future and the 
identifying the steps needed to achieve them from the present situation. Backcasting produces 
a strategy for achieving a sustainable future scenario. You then suggest a series of specific 
activities with a relatively short time horizon for implementing that long-term strategy.  

The following chapter has the aim to present the transformation plan for redesign existing 
cities, how to meet the future requirements of the new urban units of the city by a process of 
“up-scaling” or rescaling process. This transformation plan –or rescaling process- will be 
carried out by the creation of “scenarios”; future scenarios by the pragmatic method, 
constructing not only frame concepts for the future sustainable city but also the composition 
of a hybrid forum for actor involvement, to include individuals and experts in the process of 
redesign. 
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Figure 8.1 Redesign process methods as a reflective practice.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.2 Reflective thought for redesign process.   
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2. Transformation Plan  

2.1 Scenario planning: a pragmatic method for future studies  

The very purpose of planning and urban design is to prepare for the future, but not only 
seeking to adapt to the future but also to create good futures, intended to be sustainable. The 
aim is to see future developments for redesign existing cities. The aim is to explore “role 
scenarios”. Planning processes are kind of storytelling (Eckstein and Throgmorton, 2003; 
Moore, 2010; Sandercock, 2003; Thompson, 2010). Many authors, researches and studies 
raise the importance of “telling” and understanding stories when planning and maintaining 
sustainable cities. Storytelling can be seen as something that distorts the commonplace and 
causes disorder in the “great story”. These kinds of stories that defamiliarize can compel 
audiences to shift their usual interpretive scale or spatial perspective (Gunnarsson-Östing and 
Höjer, 2011).    

2.2 Scenario typologies or scenario “types”  

Future studies consist of a vast array of studies and approaches and the area has been called a 
“very fuzzy multi-field”. One of the most basic concepts in this field is “Scenario”. In other 
words, various scenario typologies have been suggested in attempts to make the field of future 
studies easier to overview (Börjeson et al, 2006). Typologies can be important tools for 
communicating, understanding, comparing and developing methods for future studies. There 
is no consensus on the scenario typologies. However, several typologies reflect the view that 
future studies explore possible, probable and/or preferable futures. Many examples can be 
identified. Our aim is to describe the methods and procedures on a more operational level, and 
our starting point also is the purpose of the future studies. There are many different kinds of 
future studies, and they can be pursued with different objectives. This is the starting point for 
a classification of scenarios, and also to emphasize our basis as to how the scenarios are or can 
be used. It is possible to distinguish between three main categories of scenario studies. The 
classification is based on the principal questions we believe a “user” or “individual” may want 
to pose about the future: a) what will happen? b) What can happen? c) How can a specific 
target be reached? The scenario types are distinguished by different angles of approach to the 
questions defining the categories (Figure 8.3). 

2.2.1. Predictive scenarios 

The first question above –what will happen? – is responded to by predictive scenarios. 
Predictive scenarios consist of two different types, distinguished by the conditions they place 
on what will happen: forecast and what-if. Forecast responds to the question: what will 
happen, on the condition that the likely development unfolds? What-if responds to the 
question: what will happen, on the condition of some specified event? The aim of predictive 
scenarios is to make an attempt to predict what is going to happen in the future. Predictive 
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scenarios are primarily drawn up to make it possible to plan and adapt to situations that are 
expected to occur. 

2.2.2. Explorative scenarios 

These are defined by the fact that they respond to the question what can happen? They are 
distinguished in two types: external and strategic scenarios. External scenarios respond to the 
user’s question: what can happen to the development of external scenarios? Strategic 
scenarios respond to the question: what can happen if we act in certain way? That is, the aim 
of strategic scenario is to describe a range of possible consequences of strategic decisions, 
focusing on internal factors, and taking external factors into account. The aim of explorative 
scenarios is to explore situations or developments that are regarded as possible to happen, 
usually from variety of perspectives. These types of scenarios can help to explore 
developments that the intended target group in one way or another may have to take into 
consideration. 

2.2.3. Normative scenarios 

These answer the question how can a specific target be reached? These consist in two 
different types: preserving and transforming scenarios. Preserving scenarios respond to the 
question how can the target be reached, by adjustments to current situations? Transforming 
scenarios respond to the question: how can the target be reached, when the prevailing 
structure blocks necessary changes? The focus of interest of normative scenarios is on certain 
future situations or objectives and how these could be realized (Börjeson et al, 2006). The 
scenarios are used to widen the perspective on what the future could be like and how 
sustainability might be affected by different developments. In this research, scenarios are used 
in transition way to create good futures; that is, transition means long term planning in which 
the time is necessary to adapt to the intended sustainable future to society and thus to achieve 
real changes, as a reflexive process between designers and society.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.3 Scenario typologies –or types (based on Börjeson et al, 2006).  

! Scenario)types)

Normative!Predictive! Explorative!

Forecast! What6if! External! Strategic! Preserving! Transforming!
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2.3 Transformation plan: up-scaling process for new urban units’ concepts 

The transformation plan for the redesign is the construct of global visions and frame concepts 
for the future city. That is, by pragmatic thinking, storylines for people: how they can get 
involved in this conceptual frame? The transformation plan describes future scenarios by 
using storylines –pragmatic method (Moore, 2010) - and global images of how the city of the 
future would be. The use of images is important in participation process; the use of visual 
futures can not only to encourage the involvement of citizens in understanding the spatial –
frame- concepts for a sustainable future, but also to provide a focus for interaction between 
designers and people, supporting the establishment of connections and the building of the 
desired future. We have elaborated three future scenarios, according to urban analysis and 
SWOT-TOWS evaluation obtained by case studies. 

The storylines are descriptions of what cities could look like. Initial spatial concepts –or new 
functions- for the elaboration of future scenarios are as follows: 

1- Productive: The city productive by adding agriculture as a new function –or concept- into 
the “greening” in the city. Existing open space functions are for: leisure and recreation (sport 
fields, playgrounds, etc), living and nature preservation (such as parks, water sources, 
preservation of variety of species, etc), and for traveling or mobility (such as “tree plans” 
along roads and streets, for reduction of noise pollution, etc). For the city beyond 
sustainability, the concept of Agriculture is also incorporated, as gardens for local production 
and local initiatives.      

2- Ecology (landscape city): The landscape city. For the city beyond sustainability, the 
function –or concept- of ecology is incorporated as a framework, as part of the urban spatial 
structure of the city. The integration of nature with the built environment set up a new spatial 
concept for the urban structure as a hybrid composition. 

3- Hybrid public space: The concept of hybrid is focused on public space as a platform of 
initiatives and activities, as the main image for the urban quarter/modular urban unit and 
increase sense of place. 

The scenario or storylines for “up-scaling” of the future city are deep described as follows. 

2.3.1 Productive city 

From the existing concept of the open space as multifunctional space of living (because it 
holds different functions such as parks, sport fields, playgrounds, leisure areas, etc), this main 
scenario defines the open space in the city as a resource, as a source for local production and 
local initiatives. This concept is taken as a starting point for this scenario, focusing on 
“agriculture” as a future sustainability discourse into the city. Besides, to the incorporation of 
facilities in open space –such those already mentioned, specially focused on the recreational 
and leisure living of local community, also new facilities or functions are incorporated to the 
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open space in the new urban modular unit: community gardens. These gardens into the 
city/and urban unit comprise different forms of urban agriculture: offering food by local food 
production (agriculture/horticulture). Local production of food could become popular in the 
future and also support all the dimensions of sustainability (three pillars). The ambition of this 
future scenario is to consolidate the social structure; this means to enhance social organization 
and social relations among residents, to increase and strengthen in this way the engagement 
and the involvement between nature and the residents. By ecology, to strength the 
environment image of the city as an educational, cultural and health value.   

Health because the food produced, such as vegetables, fruits, etc, are fresh and often without 
pesticides. Also an important reason for urban agriculture is that people who grow with their 
own food could get aware of their food consumption which could result in a more efficiently 
use of food generally. As an educational value, because gardens are a laboratory for 
educational establishments; this means gardens have an educational function in which 
residents and students could be involved in the construction, cultivation, and preservation. 
Gardens are used by primary/secondary schools to educate schoolchildren about the efficient 
use and local production of food, in which also experiments and exhibitions could be 
organized within this theme. And as a cultural value, this means that open spaces such as 
parks and green areas will be more attractive for people with these gardens, not only with 
local food production but also by increasing number of species and creating “local farms” of 
species such as flowers, animals, insects, etc, in which residents and students from local 
schools are involved in the construction and preservation (Figure 8.4). 

In relation to city level, from economic point of view, the gardens can be a platform of 
investments for the city in which local and external investors could be involved. First, for 
local residents the production of own food is cheaper and has strong positive effect on nature; 
for transport is skipped, the food is season bound and there will be less demand for exotic 
vegetables. Also gardens (urban agriculture/farms) are the kick off for profit by selling local 
products. Also by profit, this is a starting point for the implementation of “local open markets” 
in which people can sell and buy local food, local flowers, plants, cheese, etc, hosting people 
from every part of the city (not only local citizens). This vision also increases the opportunity 
for new local jobs, attracting also investors for establishing local markets or business at center 
of the urban units, with the other amenities and facilities for daily needs. Therefore, the city of 
the future should change the current function (the city imports water, energy and food) and 
becomes a source of production instead of consumption, thus enabling nature to flourish 
outside of its boundaries and increasing the efficiency with which energy and material are 
used. To achieve productivity, primary resources, such as rain and sunlight, are captured and 
harvested and secondary resources, such as organic waste, are captured and reused. The city 
should work as an exchange network among its urban units.    
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Figure 8.4 Productive city scenario, as an initial spatial concept for future city (Author´s 
drawing). 

 

2.3.2 Landscape city 

This scenario focuses on the concept of landscape city: the recognition of “greening” as part 
of the urban spatial structure of the city, defining the urban spatial structure of the city as a 
hybrid composition, by ecological zones as corridors into the urban spatial structure, as a 
framework around the district/and urban modular unit to get control over open space land and 
densities. 

These ecological zones are green corridors, recognizable as new elements –or layers- into the 
urban spatial structure of the city. The ecological zone constitutes a green-blue framework 
around the urban modular unit, making it a “place” adding character and atmosphere. To 
realize this, it is set up as a robust structure, with wide water and tall trees, making no 
allowance. The ecological zone is not only designed for nature conservation but also supports 
a wide range of green services: such as water storage and water purification, clear air, 
recreation, education, social, and health projects. Due to a clever design, the zone is suitable 
for versatile human use and as a safe habitat for variety of non-human organisms. The 
ecological corridors as frameworks also make not only a clear physical and a visual 
connection among the main green points in the city, but also to grant certain characteristics to 
the streets and avenues according to the respectively functions –by a tree plan proposal-. 
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Along every public space with pedestrian domain (such sidewalks, cycling, streets with free-
of-car, and squares) the ecological zone breaks down in green elements that could create 
character and atmosphere, such as trees with “smell features” like flowers, fruits, and 
aesthetical characteristics; while for avenues with car functions, the ecological zone shapes 
edges that are dominant structures, with dense trees that creates a green barrier between the 
car mobility road and buildings/pedestrian, to have control over the noise. This also 
contributes to create clear borders. Despite the artificial limits, the plan area is immediately 
recognizable as a place by way of a consistently applied style public space and clear 
boundaries, without evoking the impression of a gated community (Figure 8.5). 

In relation with the city level, the integration of the landscape in the city by ecological zones 
corridors create a hybrid spatial urban structure that generates continuity by a “ecological” or 
green network among the units of the city; combining nature with built environment, and 
allowing good and equal living conditions for the residents as well as a determinant 
opportunity to get control over open land inclusion in the city, in which land use and barriers 
define the character of a settlement. 

2.3.3 Hybrid public space: 

This third scenario proposes the concept of hybrid space, focusing on public space as a 
platform for human vitality, of initiatives and activities; that is, a land for new ideas for 
residents and small business, and transforming the public space as an opportunity for local 
ideas, to define spaces by pleasant, livable and identifiable area, increasing sense of place. In 
other words, public space as a platform should offer and supply the needs for its own residents 
and those from surrounding areas, to create their own settled community. In order to feel 
responsible and involved in one urban quarter, social meeting points must be at hand as well 
as activities to take place, offering diverse types of social spaces according to the different 
layers of public space in the new urban unit. Three main visions are concerns: 

First, concerning streets (at hub level), certain streets –internal streets- are closed spaces for 
the use of car, this means “free of car use (not allowed use of car), and to become in spaces for 
outdoor staying connected to building exits: semi-public areas as a smooth boundary between 
private and public creates spaces for the residents to socialize and feel confident within the 
public sphere, besides incentivizing casual encounters. In other words, people can meet in 
their street or when taking a small walk, instead to traveling long distances to reach a central 
park or square for example. These semi-public areas might be developed for every group of 
15-35 houses or between low-rise buildings. These spaces are free of car uses, and are lands 
for diversity of spatial uses: walking and bike mobility, as also for people activities or 
initiatives –incentives: the community incentives are based on casual encounters and pleasant 
public spaces which invite for an outdoor stay: by sitting, walking, children playing, 
barbecues, etc., with streets free of car. The new urban unit should be immediately 
recognizable as a “place” by a consistently applied style public space and clear boundaries; 
with a very attractive public space, flexible, that invites sitting, play, neighborhood parties and 
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outdoor working (Wi-Fi). Parking areas are designated and concentrated out of view, in “safe” 
or “special” places into the new urban unit: to improve accessibility by re-organizing parking 
areas and streets to reduce car uses, in which cars are used only for those longer trips. The 
modal split should be dominated by walking, cycling and public transport. Places for parking 
are mixed with “green development”, to reduce the view impact. The aim is to create a 
pedestrian friendly street design, with buildings close to streets, used as semi-public spaces for 
a variety of uses by initiatives of residents, being flexible spaces for walking, biking and 
living (Figure 8.6). 

Second, concerning urban unit centers, these places should be defined as “strong mixed-use 
areas”, accommodating all the local amenities, workplaces, temporary housing and main 
community center, with a main square adaptable for all the special community activities and 
needs, such as local markets in which people that works in gardens (related with scenario 1) 
can sell and promote their products, neighborhoods parties and activities, music festivals, etc. 
The new urban unit center must become in a landmark of different nature, an area 
recognizable for their residents and used to give sense of location and bearing. The 
implementation of mixed-use spatial and buildings at large units centers might not only 
enhance the accesses to work places and local amenities for those that do not have car, but 
also might generate adjustments of net population and net dwelling densities, as also increase 
the opportunities for dwelling types for temporary residents, with a range of housing choices 
allowing affordable housing for every social group.  

Third, concerning to private spaces –or residential land-, the aim is to allow and encourage 
social groups and culture to coexist. The variation in housing prices makes the district 
attractive and accessible to a wide range of residents. Houses should be designed for own 
place-making; that is, flexible residential dwellings. Residential housings and blocks have to 
be designed considering space for a future expansion or modification, according to the own 
necessities of users: “smart” housings.  Low building typology preferred, keeping visual 
contact with heights above 5 stores disables the possibility of visual contact with the public 
space and landmarks.   

In short, the implementation of mixed-use spatial and buildings (streets, centers, and flexible 
housing) might concentrates growth in walkable urban unit centers to reduce sprawl and 
advocating towards more dense, pedestrian oriented, walkable, and bicycle-friendly land use; 
with a range of housing choices to increase the opportunities for affordable housing for every 
social group. The relevance of these frame concepts point out  to achieve a unique sense of 
community and place; expand the range of transportation, as well as employment, and housing 
choices; equitably distribute the costs and benefits of development; and preserve and enhance 
natural and cultural resources.  
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Figure 8.5 Landscape city scenario (Author´s drawing). 

 

 

Figure 8.6 Hybrid public spaces scenario (Author´s drawing). 
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The three scenarios analyzed are intended to support sustainable development in its three 
dimensions. The use of images describes visual futures in how to imagine the world. The 
storyline is also a pragmatic attitude: it is to connect people, and it is in doing by time. The 
storylines describe the future global characteristics for the new large urban units of the city 
beyond sustainability, the city of the post-carbon period. The criteria of sustainability –
established by Frey- are summarized by these initial spatial concepts (Figure 8.7).  

Even though the scenarios used the concept of sustainable development as their point of 
departure, they actually had quite different aims in practice. Below, the scenarios content are 
summarized in the Table 8.1 in which the scenario work is presented.  

    

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.7 Initial frame urban units concepts for up-scaling process; the criteria of 
sustainability are articulated by these three scenarios concepts.   
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Planning Social Economic Environment Design 
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Scenario Spatial 
concept 

Main objective or focus Sustainable 
discourse 
(relevance) 

Scenario 
approach 

Hybrid 
forum 
(actors) 

Storyline 1  Productive city - To enhance  social 
organization and relation 
of community. 

- The city as a source of 
production instead of 
consumption. 

- To increase involvement 
between people-nature. 

- To strength the 
environment image of the 
city as an educational, 
cultural and health value. 

Social 
 
Economic 
 
Environment 

Explorative 
strategic 

Public layer, 
organization 
groups and 
private 
investors 

Storyline 2 Ecology 
(landscape city) 

- Integration of landscape in 
the city, by combining 
nature with built 
environment. 

- Control of open land 
inclusion. 

- Good and equal spatial 
conditions for residents. 

- Make it a “place” by 
adding character lands 
atmosphere 

Environment 
 
Social 
 
Planning 
 
 

Normative 
transforming 

Public payer, 
specialist from 
different 
disciplines, 
local 
government 
and 
intermediate 
and private 
organizations 

Storyline 3 Hybrid spaces - Transform public space in 
a platform of activities and 
incentives. 

- Flexible dwelling 
development, with a range 
of opportunities for 
affordable housing. 

- Diversity of social spaces 
for meeting. 

- Strong mixed use spatial, 
to get control over net 
population and dwelling 
densities. 

- Concentrate growth in 
walkable urban units 

Social 
 
Planning 
 
Design 
 
economic 

Normative 
transforming 

Public layer, 
specialists from 
different 
disciplines, 
private 
investors and 
local-central 
government 

!

Table 8.1 The table describes the scenario work presented. Since the three stories were 
developed in the same study, they do not differ in this respect (author´s drawing, based on 
Gunnarsson-Östling and Höjer, 2011). 

 

The stories present three alternatives images of the future. The aim of the transformation plan 
is bringing storylines to discuss scenarios and how these stories could be implemented. The 
three scenarios analyzed can be all criticized in various ways. However, their very existence 
makes it possible to have a debate on the future of the city. Working with scenarios can be a 
good way both of involving people in the planning process. 
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3. Implementation: Composition of Hybrid Forum 

3.1 Hybrid forum: design as a medium of reflection and negotiation   

The implementation of the plan depends on the actors involved. The stories aim at presenting 
alternatives to ongoing unsustainable trends and thereby fuel the debate on how to plan a 
sustainable society and affect decision makers to think long-term.   

The implementation of the transformation plan redesign – the managing of the transformation 
process during the transition- mainly concerns the composition of a “hybrid forum” and 
organizing meetings with this board at the relevant points in the redesign process. The 
implementation will take place by a strongly mixed actors involved on this development. The 
future structure process of design and research will be by a participative mode of 
implementation. In this sense this means not only to find out the relevant stakeholders or 
actors involved, but also creating a structure within which these stakeholders at relevant 
moments of the process can be communicated. Those actors may have different backgrounds: 
such as social, scientific, representatives of neighborhood and community, corporations, 
municipalities, energy companies, etc. The versatility of the network of stakeholders has the 
character of a “Hybrid forum”.  

Michael Callon puts forward the idea called Hybrid forums (Callon et al, 2009), in which 
these are open discussions composed of scientists, politicians, regulators and members of the 
“lay” public designed to make science and decision making more democratic. In other words, 
the main idea of "hybrid forums" by Callon is when experts, non-experts, ordinary citizens, 
and politicians come together to make decision making more democratic; in which it is 
important also to make emphasizing the importance of collective experimentation and 
learning. By “Hybrid forums” the direction given to research and the modes of application of 
its results are discussed, uncertainties predominate, and everyone contributes information and 
knowledge that enrich the discussion (Callon et al, 2009). 

3.2 Participative mode of implementation  

The implementation of the future process of redesign, applied to the cases study, mainly 
concerns the composition of the hybrid forum and organizing meetings with this board at 
relevant moments in the process. During these moments, the composition of the hybrid forum 
differences in the balance of experts and non-experts. The figure 8.8 describes an example of 
the future structure process of design applied to the city of Eindhoven and Amstelveen (Figure 
8.8). 

On this future process, first, it was important to mention which are the relevant stakeholders 
or actors involved, by the composition of a platform of interaction –or hybrid forum- with 
different dimensions of participation. This platform of stakeholders is illustrated on the figure 
6.6. Thus, the networks of stakeholders involved are classified as experts and non-experts, 
being clustered in seven main groups. In relation to the stakeholder “experts”, we have four 
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main different backgrounds: the first is the central and local government, in which the actors 
from that background are mainly representatives from municipalities, central authorities, 
politicians, policy makers, etc. The second background of specialists and technicians, with 
actors from the “scientific or professional area”: such developers, architects, social experts, 
scientists, researchers or academics from universities, ecologists, etc. The third background of 
intermediate organizations, with actors from certain public institutions or corporations: such 
housing associations, research institutes, etc. And finally, the fourth background of private 
organizations, with actors from private corporations or companies: such as green companies, 
energy companies, construction companies, etc. 

In relation to the stakeholder “non-experts” or the “lay public”, we have created three main 
different backgrounds: first the local organization groups, in which the actors from that 
background are mainly community or neighborhood groups or associations. The second 
background of representatives, with actors from the lay public: such for instance local club or 
institutions like sports or schools or church, land owners or manager, local micro-
entrepreneurs, etc. And finally the background of residents, in which individuals and future or 
existing inhabitants are involved (Figure 8.9). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.8: An example of the network of stakeholders involved in the platform of interaction 
or Hybrid forum by dimension of participation, applied to the cases study (Author´s drawing).   

!
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Concerning to the structure process of redesign, it is possible to appreciate in the figure 8.9 
that at relevant moments of the process the relevant stakeholders are involved by the 
composition of the hybrid forum. During these moments, the composition of the hybrid forum 
differences in the balance of experts and non-experts. These moments are as follows: 

• Moment 1: confronting hybrid forum with vision of sustainability and design 
framework, in which the project is introduced to the board. At this moment of the 
process, the network of stakeholders involved is mainly from the local or central 
government and from local or community organizations and representatives as 
relevant groups. In this sense, Municipality would be the responsible for the starting 
point of the project, and promoting the specialists. The discussions on this first forum 
will be focused on the first perceptions of the project/plan, by the revision of 
concepts, ambitions, visions and objectives and thus to promote for the creation of a 
sustainable image; also the consultation and facilitation of information to the 
community organizations and representatives. They are the responsible to make 
known to the residents by –for instance- online submission all the comments and 
feedbacks discussing in the forum. Then the residents can get knowledge or an image 
about what is happening on their neighborhood, as well as, to obtain the first 
impressions about the objectives and concepts discussed.     

• Moment 2: confronting hybrid forum with SWOT analysis and transformation plan. 
At this moment of the process the network of stakeholders involved is more varied: 
groups of intervention from local or/and central government, specialists, intermediate 
organizations, local community organizations, representatives and the future or 
existing residents. The discussion on this second forum are focused on the creation of 
the first decisions, in which adjustments are realized on SWOTS studies and 
transformation plan scenarios by providing expert knowledge, the analysis of 
demands from residents and community groups, as well as the requirements and 
necessities from the community, etc. The aim at this moment of the process is the 
negotiation of decisions by the discussion among experts, authorities/politicians and 
the local community representatives or residents: the re-definition of solutions, the 
corroboration of information for the urban analysis adjustments, as well as the 
analysis of demands and requirements from the community involved. At this point, 
also, the goal is to provide expert knowledge to the non-experts and vice-versa, then 
new knowledge is gained.   

• Moment 3: confronting hybrid forum with transformation plan adjustments and 
realization. Finally, at this final moment of the process, the network of stakeholders 
involved, -groups of intervention such local or/and central government, specialists, 
intermediate organizations, private corporations, local community organizations, 
representatives and the future or existing residents- are focused on the realization, 
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develop and implementation plans feature transformation plan. On this final forum, 
the aim is to negotiate and discuss the final solutions, micro-decisions, to facilitate 
permits and licenses, as well as the involvement and engagement with the local 
residents, etc. It is expected, as a result, new social configurations with new 
knowledge acquired by people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.9 An example of the future structure process of redesign and the moments of 
communication among the actors involved by a hybrid forum –transition-, applied to case 
studies (Author´s drawing).    

 

As a conclusion, the main idea of this participative process of implementation is that the 
knowledge of specialists is not the only knowledge possible, and consequently to recognize 
the richness and relevance of knowledge developed by “layer persons”, and in particular by 
the groups that these overflows directly or indirectly concerns. In this sense at these relevant 
moments organized by hybrid forums collective learning is created, in which simultaneously 
produces new knowledge and new social configurations, ends up fabricating a close wave of 
micro-decisions, each of which is subject to discussion and linked to those that precede it as 
well as those that follow.  

!
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9 
EVALUATION LEVEL: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

1. Introduction 

The conclusions are referred to the development of methods for sustainable transformations of 
cities. The research presented highlights the relevance of the topic by considering relevant 
theories in the field, in which all decisive methodological approaches have been described. In 
relation to this, this chapter is the evaluation of, first, the methods applied in case studies and, 
second, results generated –especially from operational to meta level. These constitute the main 
lines of this doctoral research. The conclusions are not only focused on the evaluation on 
Frey`s theory, that shows in case studies the modularity and existing functions of today`s city; 
but also in adding new functions –concepts- to the future city by a scaling process, that is 
conceptual. 

The purpose of this research has been to explore new insights in preparing the city for the next 
post carbon period, addressing to the task of re-planning and redesign existing cities, towns, 
and settlements to make them more sustainable. This research discusses that sustainable urban 
development needs follow a heuristic trajectory, addressing towards the development of 
methods rather than producing one-rule model or optimal solutions (see chapter 1). In 
preparing for the next period of the city, the development of methods to redesign the existing 
cities is necessary. Sustainable urban development so implies the transformation and transition 
of the current city by a process of redesign (see chapter 2). Therefore, the general conclusion 
of this research is that sustainability and urban development leads to: 

• A transformation and transition of the city 

• A pragmatic way of redesign existing city 

• An operational and participatory mode of research 

The point of departure of the research project is that sustainable city of the future for a great 
part coincides with the current city and that sustainability means the sustainable 
transformation of existing city, in which sustainability is an activity in a split between existing 
and future city. In preparing for a sustainable future, the concept of sustainability claims for 
radical changes and evolution of practices to meet their challenges, using design as an 
instrument to address these structural changes (Holm et al, 2010). The transition is calling for 
a change in design practices not only in terms of a vision of sustainability, but also in terms of 
changed skills and reflexive interaction between designers and society. Design as an 
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instrument should support the formation of the capacity of people to act sustainable, in which 
designer could influence the actions of individuals and communities; changed attitudes and 
values in long-term strategies, and shaped societies in surprisingly fundamental ways. 

Crucial elements defines the results of the research and findings: 

• Comparison and evaluation of case study results: Evaluation of methods applied such 
Frey`s method, and pragmatic tools for redesign. 

• Feedback from operational to meta level: new concepts for future city are created by 
a process of rescaling the city. Here, modular strategies are elaborated (obtained from 
case studies) and are articulated by pragmatic thinking by proposing scenarios. 

• To make existing urban structure of the city more flexible: The creation of large 
urban units of the city, with urban concepts required for future city. 

These elements are explained and discussed below. 

 

2. Evaluation after pragmatic design 

2.1 Relation of Frey theory with others visions of sustainability 

This research has incorporate several elements that are taken as base for operationalization: 
the vision of the city as a modular construct of Hildebrand Frey and its criteria for 
restructuring the city (Frey et al, 2010; Frey and Yaneske, 2007; Frey, 1999), relevant angles 
focused on sustainable urban design (Szerszynski and Urry, 2010; Jabareen, 2006; Breheny et 
al, 1996; Holden, 2004; Neuman, 2005; de Roo, 2000; Tarvernor, 2007; Kenworthy, 2006) 
and the relationship and position of Frey´s theory with other theories and visions of 
sustainability (Moore, 2010; York, 2009; Rossi, 1993; Alexander 1965, 1977).  

In regard with, different convergences and relationships are clearly evidenced. The theory of 
Frey in relation to understand the city as a modular construct, Alexander´s view in relation to 
the organic vision of the city, and Buchanan´s view referring to the city as a biological 
connotation, are common evolutionary approaches, pragmatic ways to see reality of cities. 
These common positions state that different urban units levels needs to be recognized as an 
essential buildings of the city, a fundamental part of the whole city; constructed by different 
parts of complexity: modules with own structural and functional integrity while being part of a 
large system (see Chapter 3). Modern city has failed socially, functionally and spatially. The 
city has to be planned to be resilient does not ordered by models or utopian perspectives, but 
by parts: by different levels of construct. The regeneration of urban areas to achieve 
sustainable development focus not only on achieving sustainable urban forms and structures, 
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but also on improving existing people’s prosperity and quality of life, making individuals as 
part of the process.  

By the other hand, there are divergences between Frey´s theory and other visions that state, 
for instance, that a sustainable city has to be achieved by different ideal urban models such 
compact city or garden city, or looking for different techniques, technologies and design 
solutions as passive solar design, the compactness development as panacea and others (see 
Chapter 1). The development of technology is an important element; however, design as a 
pragmatic process should respond to the needs and preferences of people, who live and work 
in cities, reacted against the formalism of the dominant styles. Frey´s theory clearly takes as a 
starting point that the future sustainable city in the episode of Anthropocene, for a large 
extent, is the already existing city, aiming in the redesign of the existing city based on 
sustainability considerations as an analytical tool (see Chapter 3). Upgrading suburbs and 
urban units is an important element; in which the theory of Frey is one of the best elaborated 
in this area and can be considered to be serious alternative to conceptions that focus on 
abstract models and ideal types of sustainability.  

2.2 Redefining sustainability as a design practice 

From the analysis that strength and complement the vision established by Frey and validates 
the debate of sustainable urban development, it is indispensable to undertake an operational 
approach to the city; highlighting the importance of the sustainability concept as a tool, where 
the underlying strength of the sustainability concept consists of the integration of issues to 
address urban problems. Thus, this research project has proposed the following definition of 
sustainability: “Sustainable urban development is to make the city endurable for the future, 
including of course the existing city, by a process of redesign, taking into account a number of 
relevant criteria, particularly energy, water, social diversity, materials, mobility, and others. 
These criteria, which are mostly researched by specific disciplines, are summarized in three 
pillars: social, economic, and environmental sustainability, where the act of sustainable 
redesign involves the adequate balance” (see Chapter 4). 

However, to undertake the urban transformation and its managing during the transition, the 
process of sustainable redesign could be defined as follows: “redesign process is more than an 
analytical approach, it is a dialectic process articulated by pragmatic thinking that, by using 
storylines as a design tool, it is possible defining one or more future scenarios for sustainable 
future and steps needed to achieve them from present situation. The producing space is by 
actor involvement, that is, it is an integral and reflective design as a result of an intensive 
interaction with a number of stakeholders in which knowledge is produced by interacting”.  

Therefore, this research suggests that pragmatic design is more than an instrumental approach; 
it is innovative and achievable during the transition. This research also has demonstrates the 
necessity of the existing city to achieve sustainability: the time is necessary to achieve the 
transition, the long term planning is necessary for the use of storylines in terms of scenarios, 
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as a method to achieve cultural and radical transformations in the people and to orient this 
changes to sustainable attitudes.  

 

3. Operational value of Frey theory: case study results 

Hildebrand Frey establishes the urban quarter´s theory as a method for redesigning of existing 
cities, laying down important criteria and/or indicators for neighborhoods and district 
structures (see Chapter 3). The application of the theory is used as method for exploration of 
Eindhoven and Amstelveen case studies. This theory has demonstrated how the indicators of 
threshold and target values are used to measure the level of sustainability in urban areas.  

Concerning to the operational value of Frey approach, one of the strongest aspects concerning 
to Frey´s theory and its criteria for sustainable urban quarters are that it can be considered as 
an alternative to conceptions that focuses on abstract models and ideal types of sustainability -
according to the ongoing debate of sustainable urban forms. This theory is chosen because it 
clearly takes as starting point that the future sustainable city in the episode of peak oil is, for a 
large extent, the already existing city, analyzing the city by different parts and by a 
multidisciplinary approach established by the criteria. Although there is an ongoing discussion 
on sustainable urban development, the research demonstrates that the city structured around 
neighborhoods and districts, and with a predominantly radial road structure -industrial city 
model- is not anymore the appropriate model; most important is to upgrade existing urban 
units of the city –especially suburban areas- as an important element of the city, by an 
integrated process of redesign. 

 Another strong aspect of this theory – concerning to its operational value- is that highlight the 
importance of the sustainability concept as a tool, where the underlying strength of the 
sustainability concept consists of the integration of issues, such as economic, social, 
morphological, environment, to address urban problems. Here, the relevance with using 
indicators in redesign process stands as an important strength of Frey approach. For example, 
the results from the analysis in Woensel indicate that a grand part of the evaluated areas as 
sustainable were found in central sector of Woensel, where a clear hierarchical modular 
system is installed in its urban structure. Patters of urban form such as installations of local 
services, green areas, high population numbers, balances of residential and non-residential 
land uses, can be identified. On the other hand, the majority of the areas evaluated as 
unsustainable possess characteristics that diagnose a loss of modularity principally in the 
quarters in the north of Woensel, constructed after 1970. In these urban quarters, patters of 
urban form are emphasized, lacking local services at walkable distances, and a low mix of 
dwelling type, according to the application of the criteria. These results suggest that the 
analyses of the patterns of urban form described recently are an important base that 
determines the spatial extension of Woensel.   
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In pragmatic redesign process, indicators are considered as the first step, in which require a 
critical way of thinking, to appropriate and reconstruct reality; this lie in the heart of 
pragmatic design. Therefore, criteria and/or indicators help to establish profiles and trends of 
social, economic and environmental conditions in a city. In this research, criteria has to be 
understood as a working instrument of reflection, that must be adaptable to changing socio-
economic conditions, needs and aspirations on the one hand and to new perceptions or 
characteristics and values of sustainable urban development on the other. Criteria are used to 
explore the socio-economic, environment and physical reality of the city –case studies. Here, 
lie the main strength of Frey approach to city form in relation to pragmatic design. 

However, this theory also has weak aspects and limitations. One of the most important 
limitations related with the usability is in what kind of contexts this theory can be applied. The 
question is whether built form, social, economic, and environment criteria have general 
validity within areas of the same or similar political, cultural and socio-economic conditions 
(Frey, at al 2010). The idea of redesigning the suburbs may be acceptable from a sustainability 
point of view, but people do not like their suburbs to be redesigned, intensified, and changed. 
In some countries the people have a strongly developed sense of the necessity to change from 
urban development to sustainable urban development, such as in The Netherlands for 
example, in which –according to the case study operationalization- there is a strong 
knowledge about issues of sustainability, especially managed by local governments: 
promoting local frameworks -such as natural step framework, Trias Energetica and Energy 
plan healthy and construction in Eindhoven; town energy neutral plan in Amstelveen 
municipality- (see chapter 1). Besides, with strong participation by residents with authorities 
in local decisions by platforms, groups and topics, like in Amstelveen; in which people is 
involved in programs concerning to waste recycling, energy efficiency, reusing materials, etc. 
In the other hand, in other countries such as France, England, or Italy for instance or even 
further such as Latin America, this strong sense does not exist as people do not know about, or 
believe in, issues of sustainability. Accordingly, this research suggests that the applicability of 
the theory of Frey and its criteria can be used truly in Western Europe countries, in which 
sustainability is related to the issue of urban transformation, and in which there is a great 
concern about the importance of the concept not only by local governments but also by 
community. 

Another weak aspect of the theory is its relevance in how to meet their criteria in different 
contexts. This aspect rises because it is common to believe that the application of common 
targets values of sustainability would produce “cloned” urban areas –and even ruled or model 
cities, producing urban quarters with identical characteristics and repetitive everywhere the 
same kind of built environment as was in the post war period; leaving aside important issues 
such as heritage, image, transport and mobility, and others. In regard with, we already have 
“cloned” cities or city parts, not by the result of common socio-economic and built form target 
values, but of very powerful group of investors, developers and private corporations from 
international financial industry (Frey et al, 2010).  It is important to understood, therefore, that 
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these criteria established by Frey define only those indispensable qualities that all urban 
quarters and cities must have to become places where the basic needs of people are provided 
for: employment and income, local services and facilities, and socio-economically balanced. 
There is, however, a multitude of additional human needs and aspirations that promote a very 
place-specific development. Therefore, this statement makes the theory of Frey limited just to 
certain urban contexts.  

Another critic subject and most important limited issue of the theory of Frey is the lack of the 
stakeholder approach, which is indispensable to undertake a redesign process. As it is showed 
in this research, upgrading urban units of the city under the frame of sustainability is not only 
to meet certain values or specific measures, but it is also involvement, education, and 
participation; this is the development phase during which creativity and individual human 
endeavor transform the concept into a very specific human settlement with a clear identity 
(see Chapter 8). Frey’s method and its criteria address towards morphology of the city; 
however, the main focus has to be placed also in how to include “individuals” in urbanism. In 
this research, this challenge is taken by a conceptual approach, in which modularity is used as 
a rescaling process.  

The application of the method as a paradigm of pragmatic design strategy to adjust the form 
and structure of the city of Eindhoven and Amstelveen assumes as a starting point that the 
future sustainable city is the already existing city, where “pragmatic” also means that research 
and design is focused on engagement and achievement, because it is not only based on 
transforming the existing environments, but also on the participation of residents and a wide 
range of stakeholders.  

The two practice case studies of Eindhoven and Amstelveen demonstrate the validity, 
advantages and weakness of the theory of Frey and its criteria for sustainability. Over the 
discussion of a “modular unit” of the city, the module as part of a structure is not necessarily 
the all important element of that structure; much more important are the links between these 
modular units that generate a complex overlapping network in the city (Alexander, 1963, 
1977). In this sense, there are a lot of difficulties with this theory that need to be addressed for 
more research. Besides, testing the theory in both cases studies has showed great benefits from 
a morphological point of view, but it has also disadvantages especially focused on consulting 
local communities and stakeholders (see Chapter 5). Accordingly, this theory has demonstrate 
in this research to be an important starting point for redesign process, however most important 
is to create a strategic framework based on common goals of inhabitants of urban quarters 
ought to provide a platform for individualistic further development by involvement and 
education. 
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4. Transformation plan results: modularity as a process of scaling 

The aim of pragmatic design is not to give specific solutions to the case studies, but to provide 
global concepts and guidelines for future city: adding new functions and concepts to future 
city for remodeling. Pragmatic is liked by using storylines for people: how they can involve in 
transformation by using scenarios. The contribution here is rather conceptual, in order to 
propose a way in how to make use of the modularity of the city redesign, thinking in future. 
Research questions formulated in (1) and (3) are contested. 

Research question (1) is contested by using modularity as rescaling process. The 
transformation plan for redesign existing cities aims in how to meet the future requirements of 
the new urban units of the city –established in the SWOT analysis (see Chapter 6-7) - by a 
process of up-scaling or rescaling process. This is a conceptual layer in which modularity of 
case studies is articulated by pragmatic thinking. This is done by creation of guidelines for 
redesign proposing different types of scenarios by using storylines, constructing not only 
frame concepts for the future city but also the composition of a hybrid forum for managing the 
transition, including individuals and actors in the process of redesign (see Chapter 8). In short, 
the core of transformation plan is to create a conceptual modeling of Frey criteria by a spatial 
way of thinking: the creation of future scenarios of the city by pragmatic method. 

Modularity is to use scaling, that allows the construction of scenarios: rescaling existing 
problems and giving different possibilities to people that live in cities. Scenarios is used for 
taking actions for regeneration or redevelopment of urban areas, or even the creation of 
policies that could be oriented for the accomplishment of one scenario to achieve 
sustainability in a territory.   

4.1 Discussion of results: production of urban space as a key dimension in urban form 

Transformation plan is an up-scaling process for new urban units concepts; that is, it is the 
construct of frame concepts for the future city, describing future scenarios by using storylines 
as pragmatic method of how these new urban units of the future city would be. Here, research 
question (3) is contested. The results indicate that, according to the requirements of the new 
large urban units of the city established by SWOT-TOWS evaluation (see Chapter 6-7). A 
process of rescaling the city creates new concepts for future city. Here, modular strategies are 
elaborated, proposing three main concepts for future city:  

a) City productive; by adding agriculture as a new function into the “greening in the city”. For 
the city “beyond sustainability”, the concept of agriculture is also incorporated, as gardens for 
local production and local initiatives. 

b) Landscape city; landscape is incorporated as a framework, as part of the urban spatial 
structure of the city. The integration of nature with the built environment set up a new spatial 
concept for the urban structure as a hybrid composition. 
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c) Hybrid spaces; focused on public space as a platform of human vitality, as the main image 
for the new large urban unit and increasing sense of place. 

The rescaling process is argued as a fundamental element of transformation of the city, in 
order to achieve a more sustainability. Modularity is used as a mechanism for applying 
rescaling in the form of an analysis of different complexities of territory by a layered reading. 
City can be seen as being so-structures; that is, each part of its parts is usually both made up of 
smaller parts and assembles larger entities, in which all parts interact. The process of scale is 
referred to scale of management: oriented to the processes that can assemble the city and lead 
to the creation of form. The approach of scaling is by different levels of construction of the 
city: rescaling process in the operational level by the creation of large urban units of the city; 
and rescaling process in the meta level, by the creation of scenarios and new concepts of 
future city. 

These new concepts and functions for city form of the future addresses to make the city more 
flexible by the creation of large urban units. This flexibility refers to understand the city as a 
grid open structure in which producing space is by actor involvement. This process is by 
different levels of construction. More deep reflection to the last, these new concepts are 
needed, and new transdisciplinary partnerships be formed, for the protection, management and 
planning of landscapes in urban areas, especially suburban. With these concepts approach –
city productive, landscape city-, different patterns of land use and form could be viewed in 
connection with natural conditions (vegetation, soil, stretches of water). They can be 
understood as specific eco-cultural units that offer new landscape qualities within the city.   

By creating these initial frame units concepts for up-scaling the city, this research conclude 
that the new city of the post carbon period has developed with a dimension and size which no 
longer corresponds to the administrative size of the industrial model, flexibility has to be 
oriented as a new dimension in urban form, related to adapt the requirements and necessities 
of citizens by actor involvement. Conclusion points out also that debates of urban form today 
cannot be understood only by the physical approach, but also as a transversal key aspect of the 
city that should go hand in hand with other form of the production of urban space, such as 
participation of the social urban space.   

The relevance of these frame concepts for future city point out to achieve a unique sense of 
community and place; expanding the range of transportation, as well as employment and 
housing choices, equitability distribute the costs and benefits of development, and preserve 
and enhance natural and cultural resources. The three concept scenarios analyzed are intended 
to support sustainable development in its three dimensions –social, economic, environment 
(see Chapter 8).  

All the scenarios analyzed in the operational level of the research were intended to support the 
new requirements of the large units of the city of the future. By using storylines in terms of 
scenarios, the concepts are “shadow plans” (Gunnarsson-Östling and Höjer, 2011); we see the 
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need for more such alternative images of the future. The stories are radical in, for example, 
involving a decrease of energy consumption, radical with respect to justice, integration, 
cultural transformations, etc. 

The new concepts present three alternatives images of the future. The three scenario concepts 
analyzed can be criticized in various ways. However, theory very existence makes it possible 
to have a debate on the future city. The results of this stage of the research have demonstrate 
and alternative way of redesigning the existing city by pragmatic sustainability, in which the 
working with storylines in terms of scenarios can be a good way both of involving people in 
design process; storylines as a method of communication in design process. 

4.2 Evaluation on pragmatic sustainability as design practice 

The role of design in research is focuses as a transformation strategy for future city, related to 
the creation of concepts for future scenario planning. This process of redesign is by different 
levels of construction of the city, in which highlights the importance of adding people in the 
process of redesign, thinking in the transition by using design as an instrument of reflection. 
Storylines as pragmatic method are descriptions of what cities of the future look like. In 
regard with this research has demonstrated, by descriptions of how a city of future look like, 
how useful is this pragmatic method by creating different scenarios to integrate individuals 
and actors in urbanism. The approach of redesign contribution is conceptual. Research 
question number 2 here is answered.  

The implementation of the plan depends on which actors are involved. The managing of the 
transformation process during the transition mainly concerns the composition of a hybrid 
forum and organizing meetings by strongly mixed actors involved on this development (see 
Chapter 8). As conclusions about this method, the main idea of this participative process of 
implementation is that knowledge of specialists is not the only knowledge possible, and 
consequently to recognize the richness and relevance of knowledge developed by “layer 
persons”, and in particular by the groups that these overflows directly or indirectly concerns. 
At these relevant moments organized by hybrid forums collective learning is created, in which 
simultaneously produces new knowledge and new social configurations, ends up fabricating a 
close wave of micro-decisions, each of which is subject to discussion and linked to those that 
precede it as well as those that follow.   

This research argues that using storylines as pragmatic method (see chapter 2) are central to 
planning practice. In fact, we can state about planning and redesign process of the future as 
performed story.  In terms of evaluation of this method, we can therefore conclude many 
advantages about the operationalization: 

• The strong aspect of using storylines in design process is the ability to tell, to listen 
to, and to invent stories is being nurtured as well as the equally important ability to 
create and design the spaces for stories to be heard. When storylines work as 
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catalysts for change, it is partly by inspirational example, and partly by shaping a 
new imagination of alternatives (Sandercock, 2011). 

• Another strong aspect is that the creative use of storylines in redesign process can 
also serve many purposes, including widening the circle of democratic discourse, and 
shifting participants in such discourses and into more receptive or open frames of 
mind. 

• This research, according to the two case studies of Eindhoven and Amstelveen in The 
Netherlands, can show that cities become more multi-ethnic and multicultural. The 
need to engage in dialogue with strangers must become an “urban art” and not just a 
planner´s art, if we are concerned about how we can co-.exist with each other, in all 
our difference (Gunnarsson-Östling and Höjer, 2011). In this sense, the creating of 
spatial concepts by using storylines in terms of scenarios in the future redesign 
process has the power of bringing people together. 

Working with scenarios can be a good way of involving people in planning process and of 
challenging conventional thinking and setting things into context. 

4.3 Feedback from operational to conceptual Framework: Logic model adjustments 

The integration of those key conceptual considerations –sustainable urban form, pragmatic 
design- deliver us a scientific context of sustainable transformation of the city that is 
interpreted as a logic root model for operationalization of these concepts (Doick et al, 2009).  

The logic root model deliver several boxes providing clear links from literature to the research 
goals and research design. Inputs and process are the main components of the logic root 
model, and those were filled during the time research on the operational level. Therefore 
inputs-process-outputs categorization within logic model was used to lead the project 
research, facilitating observation and exploration on case studies (see Chapter 4). Applying 
the logic root model to the case studies presents a summary of inputs, processes, outputs and 
outcomes related to the common objectives.  

The application of the logic root model in case studies have delivered diverse inputs, activities 
and concepts in relation to steer the urban transformations towards the future. During the 
research, different activities are integrated and articulated: 1) the remodeling of the city by 
remapping; 2) the diagnosis by using TOWS model; 3) transformation plan using storylines as 
pragmatic method to create initial spatial concepts and future scenarios, complemented with 
hybrid forum redesign for the implementation of the scenarios during the transition. Besides, 
during the research, the most important inputs to achieve the transformation during the 
transition are incorporated: institutions such local governments, experts, intermediate and 
private organizations; resources such as landscape, neighborhood, training, and education; and 
the people: local organizations, representative of neighborhoods, individuals (Figure 9.1). 
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Tensions between process and content values can arise, but when they are consciously worked 
with these tensions can help to make scenarios more robust and thereby more effective for, for 
example, policy making. Thus, both process and content values are important and they could 
be facilitated through iterative processes where experts and lay people or interest 
organizations evaluate/comment upon each other´s suggestions. Lay people or interest groups 
can add issues and perspectives to the process that are not highlighted by experts. And experts 
can evaluate how these ideas might affect environmental quality objectives climate change, 
built form environment, local economy, etc. Outcomes are achieved by transformation plan 
results, translated in three main concepts for redesign cities toward future: productive city, 
landscape city, and hybrid spaces. 

4.4 The role of designer for next post carbon period 

According to the transformation plan elaborated in this research by applying the logic root 
model in case studies, and assuming that sustainability issues and problems like the 
Anthropocene, climate change, the peak oil, and the end of fossil fuels are commonly viewed 
as acute matters that need to be handled by designers, there is a need for a new role for 
designers in preparing for the next episode of the city, that elucidate their conception of 
sustainability by: 

• Taking on board radical goals for global sustainable problems into local agendas by a 
transdiciplinary approach. Taking the city the subject of action and policy design, 
that define the role of the city 

• Facilitating different social groups taking part in, and influencing, redesign process 

• Working with iterative and pluralist process, in which lay people, public 
(government), and experts can comment on each other´s suggestions. 

Also, there is a need for remapping as the first step in the redesign process (see Chapter 5); 
even in welfare cities like Amstelveen. Such remapping should also be carried out on 
scenarios. Urban design of the future no longer is oriented just only to the urban project, but 
urban design is a layered process that it is in doing by time, in which different methods –
analytical, participative, etc- are articulated to achieve a desired future.  Pragmatic redesign is 
not only based on transforming the existing environments by analytical processes, but also is 
focused on engagement and achievement by the participation of residents and a wide range of 
stakeholders. Design involves participation. The aim is to bear in mind that pragmatic 
redesign as a method must be used as a medium of reflection and negotiation, and as an active 
and evolving instrument through which suggestions are absorbed, processed and incorporated, 
alternatives are generated, and conflicts are resolved. 
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5. Final remarks and recommendations 

The examples of Eindhoven and Amstelveen shows that there is not always a simple answer 
to weather a specific development is sustainable or not. However, it shows that both a local 
and a broader perspective (in terms of discipline) are necessary.  

One major shortfall of current developments in the discipline of urban sustainability 
assessment is the relative lack of implementation of developed methods. As this research has 
showed, much progress has been made in the improvement of urban sustainability assessment 
theories. However, a wide gap still exists between assessment theories and assessment 
practices. The research further recommends a pragmatic shift in the focus of urban 
sustainability assessment from theory development to more of application and auditing. 
Methods must quickly move beyond the experimental phase to practical application. A 
suggestion is thus made for major assessment methods developed to be used in assessing 
urban sustainability over a given urban area and across the various issues, spatial and time 
scales so as to allow for method comparison. 

As this research has established, the role of urbanism in the post carbon period is to support 
the transition of current trends. Existing urban structures need to be adapted, sites that have 
lost their function and waste sites need to be reoriented and redesigned. The changing role of 
discipline has led to new planning procedures, to new negotiation structures and to changed -
and mostly longer term- planning perspectives. The new challenges require new approaches, 
new methods, and new strategies for urban planning. The planning of the future no longer can 
be based on the certainty of programs, models, and conditions. Instead, the planner is 
confronted with changing conditions and shifting programs and practices. In the planning of 
the future, more than before, design approaches will be essential. Exploratory research, the 
reflexive exploration of spatial potentials and the integration of design methods in spatial 
research will become a key issue for the scientific development of the discipline. 
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SUMMARY 

 

Sustainable Transformation of the Cities: Urban Design Pragmatics to Achieve a 
Sustainable City. 

In Western Europe the question of sustainable urban development is to a large extent linked to 
the issue of urban transformation, given, in general, the limited growth rates and urban 
expansion in the European context. The challenge is rather to make use of the ongoing 
transformation processes to come to a more sustainable urban development, in which the 
importance of the redesign of the existing urban form is necessary to move towards a more 
sustainable urban condition. The form of the contemporary city has been perceived as a source 
of environmental problems. Growing evidence from around the world indicates that, owing to 
our excessive use of fossil fuels, especially in affluent countries, greenhouse gas 
concentrations are accumulating at an alarming rate. Urgent changes are needed not only in 
our behavior but also in the design of the built form. New urban concepts of urbanization in 
general need to be developed, as also the relation between the city and its surroundings 
requires a new definition. Existing urban structures need to be adapted, vacant sites and 
wasted sites require reorientation and design. In this research, the design approach will be 
essential. Exploratory research, the reflexive exploration of spatial potentials and the 
integration of design methods in spatial research will become a key issue for the scientific 
development of the discipline. This doctoral dissertation therefore examines the following 
central research question: How current design practices can be modified in following the path 
of a sustainable future? 

This dissertation builds upon the notions of modularity as a process of construction and 
redesign of the city, established by the work of Hildebrand Frey together with Paul Yaneske. 
The notion of modularity explains that the way organic systems deal with complexity is 
similar way that organic systems do. Levels of organization are, and, can be modular to the 
extent that abstraction can be made of effects that play a higher or lower scale levels. Drawing 
in the ideas from the study of complex systems, they have developed a framework to guide 
and direct for the assessment of sustainability of cities, by allowing the systematic 
establishment of the appropriate indicators or criteria for sustainable development in cities.  

The line of research follows the path of sustainability as an operational concept in urban form, 
in directly relationship with pragmatism, which concept becomes. This dissertation takes the 
process of redesign towards a sustainable city as a transformation process, demanding for 
radical transition of products and practices to meet their challenges. The concept claims for a 
transition and evolution of actions and practices. The core of research project is to develop a 
conceptual modeling of the future city. The contribution is a transformation plan for future 
city, traduced as a methodology for redesigning the city, especially the city for the next post 
carbon period. This methodology is developed by an integrating of different methods, 
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established in the state of the art. The theory elaborated by H. Frey plays an important role 
during the research. However the research is not limited to the operationalization of the 
theory, also design approach will be essential: exploratory research, the reflexive exploration 
of spatial potentials and the integration of design methods will become a key issue for the 
scientific and practical contribution of this research project. The role of design approach 
within the research is focuses as a transformation strategy for future city, related to the 
creation of concepts for future scenario planning.   

The current literature comprises a variety of concepts and visions of sustainability and its 
challenge in achieving more sustainable urban condition of cities. Cities are the subject of 
action, because of the consumption of resources are mostly from our cities and urban 
settlements. The question how we can orient our practices to a more sustainable future, and 
how the role of cities is to traduce the concept of sustainability to specific actions, is 
introduced in Chapter 1. This chapter analyzes visions and concepts about sustainability in 
literature and frames the debate examining the different approaches to sustainability of the 
city. The assumption is made that the sustainable city of the future necessarily for a great part 
coincides with the current city and that sustainability means the sustainable transformation of 
the existing city. It suggests that it is necessary to renew the concepts of sustainability, for 
preparing the city for a new period in the history. Chapter 2 examines the philosophy of 
pragmatism within the debate of sustainability, standing that sustainable development is 
basically pragmatic. It suggests that the implementation of pragmatic concept of sustainability 
as tools could create better outcomes in the process of experimentation. Chapter 3 discusses 
two pragmatic approaches to make existing cities more sustainable: the theory of the city as a 
modular construct of Hildebrand Frey, and “Bringing In Landscape”. The rescaling process is 
argued as a fundamental element of transformation of the city, in order to achieve a more 
sustainability. The common of these approaches is the debate on scale, which take modularity 
as a mechanism for applying rescaling in the form of an analysis of different complexities of 
territory by a layered reading. The conclusion is that, the approach of scaling is by different 
levels of construction of the city: rescaling process in the operational level by the creation of 
large urban units of the city; and rescaling process in the meta level, by the creation of 
scenarios and new concepts of future city. Chapter 4 examines the elaboration of a conceptual 
framework for sustainable transformation of cities by using the “logical root model” as a 
scientific tool. The logical root model consists of the elaboration of bases and criteria on 
sustainable urban development and urban design pragmatics: concepts, definitions, angles, 
and interpretation, to obtain a scientific context of sustainable transformation of cities. The 
objective of this logical model is the operationalization of the sustainability concepts and 
methods. 

The insights from the systematic literature reviews provide a theoretical basis for the 
empirical studies in this dissertation. The empirical studies in Chapters 5 and 6 and 7 explore 
the cases studies of Eindhoven and Amstelveen in The Netherlands by the application of the 
conceptual framework. Chapter 5 undertakes the task of redesign based on the theory of Frey 
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and the application of its criteria for sustainable development, making a remapping of the 
existing city by the creation of new “Large urban units of the city”. Chapters 6 and 7 describe 
the identification of one “large urban unit” -after re-mapping- to be investigated in depth 
according to the conceptual framework. The analysis is focused on the existing urban areas of 
study on built form, social, economic, design-spatial and environment characteristics, 
following the sustainable criteria established in Frey´s theory as conceptual framework. Also, 
a final SWOT-TOWS model is applied as a method to the case study diagnosis of urban unit’s 
analysis. 

The empirical study in Chapter 8 constructs the transformation plan for redesign existing 
cities, how to meet the future requirements of the new urban units of the city by a rescaling 
process. The transformation plan is a conceptual layer in which modularity of case studies is 
articulated to pragmatic thinking. This is done by the creation of guidelines for the redesign, 
proposing different types of future “scenarios” for regeneration. The results indicate that the 
city needs a new spatial structure, in which three new functions/concepts for future city are 
generated: City productive, Landscape city, and Hybrid public spaces.  

Finally, Chapter 9 is the evaluation chapter, related with the conclusion of the dissertation. 
The evaluation is, first, of the methods applied in case studies and, second, results generated –
especially from operational to theoretical level. These constitute the lines of the doctoral 
research. The conclusions are not only focused on the evaluation of Frey`s theory, that shows 
in case studies the modularity and existing functions of today`s city; but also in adding new 
functions/concepts to the future city by a scaling process, that is conceptual. General 
conclusions are given to the role of designer for the next post carbon period and redefining 
sustainability as a design practice for the future and future generations. It proposes an 
alternative way of redesigning the existing city by pragmatic sustainability, in which by using 
storylines in terms of scenarios -as pragmatic method- can be a good way both of involving 
people in design process, in which producing space is by actor involvement. Also, discussion 
of results over the production of urban space as a key dimension in urban form related to 
adapt the requirements and necessities of citizens by actor involvement. Conclusion points out 
also that debates of urban form today cannot be understood only by the physical approach, but 
also as a transversal key aspect of the city that should go hand in hand with other form of the 
production of urban space, such as participation of the social urban space. 
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